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ABSTRACT

In 1975 the Department of Northern Saskatchewan established

an experimental. mass media project in Beauval to serve the communities

in Administrative Area #3. From 1976 to 1979 the Area #3 Regional Com

munication Centre published a bi-monthly newspaper, Natotawin.

This study was carried out to examine the role of a publicly

sponsored community newspaper in a community development process, and to

measure Natotawin's performance of its community development functions.

These were specified in the Centre's third objective and consisted of:

to increase public participation in community and northern development,

to create awareness, to improve understanding, to build confidence, and

to promote self-expression and action.

The study concluded that Natotawin experienced limited success

in effectively discharging the potential community development

functions which the newspaper was mandated to implement. The leaders

felt Natotawin had greater success with certain specific tasks. For

dnstance, they felt that Natotawin had contributed to a sense of pride

in the community but that it had not satisfactorily provided coverage of

local issues of concern to people in the community. Natotawin was found

to have had a significant persuasive effect on the attitudes of the

sample with regard to two specific public affairs issues. The newspaper

was found to have been a major source of information concerning the

hazards of uranium development. The newspaper was reported to have

changed the attitudes of three of the leaders in the sample.
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.rne r anuange showed that Natotawin had difficulty discharging

its community development functions due to three main factors. Procedural

and professional problems were two sources were two sources of conflict

and constraints. Public funding from the Government of Saskatchewan

added a third constraint which strongly affected the development of the

project's autonomy. Quite clearly the government's obsession with

short-term technological experimentation via the Regional Communication

Centre, and the conflict between the objectives set by DNS with those

identified by Frontier College, placed the newspaper project run by the

Centre and the local participants in a vulnerable, powerless situation.

The study concluded that these constraints made it impossible for the

Regional Communication Centre and Natotawin to satisfy the government's

expectations and suitably serve the needs of the people.

Among those recommendations made by the study was the

suggestion that communicaty newspaper staff should receive training in

basic community development practice, and the application of sound

grammatical style and pedagogical techniques to their work. The study

recommended that mass media programming in the mid-north region be

designed and implemented so as to be compatible with the existing inter

personal communication network, to meet the needs of the northern audience,

and to be compatible with the northern cultural context.
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.Chapter.l

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statement of the Prbblem

The vision of a locally-controlled media was conceived by

government and community groups in the late Sixties and early Seventies

as a means of offsetting the structural imbalance of society for

various marginalized groups. By controlling the communication source,

it was also postulated, media content which might undermine culturally

distinct groups in the north could effectively be screened out. Thus,

it was assumed, the process of media-assisted acculturation which

occurs between the developed and the developing global regions might

be abated (Douglass, 1976). Aligned against this rationale, however,

was the realization by Ottawa-based and provincial bureaucrats that

improved information and communication delivery systems were a means

of extending sovereign authority to the hinterland.

Improved local communications are seen as playing an important

role in assisting northern people to effect self-improvement and

development in accordance with their needs by improving access to

information which they require.

Until recently the Indians, Eskimos and Metis in the north
have been inarticulate about their needs, not so much because
of their lack of awareness of them as because of their sense

of helplessness arose from their lack of access to any means

of communication and the fact that the communication media

had little to offer them.

(Canada, Select Committee on

Northern Communication, 1973,
p , 13)
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The northern people have come to recognize that the state of northern

communications relates directly to their economic and political

underdevelopment. As Eskimo people involved in the Skyriver project

stated

The real problem is not the·:fact that we have poor housing
or that we have health problems: the big problem is that we

don't have any power, we feel manipulated. We know we don't
have any control over whether a house is going to be built
this way or that way, but we don't know how to combat it,
we don't know how the hell to have any input ••• we are

simply not in a position to do anything about it; we

don't have any access to information.

(Kennedy, 1973, p. 3)

In 1975 the Area #3 Regional Communication Centre (RCC) was

established in Beauval, Saskatchewan by the Department of Northern

Saskatchewan (DNS) through a contractual agreement with Frontier

College, Toronto. The project was cost-shared under the federal-

provincial Interim Saskatchewan Northlands Agreement. The contract

with Frontier College was terminated on March 31, 1978.

The centre was established by DNS as an experimental project

to assist officials to determine by what means information and commun-

ication services could be improved within the Northern Administrative

District of Saskatchewan. The primary product of the project was the

publication of a twice-monthly Area #3 newspaper, Natotawin (Na-thok-

tha-win: Listen to Me).

Despite the mass of research on the impact and persuasive

influence of newspapers in modern society, it is not clear what role

a publicly-sponsored community newspaper can an� should assume within

a northern community. Nor is it clear how such a medium can contribute

to a process of community development. This thesis will examine these

two issues.
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1.2 Significance of the Problem

A. The Canadian Government, primarily via the Department of

Communication, and DNS are both intensifying investment in, and studying

ways and means for, improving northern communications. This activity

has been stimulated by a mixture of motives. Most studies of their

work tend to concentrate on the technical aspects of the systems and

to minimize the issue of social impact in a cross-cultural context.

B. There is a need to replicate in the Canadian context the

kinds of media impact studies which have been conducted in the United

States and Europe (Black, 1971). Conclusions drawn·from American field

research may not be applicable in Canada, especially in the mid- and

far north. There is also a need for more Canadian studies which deal

with media effects and effectiveness (Chapin, 1977). More information

is· also needed concerning the overlap and exchange between various

communication networks in a community or society (McQuail, 1975).

C. Saskatchewan's northland differs significantly from those

of other provinces due to the predominance of Indian and Metis people.

In Saskatchewan, Metis and .Indians constitute the majority of the

northern population, comprising more than 75 percent •. Furthermore,

the persistence of either Cree or Chipweyan as th� first language of

Northern Saskatchewan's population indicates the continued strength

of native culture (McArthur, 1978).

D. Development in the mid-north region of Canada, of which

the Northern Administration District of Saskatchewan is a part, is

assuming greater importance in Canadian domestic policy due to the

vast deposits of minerals and crude oil. The questions of who will

control this northern development, who will benefit directly by it,

<J�"_ ," 'r,":"'�1��
.1.. ""F
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and who will participate in it, have been discussed within numerous

government echelons. The Canadian Council on'Rural Development

encouraged the government to adopt a "locally-based development

strategy" (CCRD, 1976). It has been assumed that improved local

communication will promote the understanding of complex developmental

issues by northern Indians and Metis, and will facilitate their

participation in decision-making.

E. Most northern communication projects to date have concen-

trated on the electronic media. The DNS experiment in Area #3 was

uniquely different in this respect. As well, the vast majority of

media impact studies involving northern or mid-northern communities

have been conducted outside of Saskatchewan.

F. If there are desirable steps which might be taken by

communities in Northern Saskatchewan to develop themselves, ways and

means of promoting discussion of the issues, overcoming resistance to

change and of formulating community action plans will have to be

devised.
'

..

1.3 Purpose of the Study

A. To examine the role of a publically-sponsored community

newspaper in a community development process.

B. To measure the progress Natotawin had made toward achieving

project objective number three: "To encourage public participation in

community and northern development through awareness, understanding,

confidence, self-expression and action" (Contract, 1977, Schedule A).
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1.4 Objectives of the Study

A. To identify a set of specialized influential leaders in

Beauval and to locate them in a description of the leadership-

communication structure of the community.

B. To identify issues of concern to people in Beauval.

c. To compare the coverage by Natotawin of various issues with

issues of concern to residents.

D. To determine the editorial treatment given to two specific

issues, uranium mining and the ice harvest subsidy, by Natotawin.

E. To determine among influential leaders in Beauval their

awareness of and attitude toward the two specific .. issues and the

editorial treatment of these issues by Natotawin.

F. To determine what effect, if any, Natotawin's coverage of

the two specific issues had on the attitude of influential leaders

concerning those issues.

G. To measure the attitude of influential leaders in Beauval

concerning the role Natotawin has played in a community development

process.

H. To identify the community development role intended for

Natotawin by its staff, the executive of the Advisory Board, and the

Department of Northern Saskatchewan.

I. To identify discrepancies between the intended role of

Natotawin and that perceived by influential leaders in Beauval and by

government bureaucrats.

J. To identify those constraints affecting the ability of

Natotawin to carry out its community development functions.

r�·�'" �
I �
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1.5 Definition of Terms

Communication Channel: "is the means by which the message gets

from the source to the receiver" (Rogers & .. Shoemaker, 1971, p , 24).

Communication Source: "is an individual or institution that

originates a message" (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971,"i>. 251).

Community Development: "is a process by which a community

identifies its needs or objectives, orders (or ranks) them, develops

the confidence and will to work at them, finds the resources (internal

and/or external) to deal with them, takes action in respect to them,

and in so doing extends and develops cooperative and collaborative

attitudes and practices in the community" (Ross, 1955, p. 39).

Although no definition of community development is widely

accepted, the following elements are generally agreed to be components

of the process; "they are: 1) community as the unit of action; 2)

community initiative and leadership as resources; 3) use of both

internal and external resources; 4) inclusive participation; 5) an

organized, comprehensive approach that attempts to involve the entire

community; and 6) democratic, rational, task accomplishment" (Cary,

1970, p , 2).

Community Newspaper: is a nonprofit:publication which is

locally owned and/or managed by residents of the community in which

the newspaper originates (Chapin, 1977).

Coordinative Interstitial Group: is a group such as a community

development council, a iocal chamber of commerce or an informal decision-

making clique which manages the. relationships among two or more organi-

zations which have differing and potentially conflicting interests

(Nix, 1977).

-
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Cosmopolitan Leaders: are "those who are concerned particu-

larly with news of the world outside their connnunity" and who typically

have access -to news media which originate outside and bring them such

news (Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955, p. 313).

Credibility: "is the degree to which a connnunication source

or channel is perceived as trustworthy and competent by the receiver"

(Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971, p. 244).

Gatekeeper: is a person who is so located that he can control a

strategic portion of a channel--whether the channel is for the flow

of goods, connnunication or people--"so as to have the power of

decision over whether whatever is flowing through the channel will

enter the group or not" (Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955, p. 119).

Gregariousness: is "the tendency and the desire of people to

make contact and associate with each other" (Theodorson & Theodorson,

1969, p. 176). In this study the term was operationalized with respect

to participation in formal organizations in the community as a means

of formally measuring the need and ability.of leaders to have access

to other people.

Heterophily: "is the degree to which pairs of individuals who

interact are different in certain attributes, such as beliefs, values,

education, social status and the like" (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971, p. 39).

Homophily: "is the degree to which pairs of individuals who

interact are similar in certain attributes" (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971,

p. 39).

Influence: is the way in which people can be induced toward

a certain goal (Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955).

Influential: is a person who not only relays information from
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the mass media, but who in addition offers judgements and opinions

chosen from the media to support his or her own viewpoint.

This term is considered synonymous with opinion leader.

Opinion Leader: refers "to those individuals who lead in

influencing others' opinions in formal ways [in contrast] with formal

leadership, which is exercised by virtue of the formal office an

individual holds" (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971, p. 199). They "serve

informal rather than formal groups, face-to-face rather than more

extensive groups. They guide opinion and its changes rather than lead

directly in action" (Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955, p. 138).

Opinion Leadership: is "the degree to which an individual is

able to influence informally other individuals' attitudes or overt

behavior in a desired way with relative frequency" (Rogers & Shoemaker,

1971, p. 199).

Para-Political Organization: is a voluntary group "which

assumes limited range for the broad range of problems" in a community

or society, which has limited power to enforce its decisions or to

maintain conformity among its members, and which may receive some or

total financial support from public funds (Elias, 1975, p. 66; Easton,

1965).

Public Affairs: refers to those issues of a social, economic,

and political nature in a community or society which are matters of

public concern.

Readership: refers to any person who reads a minimum of one

article per issue of the publication Natotawin, which is the primary

communication source to be studied in this thesis.

Social Nucleus: is a "primary" group based upon voluntary

---"'1"
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face-to-face association who interact frequently and over a long period

of time; who are concerned enough about human problems in an area to

do something to make life in their community worthwhile; who are

conscious of standards of right and wrong against which problems and

successes in alleviating difficulties will be measured (Biddle & _Biddle,

1965).

�f'VI��' 'iliT1' ."''1'', II!
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Chapter 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The early. tradition of mass. o.ommunication .research viewed

populations as an "atomized mass" (Katz, 1963), defenseless before

the powerful media. Communications research, which until recently

has been basically urban-oriented, has begun to consider the social

relationships within which and through which information transfer

occurs. This follows closely the approach of anthropology which

examines cross-cultural diffusion, and rural sociology which traces

the spread of innovative practices. These latter traditions are rich

in comparative studies. While anthropology has focused on the group

as the case unit, rural sociology--as well as public health and

marketing--has concentrated on the individual. Both approaches are

relevant depending on the nature of the innovation or idea or opinion

being communicated and the cultural milieu (Lionberger, '1960; Katz,

1963). A summary of the primary research models and some methodolo-

gical problems will be presented in section 2.6.

Anthropology has raised important questions concerning group

levels of acceptance and the concept of compatibility, that is, whether

a given culture is receptive to new ideas. Rural sociology was a fore-

runner in introducing time as a variable. As well, it has focused on

the individual's perception of communication channels, although there

has been some criticism of this research technique (Katz, Levin &

Hamilton, 1963). Herbert L. Lionberger's (1960) hallmark study provided

10
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a 35-point summary of generalizations and conclusions from rural

aocd.o.Logy with regards to the adoption process. This review will

utilize several subsections to discuss the various research findings.

2.1 The Roles and Functions
of Mass Media

There is a considerable amount of literature concerned with

developing a clear understanding of the roles and the functions of the

mass media. Black (1971) has summarized the formulation of Wright

(1964) which in turn was built on the original work of Lasswell (1948).

These functions are:

1) surveillance of the environment 'i.e. news gathering;

2) correlation of parts of the society i.e. editorial com-

mentary and propaganda;

3) transmission of the social heritage from generation to

generation i.e. socialization of adults;

4) entertainment.

Two additional functions were added by Wright based on the

work of Lazarsfeld and Merton (1948):

5) status conferal and legitimizing authority;

6) enforcement of social mores.

A final function taken directly from Lazarsfeld and Merton is:

7) social narcotization i.e. substituting information about

problems for action to deal with them.

These same functions have been expressed in various forms in

the works of Gieber (1964), McQuail (1976; 1975), McQuail, Blumler and

Brown.(1972), and Edelstein and Contris (1966). The role which mass media

plays, particularly the press, in the form of an integrating function

,fooI-'
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to offset the problem of differentiation and fragmentation in society

is recognized as very crucial (McQuail, 1975). An additional function

can be discerned from the writing of several scholars, but is most

succinctly expressed by McQuail: "Education is in part a communication

process involving the transmission of useful knowledge, values and

ideas which contribute to the development of society" (1975, p. 198).

Functional analysis has developed a set of needs of the

receiver for the use of mass media which also should be considered.

These include:

1) adjustment function i.e. utility of a message is related to

its ability to satisfy the needs and goals of the receiver;

2) ego-defense i.e. messages are chosen for their ability to

maintain a consistent and acceptable self-image;

3) value-expression i.e. messages which provide the desired

direction for the self-image are listened to;

4.) knowledge;

5) functional alternative to interpersonal interaction (McQuail,

1975) •

Edelstein and Contris (1966) found strong evidence that the

public did not view the media as an autonomous watchdog engaging in

surveillance. Rather their research indicated that the public felt

that facts should be checked before a news story is made public with

the subject of the revelation. They termed this the "dual surveillance"

function. The roles which mass media provide. continue ·-to be redefined

as changes in a society and its social structure occur (Ross & Napier,

1975).

Other roles and functions of the mass media specific to jour�

nalism and community newspapers will be discussed in section 2.4.
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2.2 Persuasion and Mass
Communication

This branch of study, drawing upon social-psychological

concepts and theories, is concerned with the psychological aspects

of the attitudinal predisposition and the response of the receiver

with regards to persuasive communication. Kelman (1961) has placed

persuasive communication within a three-part typology of social

influence research. The other traditions are small group interaction

and prestige suggestion.

Kelman (1961) has also categorized three processes of social

influence. These are:

1) compliance i.e. to achieve favourable reaction, generally

status-reward, from others;

2) identification;

3) internalization i.e. induced behavior requires change in

the value system to restore cognitive balance and to reduce dissonance.

Hovland and Janis (1959) concluded that the individual

personality is a variable independent of the subject matter or types

of appeal presented by a communication source. This variable produces

various reactions to the communication media within people.

People can be characterized'by their "latitude of acceptance"

(Hovland, Harvey & Sherif, 1957). A study by Hovland and Weiss (1952)

also concluded that trustworthiness of the communication source did

not directly affect acquisition or retention of factual information.

Trustworthiness and expertness were identified as the cognitive compon-

ents of credibility (Hovland, .JanLs & Kelly, 1953). The credibility

value of a medium source is not fixed but rather alters over time as

111.l1�
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the receiver's .evaLuat.Lon cchanges :(Jacobson�·'1969).

The predisposition of the receiver in relation to the content

is important. Hyman and Sheatsley (1947) have found that people who

are interested in a subject will obtain more information from the media

relevant to this. However, the abilitY'of media to persuade an individual

is not directly related to the quantity of information to which a person

exposes himself. Studies have shown that ·adults will tend to select

media information which is congenial with their present attitudes

(Douglas, Westley and Chaffee, 1974). People also tend to choose

information sources and content which will reduce the amount of risk

(Bauer, 1964).

Our understanding of the need of individuals to reduce risk

and to maintain a cognitive balance has been assisted greatly by the

Interfering expectations can act as resistors to change in

work of Leon Festinger (1957) on the theory of "cognitive dissonance".

This theory has helped to improve the discernment of why individuals

will resist persuasive conununication. The theories concerning "quasi-

stationary social equalibria" and on group dynamics and processes which

were developed by Kurt Lewin (1947a, 1947b) have contributed a great

deal to communication research.

situations regarded as persuasive. Three major kinds were identified

by Hovland, Janis and Kelley (1953) as: 1) distrust of the communica-

tion source; 2) expectation of being wrong; and 3) expectation of

social disapproval. The main sources of resistance have been categorized

as: 1) those due to anchorage of a person's attitudes and practices

in group affiliation, and 2) those due to personal need (Janis and Smith,

1965).
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Persuasive messages which emphasize a community orientation,

which are legitimized by the established leaders or influential people,

and which rely on group discussion and support, appear to stand the

best chance of success (Lippitt, Watson & Westley, 1958; Smith; ,1965).

An important alternative means of conceptualizing the role of the mass

media is offered by sociology. The work started by Lazarsfeld, Berelson

and Gaudet (1948) has led to the notion of mass media channels as

primarily knowledge creators or awareness builders, whereas interper-

sonal channels are viewed as essential for altering attitudes and

supporting behavioral change and innovative decisions (Katz, 1957;

Lionberger, 1960; Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971). These functions, however,

are not mutually exclusive. The emphasis on the interpersonal env.Lr+»:

onment has contributed greatly to impact studies of mass communication

by focusing the research on the contact points between mass media

and the everyday influences which affect the attitudes, beliefs,

knowledge and values of individuals (Katz & Lazarsfeld� 1955).

Hovland and Weiss· (1952) confirmed the presence of a "sleeper

effect" (Hovland, Lumsdaine & Sheffield, 1949) whereby the opinion or

attitude of the receiver will change in the direction of the persuasive

message over time as the credibility of the communication source is

gradually forgotten. A "boomerang effect" occurs when persuasive connnun-

ication differs greatly from a stand taken by a message receiver. The

greater the "ego involvement" of the receiver the greater will be her

opinion shift away from the direction of the persuasion.

In terms of:creating an action response to a media message

Dorwin Cartwright (1949) suggested that mass communication can create

the necessary motivational structure for action by specifically defining
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the path of action to a goal, by clearly locating the action in time,

and by placing the message receiver in a position requiring a decision.

Not all messages facilitate this communication strategy, particularly

for community development situations.

2.3 Socio-Political Decisions
and Opinion Leaders

The concept of "gatekeeper" first developed by Kurt Lewin

(1947a) has contributed a great deal to the understanding of the role

of communication in group decision-making and social change. The

research findings of Lazarsfeld, Berelson and Gaudet (1948), Robert K.

Merton (1949)� Katz and Lazarsfeld (1955) and Katz (1957), to mention

just the seminal publications, have demonstrated the important role

which the concept of "influential" or "opinion leader" plays in inter-

preting the impact of a media source on a social system.

After its initial documentation in The People's Choice

(Lazarsfeld, . Berelson & Gaudet, 1948) the "two-step flow" model of

communication gained credibility. This 1948 study, and others produced

by the Bureau of Applied Research, introduced the hypothesis that

interpersonal communication networks mediate between the mass media

and their individual receivers. This development led to the application

of small group research to communication study, the creation of better

sampling techniques, and the introduction of time as a variable (Katz,

1963). With' t.he- publication �of. the-"studT 'Pereonal: Influence '�(1950) Katz

and Lazarsfeld concluded that personal influence is, to a certain extent,

more persuasive than mass communication.

Following the publication of Personal Influence Menzel and

Katz (1955) further suggested that the two-step sequence should be a
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much broader "multi-step" conceptual model. Rogers (1962) criticized

the two-step model for its simplicity and later reported (Rogers &

Shoemaker, 1971) that most communication researchers subscribed to

the multi-step paradigm. Douglas, Westley and Chaffee (1974) concluded

that the multi-step flow of communication supplements and extends media

messages. Black has:observed that "the relevance of these findings to

the Canadian scene has not been widely tested" (1971, p. 14).

A great deal of effort�has been invested in the description

of opinion leader characteristics and roles (Lazarsfeld & Katz, 1955;

The flow of communication within a community occurs along

Hollander, 1964; Weiss, 1966; Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971). The following

generalizations concerning opinion leader characteristics have been

postulated by Rogers and Shoemaker.

Opinion leaders are more cosmopolite than their followers.
Opinion leaders have greater change agent contact than their
followers.

Opinion leaders have greater social participation than their
followers.

Opinion leaders have higher social status than their followers.

Opinion leaders are more innovative than their followers.

When the system's norms favour change, opinion leaders are

more innovative, but when the norms are traditional, opinion
leaders are not especially innovative.

(1971, pp. 218-219)

both horizontal and vertical axes. This flow may be interrupted by

various factors. "Homophily" has been shown to be a major barrier to

information and new ideas diffusing down through the strata of a social

system (Lazarsfeld & Merton;. -1964). The diffusion of information within

a community along interpersonal channels is basically heterophilious

for it requires people to exchange information with or pass it on to

people with whom they might not otherwise associate (Rogers & Shoemaker,

1971). In certain conditions, such as communities considered in a
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traditional state or those which are less stratified, the network may

be characterized by a greater degree of homophily (Rogers & Svenning,

1969). Rogers and Shoemaker have hypothesized that: 1) "interpersonal

diffusion is characterized by a greater degree of homophily in tradi-

tional than in modern society", and 2) "in traditional systems

followers interact with opinion leaders less �or no more' technically

competent than themselves, whereas in modern systems opinion leaders

are sought who are more technically competent than their followers"

(pp. 214-215).

Merton (1949) introduced the concepts of "cosmopolitan" and

"local" influential leader as a further means of identifying their

role in a community interpersonal communication network. Their frequency

of appearance in a community is directly related to the social structure.

By way of closing out these two discussions on communications

research it may be useful to present the summary of socio-psychological

and socio-political research summarized in a seminal work by Joseph

Klapper (1960). His five main generalizations are repeated below.

1. Mass communication ordinarily does not serve as a necessary
and sufficient cause of audience effects, but rather functions
among and through a nexus of mediating factors and influences.
2. These mediating factors are such that they typically render
mass communication a contributing agent, but not the sole cause,
in a process of reinforcing traditions. (Regardless of the
condition in question--be it the vote intentions of audience

members, or their orientation toward life and its problems-
and regardless of whether the effects in question be social or

individual, the media are more likely to reinforce than to

change. )
3. On such occasions as mass communication does function in
the service of change, one or two conditions is likely to exist.
Either:
a. the mediating factors will be found to be inoperative and
the effect of the media will be foundct;o be direct; or

b. the mediating factors,. which normally favour reinforcement,
will be found themselves to be compelling toward change.
4. There are certain residual situations in which mass commun-
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seems to produce direct effects, or directly and of itself
serves certain psycho-psychical functions.
5. The efficacy of mass communication, either as a contribu

tory agent or as an agent of direct effect, is affected by
various aspects of the media and the communications themselves
or of the communication situation (including, for example,
aspects of textual organization, the nature of the source and

medium, the existing climate of public opinion, and the like.)

(Klapper, 1960, p. 8)

2.4 Jour�alism Research

Katz and Lazarsfeld (1955) have demonstrated that all mass

media are relatively equal in effect. Studies .since 1955 have basically

Print, unlike other media, permits the reader to control the

confirmed this conclusion. Laboratory and field research findings,

moreover, have presented noticeably discrepant results. Klapper rioted

that conditions are rarely equal outside the lab. One major reason for

this is that the audience in the field can discriminate between what it does

and doesn't want to be exposed to. While radio and face-to-face communi-

cation rate as more effective than print in laboratory experiments,

differential attendance, topic suitability and socio-economic factors

will vary effectiveness from situation to situation in real life.

Different media are appropriate for different tasks and probably should

be viewed as complimentary (Katz, Levin. & Hamilton, 1963) •.

A study by the Canadian Department of Communication (1971)

suggested that "the use of broadcasting as an instrument of social

and educational development has largely failed in this role in the

south of Canada" (Dept. of Communication, 1971, p. 68). In comparison

to the electronic media the newspaper does seem to offer some distinct

advantages for educational and development information dissemination.

occasion, the pace and the direction of the exposure. It also facili-

tates easy storage, reexposure and reference. More easily than other
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media it facilitates the elaboration of a topic to whatever length and

complexity deemed desirable. Print· can reach a small, specialized

audience more cheaply than other media, though distribution factors

involved than is the radio listener, more active and creative parti-

playa key role. Though the reader is thought to be less personally

cipation has been found to be demanded by newspapers (Klapper, 1960;

Emery and Emery, 1975). Despite the heavy reliance in developing'

countries on sophisticated communications technology, print media is

being used more than ever before (Gunter, 1978).

iIP·· �'l)
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Print media does have limitations, however. One is the more

symbolic and abstract nature of the communication process due to

the absence of the human voice and image which can often help message

receivers to build or reconstruct the full meaning contained within

a message. Another problem has been presented in research by Budd,

MacLean and Barnes (1966) and Tichenor, Donohue and Olien (1970).

They have suggested that.newspapers can create a "knowledge gap"

in a community. Findings and experience continue to confirm, however,

that vertical interpersonal communication of mediated information

diffuses messages within a community.

In this study we will be dealing primarily with the topic area

of public affairs and with those opinion leaders who function as

gatekeepers in the flow of this information throughout the community.

It is in respect to this case that the role of the newspaper has been

shown to be particularly important. Studies have shown that opinion

leaders tend to utilize the newspaper more when concerned with public

affairs issues--a finding connected with the reputation of the press

for giving a fuller account of political events than the other media
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(Berelson, 1949; Blumler & McQuail, 1968; McQuail, 1975). The Canadian

Senate Special Committee on the Mass Media concluded that

for local news people tend to go most of all to newspapers.
In local matters, people are themselves close to the situations
and want the emphasis and the detail that newspapers can

provide. They want the total information of a newspaper more

than the capsulated information of radio and television. This
trend is even more obvious in smaller centres where the weekly
newspaper becomes a means by which to 'keep track of friends
and acquaintances.

(Canada, VoZ. 3, 1970, p. 40)

A strong set of expectations generally exists between most

communities and their local newspapers. On the one hand, research has

shown that in small towns influential leaders and the general public

prefer their newspaper to exercise a "factual" reporting function,

rather than bring topics of controversy to their attention (Edelstein &

Schutz, 1964). The public is also less likely, when compared with the

influentials and the elite, to support an "initiative" role by the

press (Edelstein & Contris, 1966).

In the process of conducting research on the effect of reader

comprehension of news stories on their ability to learn information,

stereotype images.

Griffin (1949) made an important observation. "There is evidence," he

stated, "that the reader is intuitively aware when a story is worthwhile

to him" (p. 389). Thus the argument forwarded by some journalists

that the public does not know what it wants may not be accurate.

Berelson (1949) has argued that public opinion does affect what is

printed in newspapers. Bauer (1958) maintained that journalists generally

lack a clear understanding of and knowledge about their audience.

Instead they tend to create an "anticipated audience" on the basis of

or
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Campbell and Wolsely (1961, p. 21) have stated: "The effective

newspaper identifies itself with the interests and aims, ideals and

aspirations of its public. It gives the public what it wants and what

it should have." What the public wants or should have, however, may

not always be clear to the journalist. One view of the role of the

media and the newspaper is that it is a mirror of society. Phillips

(1973) has suggested five objections to this view.

First, it reduces journalism to the role of non-participant

chronicler. Second, it fails to recognize the technical constraints

which newspapers face. Third, it does not account for the value

judgements which journalists must make when writing, researching and

choosing stories to print. Fourth, it fails to recognize the individ-

uality of each journalist. Finally, "the mirror analogy rests on a

false premise, namely that 'objective' reality can be mirrored" (Phillips,

1973, p. 19). To these objections raised by Phillips can also be added

the theory that the news media in western society projects and supports

those values and policies which would favour the advantaged national

elites (Clement, 1975; McDonald, 1976).

The local or weekly press in most American and Canadian commun-

ities tends to discourage conflict, avoids controversy, reinforces

values, promotes local traditions and presents the community in a good

light. It tries to integrate values and interests wherever consensus

exists. The only controversy it will generally report is conflict

between the locality and the outside metropolis (McQuail, 1976; Janowitz,

1952). Studies have shown that 'readers in small towns prefer their

local editors to be "community editors" who will publish the kinds of

content mentioned above, as opposed to "journalist editors"
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who seek more controversial topics (Irwin & Shaw, 1960; Edelstein &

Contris, 1966).

Phillips (1973) noted that community newspapers tend to

present news about the elites to the general public. The close rela

tionship between newspapers, journalists and community leaders,

particularly in small towns, has been examined by several researchers.

McQuail (1975) argued that this relationship exists because "commun

ication is both a means by which power is acquired and maintained,

and is also an integral part of the exercise of power" (p. 6). Since

local leaders are an important source of news and since they can

legitimize the press, journalists need the support of local leaders

(Hill, 1974; Jackson, 1971).

The'press, on the other hand, has the ability to create ideas

of what is important and what is not. This "agenda-setting" function

(McCombs & Shaw, 1972) reaches its most critical stage when items are

consciously omitted. Through this function editors are able to exercise

their gatekeeping power. "There is evidence linking the degree to

which a local press defines an issue as controversial and public

awareness of the issue" (McQuail, 1976, p. 29; Tichenor, 1973).

The effect of the community newspaper on the change process

in a small community can be extremely important. Editors often fail

in this role, some research suggests, due to a failure in their

perception of the community and its power structure, and in their

failure to communicate their information clearly to the reader

(Edelstein & Contris, 1966; Griffin, 1949). Bdelstein and Schutz

(1964, p. 235) have stated that "the editor must understand the

functional aspects of social organization and its accompanying

I
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hierarchy of power and values. Accurate role perceptions not only help

the editor to achieve his editorial purpose but actually enhance his

capability for leadership."

In a study conducted by Shaw and Irwin (1960) it was found that

the editors who had the clearest idea about the power structure tended

to work the most with the community leaders before initiating a

project. As a result Shaw and Irwin suggested the following guidelines

for an editor wishing to engage in a purposive change strategy: get a

feeling for the community attitudes and values; talk over the project

with community leaders and ask for their support; work behind the scenes

with the local leaders; and, use the newspaper for publicity.

Little of the recent research on public opinion and the press

has examined public response toward the reemerging trend of investi-

gative reporting and muckraking. In general such activity has received

favourable community support when the subjects of the reports have not

been intimately known by the reader or a member of their own smaller

community. The commitment of more resources in many large and small

newspapers to investigative reporting is seen as part of a reoccuring

trend in journalism in North America.

The effect of press campaigns is generally in line with the

predisposition of the readership, most noticeably when related to

matters of a non-political nature, and is greatest among those readers

who have the most confidence in their newspaper (McQuail, 1976).
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2.5 Community Media in Canada

Since the start of the Trudeau administration the charge that

Canada's mass media are anything but democratic and Canadian has become

an acceptable thesis. This view was popularized by the federal govern

ment's Task Force on Information, To Know and Be Known (1969), and the

Senate Special Committee ori the Mass Media (1970). Added weight was

provided by the Canadian Council on Rural Development (Black, 1971),

The ReaZ Poverty Report (Adams, Cameron, Hill & Penz, 1971), the

National Council of Welfare report (1973), and Clement's study (1975)

of Canada's media elite. These reports and publications argued that

the mass media have largely failed as instruments of social change, that

they projected images which represented the values and interests of the

elite, that they were dominated by the bureaucracy which wanted to

project an image of national unity, and that there was a large group

of "unreached" who were denied access to information which might

assist them. Those "unreached" or uninformed by the media were found

to be generally socially, economically and geographically isolated.

This group included housewives, recent immigrants, unskilled workers,

the undereducated, and the under- and unemployed (Canada, 1969). The

Indian and Metis people of Northern Saskatchewan, by virtue of the high

correlation of many of the above factors, were found to be one major

group almost totally unable to obtain through the mass media communication

which met their needs and interests.

The National Film Board's "Challenge for Change" program pre-empted

most of the official discussion by promoting community and minority group

access to the media, as well as the use of the media as a social animation

tool. The Fogo Island Project, jointly sponsored in 1967 by the NFB and

,
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the Extension Division of Memorial University, Nfld., and coordinated

by Colin Low, became the prototype for countless social animation

projects in North America and around the globe. The project, like

most of its successors, was designed to be controlled by the participants.

Its aim was to facilitate communication within the community, between

the communities in the area, and finally, between these communities and

government officials.

The growth of community or alternative media in Canada has been

phenomenal and sporadic. During their hayday as a policy priority commun

ity media projects were being sponsored in Canada by the Secretary of

State, the Canadian Radio and Television Commission, the Department of

Communications, the Department of Regional and Economic Expansion, and

the Canada Council, plus a myriad of foundations and provincial depart

ments. Basically the projects could be broken down into two different

types. The media and information groups are generally concerned with

the use of the media for social action types of objectives. The service

and interest groups usually represent either a minority or geographical

group, and their objective is to promote communications which service

the needs of their group, and which helps to breakdown the larger

society's stereotype image of their group.

The "participatory democracy" theme of this activity, which was

espoused by To Know and Be Known (1969), was translated by innovators

like Colin Low and scholars into the term "access". Access was conceived

as both an ideological goal and as an operational goal. Ideologically

it was based on the principles of democratization of the media and

activation in order to overcome the audience's passivity. UNESCO

(Berrigan, 1977, p. 17) proposed that the democratic rationale was an

____1"l.(l!
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"effort to make media structures more representative of the audience,

and to allow more participation by the audience." Rosen and Herman

(1974; 1977) stressed the importance of access as a means by which the

learner in a lifelong educational process becomes a producer as well

as a consumer of what she learns.

Much of the literature on community media in Canada has been

preoccupied with the electronic technologies. Nevertheless, a compar

ison of the available information has indicated that community media

has experienced severe growing pains and setbacks right across Canada.

In addition, its activity has left largely untouched the monolithic

mass media industry which controls most of the media resources in the

nation. Common problems which most community media report include

the high cost of production, financial instability and lack of funds,

lack of technical skills, lack of staff, and lack of cooperation from

other agencies and institutions (Chapin, 1977). Another problem has

been that media and service community groups have tended to control

or to dominate access to the local media. In some cases the media

group has thus become another establishment (Lyman & Martin, 1974).

Community print media has been found to be "an inexpensive and reliable

communication channel through which information can be distributed

within a particular geographical area as well as to other individuals

and groups sharing similar interests and concerns" (Chapin, 1977,

p. 43).

Community media has been identified as a communication

vehicle well suited to meet the needs of Inuit, Indian and Metis

communities. In 1971 the Communications Task'Force sponsored by the

Artic Institute of North America advised the Canadian Government "that
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the millions of dollars shortly to be spent in the name of northern

communications will do very little to satisfy the communications needs

as expressed by northern people themselves" (Kenney, 1971, p. 24). The

report cited the emergence of communication groups such as the Alberta

Native Communications Society and the North West Territories Indian

Brotherhood for the endeavour to build "localness into the media"

(Schramm, 1964, p. 175). The report emphasized that the material

production and dissemination functions of a locally controlled "ground

network" would better suit the expressed needs of northern people, and

would serve a vital part in any sophisticated telecommunications

system.

It has been suggested that a "ground network" communication

medium would include as information sources the members of the commun

ity, others like them who have developed beyond their present stage

and problems, and others who have information which can broaden their

horizons (Extension Services, n.d.). One medium commonly chosen by the

native communications groups mentioned previously has been the newspaper

or newsmagazine format.

2.6 Conflicting Research Results

Communications research is characterized by two quite differ

ent types of design--experimental and sample field survey. Cohen (1964),

Hovland (1959) and Lipset, Lazarsfeld, Barton and Linz (1954) have

discussed at length the divergent and often conflicting results which

these two approaches sometimes produce. While it is true that divergent

results are largely due to differences in research design and ways of

characterizing the situation, it is suggested that attempts be made to
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integrate the two techniques (Lionberger, 1960).

Hovland suggested that the complexity of problems makes it

inherently difficult to use correlational analysis to generate causal

relationships. He called for the use of controlled field experiments

to allow media research to be conducted in a more comprehensive and

scientific manner. Lumsdaine (1977) has repeated Hovland's suggestion.

Chaffee (1977) has identified· the topics of agenda-setting and the

knowledge gap in communities due to different access to and use of

the media as current subjects of attention in journalism research.

Chaffee also described three improved field research tech�

niques incorporating laboratory research design. He stated that many

studies have overcome earlier methodological limitations and have been

utilizing multivariate correlational analysis in a "path analysis"

design. A second longitudinal approach measures results over time

using a "cross-lagged" panel correlation. The third field method

divides the sample into test subgroups on the basis of contingent

factors. Thus some variation in the groups can be controlled during

the longitudinal measurement of application and results.

f



Chapter 3

THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND
RESEARCH DESIGN

3.1 Conceptual Paradigms and

Typologies

The communication process is generally acknowledged to be a

dynamic interaction. Various models have used a cybernetic structure

to represent the more complex sender-receiver feedback loop. Kathleen

Galvin has developed the model shown in figure 1 to represent this

process.

SOURCE - SPEAKER

ATTITUDES

F
E
E
o
B
A
C
K

ATTITUDES

RECEIVER - LISTENER

Figure 1

The Galvin Model

(Galvin & Book, 1972, p. 9)

30
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The Galvin Model is a useful starting point for conceptualizing

the communication process which this study will examine and which

Natotawin was to have generated. The symmetry of the paradigm is

readily apparant. This respresents the ideal far more than it does

reality for often the message encoder or sender, by virtue of her

social status or control over the means of communication, can exercise

a social power which will decrease or block the feedback process. By

adhering to principles of community development expounded later in

this chapter one objective in a community media project might be to

reduce the barriers to attaining the balanced flow of communication

proposed by the Galvin Model.

Another aspect of this model is that the two-way nature of the

exchange can permit an interchange of the sender-receiver roles. In

practice, of course, various factors such as social status serve to

limit the access of those most commonly cast in the role of receivers

to the means of communication, and to relegate them perpetually to the

receiver mode.

The process by which information is diffused throughout a

community from a mass medium is conceived as a multi-stage process in

which influential or opinion leaders playa key role as gatekeepers.

Figure 2 illustrates this interaction and diffusion process.

,
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Opinion
Leaders

Media Information
Source

Followers
High

"

"

Social
Status

"

"

"

.....

.....

Low

High

Social
Status

Low

Usual Interaction

Unlikely Interaction

Figure 2

Diffusion by Homophilious
Dyads

(Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971, p. 211)

Interpersonal communication has been found to occur between

homophilious pairs. Influencees or followers tend to look to someone

within their own social status level as a source of advice on matters

pertaining to various topics. There are usually both general and topic

specific opinion leaders within any community. In this study we are

interested in the flow of public affairs and social change related

information.

Information tends to diffuse vertically primarily between

opinion leaders in adjacent social status levels who consider each

other to be relatively equal in standing. This is particularly the

case in matters pertaining to public affairs. On this topic opinion

leaders tend to rely more on information from other influential leaders

than for any other topic. Although a hierarchy is represented to a

certain extent by social status opinion leaders may in fact have

. ·�W'.'iQg:;jii"';&]\�I�
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greater influence at the lower status level in a community by virtue of

of the community.

access to a greater number of people, than the highest status member

Influence is described as one means by which leaders exercise

social power. The study of leadership in communities has paid

increasing attention to the types of leaders and the amount of influence

they generate. Freeman, Fararo and Bloomberg (1963) have developed a

three-part functional typology of leadership. This framework is summar-

ized in figure 3.

Type Functions Scope of Influence

Legitimizer

Effector

Activist

Gatekeepers
Institutional
Leaders

Lieutenan ts
Professionals
Technical

Specialists

Doers-Joiners

Civic and

voluntary
group
office
holders

.

May. not be" actively involved but
their approval is essential before
full support can be obtained from
other levels.

Usually hold key positions related
to planning and implementing com

munity change. They rely on policy
direction from the legitimizers.

Make minor decisions. Primarily
diffuse information, educate their
affiliated groups and the general
public, and mount support for
decisions or programs.

Nix (1977, po 14) has noted that "the differentiation between

A Functional Leadership Typology

Figure 3

these three hierarchical levels and functional types of leaders becomes

less realistic as the size and diversification of the community

decreases." Similarly, the distinction Merton (1949) draws between

cosmopolitan and local leaders may also be affected by the degree of

r
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complexity of the social system.

The structure of leadership in a community is also an

important aspect of understanding how cooperation, conflict management,

and stability are maintained within a community. It is through such

structures that social change will ultimately be 'channelled from

one group to the entire community. Nix (1977) has observed that

evidence indicates the existence of a broad range of leader

ship structures or patterns in different communities and in

the same communities through time •••• The concern here, in

examining variations in community leadership structures or

forms, lies in the nature of the coordinative interstitial

groups within a community.

(Nix, 1977, p , 19)

Figures 4 and 5 provide a model of community leadership structure

which was developed by Nix, Dressel and Bates (1977).
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Type Description

Bossism Power concentrated in one person who by occupying
several key exchange positions has power to

influence community decision-making. Common in

small communities and those with a narrow econ

omic base.

Informal
Clique

Several interest groups represented by their
leaders meet regularly to coordinate community
decisions and actions.

Organized
Pluralism

A coordinative organization, e.g. community devel

opment council, chamber of commerce, political
party, approves major activities in the community
and may supply the major labour involvement to

attain goals. The structure should be, but not
necessarily is, representative of all groups.

Bifactional A major split in the community leadership which

may from time to time temporarily join to meet a

crisis or external threat to the community. Each
faction is lead by either a boss, clique or formal

voluntary organization.

Multifactional Extreme cleavage within the community. Each fac
tion has its own coordinative organization. Like
bifactional splits they combine when external

pressure is applied to the community.

Extreme cases in which no clear leadership struc

ture coordinating overall community decisions and

programs can be identified.

Amorphous

Figure 4

Description of Community Leadership
Structural Configurations

/I
I \

�� 1
I ,\
I 1\
I \ \
I \ \
I ,\
I

I�\ • \
I \

Split or Bifactional

Informal Clique

Multlfactional

Organized Amorphous
Pluralistic P

__lu_r_a_I_I_s_t_i_c ___

Unlfactlonal Multifactional

DISPERSION OF POWER AMONG POWER GROUPS

Figure 5

A Model of Community Leadership Structure

(Nix, 1977, p. 21)
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This paradigm provides a useful framework for analyzing commun-

ity leadership structure. On the basis of information obtained by anal-

yzing the structure the change agent can determine the most appropriate

social change strategy and steps to pursue.

Many studies have focused on the role of the mass media and

opinion leaders as agents of social change. This analysis synthesizes

the above conceptual models into a more complex interpretation of the

communication-influence process involved in creating the conditions

necessary to retain a community's identity or to promote social change.

Figure 6 represents this paradigm in simplified form.



..

Communication Source

Rec:iver t t t t f t
1) Aba�don process

Vard.ab Les ••�Knowledge ..Persuasion or ., Decision ..
2) Mod�fy

••
:f Reaffirmation 3) Transitional

Social System 4) Accepted
Variables

Time .,.

Figure 6

Paradigm of the Communication
Decision Process

(adapted from: Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971, p.102)
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In figure 6 the receiver and social system variables are

antecedents. Receiver variables would include such points as the

attitude predisposition, the personality characteristics, and the

social characteristics. Variables from the social system would include

the social system norms, the type of communication system and its

degree of integration, and the tolerance of change. Interaction

between members of the community and the communication source may

occur either directly or via an influential leader. There is also the

possibility that a message received directly concerning a matter of

public affairs, for instance, might be referred to an influential

leader for interpretation.

At the persuasion-reaffirmation stage in figure 6 such char-

acteristics as the credibility of the source, the receiver's latitude

of acceptance and ego-involvement, and the degree of support or disap-

proval from significant others and a referent group, are key factors

determining the impact of the message.

In the case study situation we are concerned not only with

communication which promotes involvement in the community development

social change process. Media effects that maintain an existing version

of reality are as significant as those which encourage a person to

redefine her knowledge or perceptions (Roberts, 1971). This has been

accounted for in the paradigm.

It should also be noted that a form of two-way communication

with a newspaper communication source such as Natotawin is possible

over time. This not only involves letters to the editor but the more

significant interpersonal interaction between the staff and members of

the community and organizations or institutions.
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The linkage between knowledge and persuasion is not axiomatic

despite the appearance in the model. Rather, it is an attempt to dem

onstrate the sequential relationship which is generally felt to exist

between the two components. Since we are dealing with a variety of

objectives it might be possible to consider the knowledge stage as

synonymous with attending or awareness (Bloom, 1964).

Jack Rothman (1968) has developed a three-part typology of

"purposive social change" (Warren, 1977). While it is sometimes

unrealistic to arbitrarily segregate one model from another, when in

fact several models may be complimentary in a particular situation,

by isolating specific characteristics the application of selected

tactics can be discerned.

It should be noted that the evaluation of the Area #3

Regional Communication Centre project conducted by Vic Taylor and

Associates (1977) employed the Rothman typology to analyze the change

strategy. The evaluation concluded that the social action approach

had been utilized. This study agrees with Rothman's suggestion that a

combination of the locality development and the social planning

models would produce the best results and is most often utilized in an

underdevelopment context where there is a high degree of centralized

government planning and involvement.

Several characteristics of the locality development model

should be highlighted for it is this paradigm which is usually the

main strategy utilized by the change agent to generate a community

development process in the underdeveloped context. First, the locality

development model places a heavy emphasis on creating the necessary

conditions for supporting long-term community development. Second,
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the tactics and techniques most complimentary to this model are those

designed to broaden the awareness of community members with regards

to what constitutes development. Development in this regard should be

conceived as consisting of the human component of ideology and organ-

ization as well as technological-material acquisition. Education and

reeducation to strengthen or alter human attitudes, develop critical

thought and new behavior patterns, are the primary change tools

(Morris and Binstock, 1966).

Thirdly, though the aim and focus of this model is to develop

a broadly-based participatory approach to community development, the

model also seeks to concentrate to a large extent upon strengthening

task-oriented groups. It employs the concept of "social nucleus"

(Biddle and Biddle, 1965) as illustrated in figure 7.
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Larger
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bl/ f'" .
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- increasing responsibility

/ -_
service to continuing

�small nuclei

advisory help from

change agent

Permanent
Nucleus

ithdrawl

1) exploratory: problem
identified

3) discussional: definition of

problem, alternatives and

decision-making
5) new projects undertaken

Figure 7

Continuation

Permanent
Nucleus

Withdraw

2) organizational: meetings,
commitment

4) action phase: project started
and evaluated

6) continuation: change agent
withdraws

A Flow Chart from Several Nuclei
to a Larger Nucleus

(Biddle & Biddle, 1965, p. 103)

The concept of social nucleus recognizes that it is reasonable

to expect only some groups to enter the change process for a limited

time to satisfy their specific needs (Haggstrom, 1970). The challenge

for the change agent is to develop a set of broader change objectives

I
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and a climate conducive to group solidarity.

Community development is a process encompassing a diverse

number of issues and concerns relating to the economic, social and

political well-being of the community. Many of these issues, of the

means for tackling them may, however, be obscure from the outset to

large segments of the community. Warren Haggstrom has suggested that

newspapers can play an important role in a community development

process "since they help to. establish common definitions on the basis

of which community action can then proceed" (1970, p. 93).

3.2 The Research Design

3.2. 1 Na ture of the study. This study was .conducted

as an exploratory case study and utilized both qualitative and quan-

titative data.

A case study is an "in-depth investigation of a given social

unit resulting in a complete, well organized picture of that unit.

Depending upon the purpose, the scope of the study may encompass an

entire life. cycle or only a selected segment; it may concentrate

upon specific factors or take in the totality of elements and events"

(Issac & Michael, 1971, p. 20). Richard Walton (1972) has suggested

several advantages of the case study method which are applicable to

this research. They are: a) understanding the processes which mediate

interventions and outcomes; b) keeping existing theory and techniques

open to change or refinement; .c) a basis for judging applicability of

technique; and, d) a semi-experientially based educational strategy

;anchoring learning to concrete experience.
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3.2.2 Scope of the' study. The case tb be examined will

be the community of Beauval in Northern Saskatchewan', and the activity

of the newspaper Natotawin in that community (see Appendix A for

salient features of Beauval).

A number of properties of the system will be studied. These

will consist of: opinion leadership - how it is attained and how it is

exercised regarding public affairs issues; how it makes use of and

can be supported by mass communication; decision-making - how people

in the community decide to react to an issue; communication flow -

how it appears to have operated concerning two specific issues and

in the specialized topic area of public affairs; predisposition -

how influential leaders in Beauval feel about certain issues affecting

the community.

The case site was chosen ,from among the total number of nine

communities in Area #3 served by Natotawin because it was essential to

have a manageable unit for an in-depth study of the impact of the news

paper on a community, and Beauval is the site where the newspaper is

published and where the staff live and spend the majority of their

time.

By focusing only on the opinion leaders in Beauval the scope

of the research design became more manageable. It was assumed, based

upon the theoretical and conceptual paradigms, that influential leaders

would represent the attitudes and opinions of the reference group or

social nuclei with which they were associated to a great extent. As

gatekeepers they would determine how the other individuals would

likely interpret information and persuasive appeals from Natotcarin;

and in turn would influence the nature and timing of the social action
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when this was manifest. An understanding, then, of how the influential

leaders perceived the newspaper became a microscopic model for inter

preting the entire community's response.

Two specific news issues were chosen to analyze the educa

tional and persuasive impact of the newspaper on the community. The

ice harvest subsidy was chosen due to the importance of this issue

in the past to the local fishermen, their employees and their families

in Beauval. It represented a local topic of immediate concern during

the winter of 1978-79 when the field research was conducted.

The ice harvest subsidy was started in 1975 by Canada Manpower

in cooperation with various provincial government inland fishery

departments. It was intended to offset the high seasonal unemployment

rate during the winter months. Since the inception of the ice harvest

subsidy various other government departments became involved. Fishermen

were paid a wage based on the tonnage of ice their community group

stored in their ice house. In 1977 government officials began to

realize they had created a dependency upon the subsidy program among

the fishermen and their dependents. The government's attempt to ter

minate the subsidy program has produced a sharp political backlash in

Northern Saskatchewan from northern �ishermen, most of whom are Metis.

The Data Catch Record Report for 1977-78 showed that 17 Beauval resi

dents were licenced to fish within the province (DNS, Fisheries, 1978).

The issue of uranium development in Northern Saskatchewan was

selected for two reasons. First, it represented a more cosmopolitan

issue. The effects, both positive and negative, which might result

from the expansion of uranium extraction in the north are more distant

and abstract to the residents of Beauval. The technology involved is

r
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is new and not well understood by local residents. The topics of

concern raised by environmental groups require local residents to

identify with broader social goals and the larger social system.

A second reason for choosing this issue was that Natotawin

devoted considerable space and time to informing Area #3 residents

about the uranium issue and it attempted to mobilize an anti-uranium

stand among the people.

Uranium development became a major political issue in Northern

Saskatchewan in 1977, although exploration for the mineral had been

underway for about two decades and a mine was already in operation at

Uranium City on Lake Athabasca. The decision of the French mining

conglomerate, Amok, to exploit an ore body at Cluff Lake prompted the

Saskatchewan Government to establish the Cluff Lake Board of Inquiry,

commonly known as the Bayda Report (1977), in February 1977. The

concerns of northern leaders about the lack of access to employment

at the mines, damage to the environment, need to settle land entitle

ment disputes, and the setting up of a development board comprised of

northern representatives to direct long-term economic development in

the region, were voiced during public hearings. After the Bayda Report

advised that uranium development in the north should proceed, several

other major uranium ore finds were announced. Yet most of the issues

of concern to northern leaders remain unsettled.

By delimiting the study of the newspaper's impact to two

specific issues the study was better able to measure the various

antecedent variables, media exposure, attitude change and reinforce

ment� and the social action which might have been associated with

these issues. The element of control, in the experimental sense, is
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difficult to obtain when conducting communication research in the

field.

3.2. 3 Opera tionaliz ing the variab les. Two distinct

sets of variables were identified for the study. One set pertained

to the research objective A in section 1.4 regarding the identifica-

tion of influential leaders in Beauval. The second set dealt with

the performance of Natotawin. These are discussed in the following

pages together with the specific items used to collect the relevant

data. Field research in communications encounter,s a large number of

variables. Since control mechanisms are difficult to establish it was

important to identify and gauge the effect of as many of the variables

as possible. The procedures used to analyze the data will be discussed

in section 3.2.4.

3.2.3.1 Identifying influential public affairs leaders. The

work of Merton (1949) and Katz and Lazarsfeld (1955) demonstrated that

the number of times an individual was designated by survey respondents

as a person exercising influence was a legitimate basis for assigning

influential status to that person. Questions 6, 9, 12, and 15 in

Schedule A (see Appendix B) were adapted from Nix (1977). They were

designed to direct respondents to examine the role of public affairs

leadershi.p from several different functional or topical perspectives.

Each respondent could designate up to five people per question, with

no one individual being designated more than four times by anyone

respondent.

The reason why respondents considered each individual to be

a public affairs influential leader was considered to be an important
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variable for describing the characteristics of influential leaders

in Beauval. Thus for each question asking respondents to designate

Beauval public affairs influential leaders, there was an accompany

ing' question asking them to specify why they designated each

individual.

Various variables have been identified by Merton, "and Katz

and Lazarsfeld for determining the influence status and social

characteristics of a leader. These variables include gregariousness,

social status (education and occupation), and cosmopoliteness (amount

and type of communication exposure, length of residence). Question 1

in Schedule A was used to determine the residence characteristics of

the sample. Questions 2, 4 and 5 examined four aspects of gregar

iousness. Two of these aspects, active membership and leadership in

organizations, were used in the analysis. The first aspect was used

in an introductory manner and was not felt to be an accurate measure

ment. Questions 4 and 5 established if the respondent held an elected

position. A respondent's level of education and training were esta

blished using questions 35 and 36 in Schedule A. These were adapted

from Katz and Lazarsfeld (1955). Question 37 provided a socio-economic

index for each respondent. The diary questionnaire used to collect

each respondent's occupational history for question 37 was obtained

from the Institute of Northern Studies, (see Appendix B).

Several questions sought to measure the variables associated

with cosmopoliteness. Questions 28 and 29 in Schedule A were designed

to measure the readership of newspapers and magazines by the leader

ship sample. Question 3 was used to establish the amount of travel

outside of Beauval each leader engaged in. Questions 30 to 34 in Sche-
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dule A were used to collect demographic data for each respondent. These

were adapted from Nix (1977).

3.2.3.2 Identifying community concerns. One method for esta

blishing an .agenda for a social change process is to make an inven

tory of the concerns and the problems which members of the community

identify.

Questions land 2 in Schedule B sought to develop a list of

community concerns and problems. These questions were open-ended,

adapting a format from Nix, but each approached the topic in a differ-

ent manner. Question 5, which was also adapted from Nix, asked

respondents to rate 16 separate specific community conditions and

services. It was felt these might otherwise have been omitted from

consideration by the respondents.

3.2.3.3 Coverage of issues by Natotawin. This variable was

determined in two separate ways to satisfy objectives C and D. Four-

teen editorial and advertisement content categories were developed

based upon the research of David White (1950). His categories were

adapted to meet the specific characteristics of Natotawin's news

coverage. The spatial measurement technique was chosen for the content

analysis due to its relative reliability compared to other content

measurement methods, and its ease of handling (Day, 1968). Each

category eventually received a number which represented the total

space allocated to it in Natotawin in 1978. This figure was also

represented as a percentage of the total space.

Natotawin's treatment of those specific community problems
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which were identified by the respondents as well as the'two specific

public affairs topics, was determined by calculating the total

number of articles devoted to each topic during 1978.

3.2.3.4 Awareness of and attitude toward Natotawin's coverage

of the issues. In order to establish a baseline for the influential

leaders with regards to objective E it was first necessary to deter

mine their readership of Natotawin. Questions 18 to 23 in Schedule A

were designed to accomplish this. Questions 24 to 26 were intended

to obtain additional descriptive information pertaining to the distri

bution of Natotawin. Questions 4 and 5 in Schedule C also established

if there were any intervening factors which might have affected the

awareness of issues reported in the newspaper among the sample of

influential leaders. These might have affected the results for either

objectives E or G.

In Schedule B questions 7 and 17 established if the influential

leaders were aware of either the ice harvest or the uranium develop

ment issues, in keeping with objective E. In addition, question 30 in

Schedule B sought to measure the awareness among the influential

leaders of problems associated with uranium development. These had been

discussed extensively in Natotawin during 1977 and 1978. Question 31

asked respondents to specify what they knew about the hazards associ

ated with uranium mining. Question 32 asked the leaders to identify

the sources of information. These last two questions were included at

the request of an RCC Board member, but were also consistent with the

requirement of objective E for they served to pinpoint the effect of

Natotawin as an educational-information source on a specific issue in
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,
the opinion of the respondents.

Questions 6 and 16 provided a three-part scale to elicit the

attitude positions of the leaders concerning the two public affairs

issues.' Two Likert scales, questions 8 to 15 and 18 to 29 inclusive,

also were designed to measure the'respondents' attitude positions.

The method of analysis will be described in section 3.2.5.

3.2.3.5 Persuasive effect of Natotawin. Since neither a pre-

test nor a longitudinal "path" methodo�ogy could be applied to the

case, a self-disclosure approach to identify attitude changes was

utilized to determine the effect identified by objective F. Questions

24 and 25, 28 and 29 in Schedule C were included to determine if the

number of articles each respondent recalled having read on a topic,

and the length of time since last reading about the topic, were ". ::_ l

variables affecting the correct identification of the newspaper's

editorial positions.

Questions 26 and 30 in Schedule C asked respondents to identify

the editorial stand taken by Natotawin on the two public affairs .

issues. Questions 27 and 31 asked respondents if reading Natotawin

had, in their estimation, changed their personal opinion toward the

issue in any way. In order to verify the consistency of each respon-

dent's attitude position for objective F the respondents were asked

if they felt the editorial position of the newspaper, which they had

been asked to identify, supported of disagreed with their own attitude.

3.2.3.6 Perception of Natotawin's community development role.

A major aspect of the examination of Natotawin's performance was

dependent upon a thorough examination of its community development

----
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functions and their execution. A set of functions was developed based

upon the DNS Contract objective number 3, and the analysis of commun

ity development and mass media functions provided by McQuail (1976),

Wright (1964), Lasswell (1948), Lazarsfeld and Merton (1948), and

Warren (1977). The final set of functions was: providing information;

creating awareness; raising questions; explaining the relevance of

issues; promoting self-expression; encouraging participation; guiding

and suggesting social action; building pride in the community and

culture; supporting the leaders; and, maintaining integrity, honesty,

and social values. Questions 5, 7 to 9, and 11 to 20 in Schedule C were

intended to obtain both a general and a specific assessment of

Natotawin's performance.

How the influential leaders responded to Natotawin's content

was considered by the researcher to be an important variable which

would reflect the orientation of the leaders. It would also provide a

basis for assessing the ability of Natotawin to satisfy individual

reader interests. Question 27 in Schedule A provided a measure of

respondent interest in each of Natotawin's content categories. Schedule

C question 10 sought to establish the reading orientation of the

respondents.

A general assessment of Natotawin's overall performance was

obtained by using questions 5m and 5n in Schedule B, plus questions

1 to 3 in Schedule C. Respondents were asked in these questions to

assess the performance of the newspaper's staff. This evaluation, it

was felt, might shed further light on how effectively Natotawin was

considered to have performed its community development functions. They

would also indicate further the relationship which existed between
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the newspaper staff and the local leaders.

3.2.3.7 Identifying the intended role. Part of the measure-

ment in objective G of how effective �atotawin was as a community

development tool depended upon the expectations of the participants

as specified in objective H. The results they anticipated for

$atotawin, the researcher concluded, would provide a point or a set

of point for gauging the progress of the newspaper in relation to

those goals and expectations. They would also help to explain the

various ways which different people related to Natotawin. Sources

for this data included the formal objectives set by DNS; the "hidden"

objectives of Frontier College as described by the president; and,

the comments by the staff, the Program Developer, the executive of

the RCC Board of Directors, and that of the Director of Extension

Services, DNS. These data were collected for objective H from written

documentation and by a series of focused interviews.

3.2.3.8 Identifying the constraints. General constraints

for the project and Natotawin required to satisfy objective J were

identified in a variety of ways. These included the socio-cultural

context (see Appendix A); the role and expectation dissonance among

the project participants and sponsors; personality conflicts; geo-

graphic constraints; and tactical as well as political factors.

The comprehension of articles by readers has been directly

linked to the interest which they show toward an article and to

what they learn from it (Edelstein & Larsen, 1960; Hyman & Sheatsley,

1947). In Schedule C, questions 4 and 5 were used to obtain the assess-

ment of the respondents concerning Natotawin's journalistic style.

Question 6 further asked them to consider these features by suggesting
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ways of improving the existing style in any way which would make it

easier for them to read and to understand the newspaper. The researcher

assumed from reviewing copies of Natotawin that the local readers

might have experienced some difficulty.

The ability of readers to respond to a media message is also

determined by the clarity of the path to action. In Schedule B ques�

tion 5, parts j, k, and 1 were intended·to assess three aspects of

the community context which would affect the implementation of a

purposive change strategy. Other constraints were discerned by the

researcher from the socio-cultural analysis and the analysis of the

leadership structure in Beauval, as well as from the general discus

sions and observations in Beauval.

3.2.4 Procedure and analysis. This section will pre-

sent the various steps which were followed during the implementation

of the research case study.

3.2.4.1 The design procedure. The study design combined both

new and available materials to develop the conceptual models, the

background, and the case data for analyzing the various properties

(Riley, 1963, p. 252). Socio-economic data, historical information,

plus insights into the social structure of a Metis community were

compiled from various completed studies, government reports and from

local informants.

The study utilized two sample frames. One consisted of

respondents chosen by the sociometric method (Katz & .Lazarsfeld,

1955) and the posftional panel approach (Nix, 1977) to be influential

leaders in Beauval. The second frame consisted of present and past

,
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staff members of the Regional Communication Centre; the Director of

DNS Extension Services; the president of Frontier College; and members

of the RCC's Board of Directors executive committee.

Leaders were identified using the two techniques identified

above. The positional panel approach was modified from the recon-

naissance sampling method utilized'by Nix. He described this tech-

nique as a means of identifying decision-making structures as well as

all possible levels of community leadership. The survey identifies a

sample which is intended to reveal features of the community's manage-

ment structure. The sociometric or "snowball" technique used by Katz

and Lazarsfeld permits the researcher to include in the first survey

any person designated as a leader by another respondent, usually

starting from an initial panel of leaders.

A list of positional leaders in Beauval was obtained during

a preliminary visit to the community and from discussions with an

historical researcher familiar with Beauval. Due to limitations in

the field 10 of the people designated as influential leaders in Schedule
- "

A could not be interviewed as part of the total sample (see Appendix

I, table 47). Two members of the executive committee of the Board and

two former staff members also could not be interviewed due to diffi-

culties in contacting them in outlying communities and other constraints.

Data were gathered using three orally administered survey

questionnaires, focused interviews, and participant observation tech-

niques. The interview schedules and questionnaires may be found in

Appendix B. Most of the questions in Schedules A and B were adapted

from either Nix (1977) or Katz and Lazarsfeld (1955). Schedule C and

the focused interview schedules were developed from either information

,�\_ IM11IlI!II
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known about the case or theoretical constructs in the literature.

Among the set of questions designed to solicit demographic

data, question 37 in Schedule A utilized a diary format to summarize

the economic activity of each respondent during 1978. Values for

each occupation were obtained from the Blishen scale (1968) and

were prorated by the number of months the respondent was engaged in

the activity if less than twelve. If a respondent held more than one

job. the prorated values for all his jobs were totalled together to

give a single index.

All three questionnaires and the focused interview schedules

were screened by a panel of judges. The Likert scale questions in

Schedule B of the questionnaires were also checked with a panel of

judges for ambiguity and lack of clarity. The Likert scale technique

was chosen due to the greater ease of construction (Edwards & Kenney,

1946). The pretest: scales were constructed using Shaw and Wright

(1967) as a guide and data concerning the two public affairs issues

to provide specific content (see Appendix C).

3.2.4.2 The pretest. The three questionnaires were pretested

in Green Lake, Saskatchewan during a five-day period in November 1978

using councillors from the Green Lake Local Community Authority. Their

permission had been sought in a letter prior to the arrival of the

researcher in the community. The pretest resulted in important

wording changes and the elimination of several questions which proved

too tedious for the respondents. A set of coding keys was prepared on

file cards. Respondents used these cards when replying to such ques

tions as number 2 on Schedule A and the Likert scales on Schedule B.
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The Likert scales were adjusted based upon the pretest results.

Odd-even correlation was utilized to reduce the original battery of

Likert questions to a shorter set for the final version (see Appendix

C). One respondent also suggested that a more direct attitude ques-

tion be incorporated into the survey schedules. Questions 6 and 16 in

Schedule B were added as a result of this advice.

The researcher was watned in Green Lake by a respondent not

to state the "undecided" answer as an option to some questions too

soon or many people would select that reply instead of committing

themselves. The researcher also discovered that if the examples

included in the influential leader sociometric questions in Schedule

A were given too soon the respondents often locked onto the one example

without generating other examples on their own.

3.2.4.3 Field modification of instruments. Despite the attempt

to pretest all of the instruments prior to the data collection phase,

further problems were encountered in Beauval which required modifica-

tion mf the interview schedules. The questions asking people to

identify public affairs influentials in Beauval proved to be too redun-

dant for many respondents. Some had difficulty with the question

because, as they pointed out, each topic area might have its own

specialist. As a result they were encouraged to name as many special-

ized public affairs influential leaders as they could think of.

The last question in Schedule A concerning membership in

political parties was often confused with voting practice. As a result

the researcher always clarified its meaning by stating what the ques-

tion explicitly referred to.

In Schedule C question 2 proved to be too vague and required
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constant clarification. Question 3 in that schedule was misinterpreted

by many respondents. They often said they would not recommend that a

visitor should read Natotawin because they didn't believe in "forcing"

people to do things.

The questions concerning Natotawin's ability to build pride

were difficult for about half of the Beauval respondents to com

prehend. In general people found many of the questions hard to answer

because the researcher asked people to explain "why" they felt the

way they did. One leader informed the researcher that some people in

Beauval suspected the questions were intended to make people look

foolish. Care was continually taken to justify why a question was

important and not to dwell too long on an answer and thus place undue

pressure on a respondent. The set of semantic differential questions

16 to 20 were omitted from Schedule C as the reasearcher concluded they

were far too abstract and alienating for the respondents.

Finally, because of the change of editors for Natotawin and

the fact that most of the questions concerning the newspaper's perfor

mance in 1978 were administered in 1979, verb tenses had to be changed

when many of the survey questions were asked and the time period

referred to was clearly specified.

3.2.4.4 Determining the content analysis categories. Content

analysis of the 1978 issues of Natotawin utilized the space allocation

measurement .method. Each article was assigned to a content category

and its length was measured in centimetres' from the top of the heading

to the last line. A test of the' content categories' clarity was con

ducted by using a panel of judges to assign articles from five issues
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of Natotawin to the fourteen classifications. The results of this

pretest can be seen in table 1.

Table 1

Percentage of Articles Allocated to Content

Categories by the Panel of Judges
Compared to Allocation by

the Researcher

Judges Issues of Natotawin Coded

Voh:"3 Vol. .3 Vol. .2 Vol. 3. Vol. 2
No. 17 No. 11 No. 18 No. 4 No. 6

A 88%a 88%a 88%a 12% 67%

B 12a 12a 12a 88 90

C 82a 82a 82a

apercen'tages for the first three issues were averaged together
during the calculations due to the format of the coding sheets which
were used.

I,

The relatively small inconsistency in the judges' ratings in

table 1 seemed in retrospect due to hasty decisions on the part of

some judges or to some confusion with the first set of category defin-

itions. The declining correlation between judge A and the researcher

was attributed largely to haste on the judge's part. The classifica-

tions were discussed with the judges and the final version can be seen

in Appendix D. The judges also confirmed the interpretation of several

Natotawin editorials relating to the two specific issues of the ice

harvest subsidy and the uranium development program in the north.
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3.2.4.5 Conducting the field research. The role of the social

science researcher in a community has become a controversial issue in

some societies. This study adopted the approach that communities have

the right to control the research which is conducted in their area of

jurisdiction. A summary of the procedure followed to obtain permission

to study the newspaper Natotawin can be seen in Appendix E together

with a copy of the letter to the chairman of the RCC Board of Directors.

Several questions which local residents wanted answered were included

in the schedules after discussions were held in June and November.

The researcher boarded in Beauval for a period of nine weeks

at the home of a local woman. Accommodation was provided in a 20 ft

by 8 ft trapper's cabin which was equipped with a propane heater. The

researcher ate with the family and accompanied them on several excur

sions.

The former overseer advised the researcher to contact main

leaders in the community first and allow the "mocassin telegraph"

to inform people about the purpose of the study and the reason for

the researcher's presence. This in fact did not occur. Discussions

between the researcher and several residents showed there was a general

suspicion of whites in northern communities due to the power the

whites (in Cree: moniyaw) possess. One respondent admitted that some

people were still confused about the researcher after five weeks in

the community. The project and Beauval had also had several unfor

tunate experiences with outside researchers in the past which tended

to make people wary.

Some Beauval residents were suspicious of the researcher

because he was on foot. This is unusual for a non-native. Also, people

I"
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recalled that once before two whites who had visited Beauval on foot

had robbed the local store. Despite the fact that two leaders admitted

they knew what the researcher's work involved they stated they had

not cleared up the misconceptions other residents had. The reason they

gave was that "its none of our business."

Several key leaders in the community and the Program Developer,

Robin Hill, continued to suspect the researcher's motives right until

the end of the fieldwork phase of the data collection process. Hill

had been suspicious ever since he had seen the researcher in Green

Lake during the pretest. The researcher's appearance at that time

coincided with a series of reactions to Natotawin by the Director

of Extension Services, Tim Meyers. Evaluations in the past had also

been used by DNS to penalize the RCC project. Basically the researcher

was in the position of being guilty until proven innocent. This

situation is repeated here to underscore the importance of the com-

munity's perception of the social science researcher in the north,

and the value of the researcher taking several months to obtain per-

mission from the authorities in a northern community to conduct a

study.

Nevertheless, the researcher made every effort to establish

a basis of trust and to clearly explain to all respondents the purpose

of the study and who had given permission for it to be conducted.

Despite the Program Developer's apprehension he did choose to disclose

a great deal of helpful information. Several other respondents did

decline to participate in the interviews, possibly due to mistrust.

While the researcher was unable to obtain their insights and opinions,

this turn of events also helped to eliminate data which might have
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been intentionally distorted.

3.2.4.6 Coding and analysis of data. Most questions in

Schedule A were precoded. The provision of coding columns in Schedules

A and B eliminated the work and the error source associated with

transfering data to coding sheets. Categories were assigned in various

ways to the data. In Schedule A the four "reasons why a person was

designated" categories for questions 8, 11, 14 and 17 were assigned

on the basis of the pattern which emerged from the interview responses.

This was done bearing in mind the need to combine replies to facilitate

the analysis without unduly distorting-their meaning.

Content categories for the grouped data were assigned to

facilitate cross-tabulation and Fisher Exact Probability analysis.

These were based on logical hunches made by the researcher. These

categories are explained in Appendix F.

The small sample size required the use of a particular type

of nonparametric statistical test. When the expected total for a row

in a 2 x 2 cross-tabulation matrix is less that 5 the Fisher Exact

Probability test should be used instead of the Chi-square test '(Siegel,

1956). For manual calculations of the Fisher Exact Probability test

the researcher used formula (6.1) from Siegel (p. 97) or the "table

of critical values of D in the Fischer test" (pp. 256-270). When the

sample size is less that 30 the Pearson product-moment correlation

coefficient loses efficiency. The Kendall rank correlation coeffi

cient (Kendall tau) was used throughout this study (Williams, 1968).

The minimal req�ment for the use of this test is that measurement

values must be ordinal.

r .
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Two variables were used in the text for analysis and there-

fore these will be discussed more completely. The Blishen scale was

used by Elias (1975) for his analysis of the labour force and political

structure of Churchill, Manitoba. In this study the results from

Schedule A question 37 were divided into two socio-economic strata

on the basis of the Blishen scale values. Although three strata would

have more closely approximated conventional sociological, and socio-

economic analysis, the limited size of the sample necessitated the

use of 2 x 2 tables whenever possible. The low socio-economic cate-

gory was comprised of all respondents with a Blishen scale value of

39.99 or less. The high category contained all scale values equal to

40.00 or larger.

The assignment of the two influence status categories in table

3 in Chapter 5 was similar to the method used by Merton (1949). The

magnitude of the total sociometric designations for each person was

shown to be a legitimate basis for assigning status. The magnitude of

the top three people suggested that a separate high group existed.
i ,,'

The ranking in Appendix I table 48 demonstrated an interval of 11

designations between the third and fourth leader, and an interval of

of 7 between the fourth and fifth person. It was decided that 16

was a significantly higher number of designations than 9. Thus the

line dividing the high status influential leader group from the low

group was made below the fourth person in the ranking of the 27

people designated by the snowball survey.

Questions 38 to 44 in Schedule A were not felt to contri-

bute any pertinent information to the final analysis and therefore

were omitted from the compilation stage.
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Categories were assigned to the replies to questions 1 and 3

in Schedule B after the data were collected. Several careful decisions

to permit grouping of data were made by the researcher. The law

enforcement category included the issue of native land entitlement

and the issue of legal aid. The category of communication contained

a comment related to human relations. Commercial services included

comments about the lack of facilities as well as the high cost of

living. Several comments about the need for more local leadership

were grouped under the category heading of participation.

The replies to questions 1 and 3 were also compared for

consistency. The results of this can be seen in table 6 in Chapter

5. The reply to question 1 was used instead of question 3 for another

comparison in table 8 in Chapter 5 for several reasons. Question 1

should have generated a broader perspective of concern by asking the

respondents to name problems "of concern to people" in Beauval and

not just of concern to themselves. Question 3 answers may have been

modified by the respondents' perception or evaluation of how diffi

cult it would probably have been to solve a particular problem. Thus

answers to question 3 may not have been as clear an indication of

the respondents' preferences. As a result the question 3 replies

were not used in the analysis for comparison.

The values for Schedule B question 5 scale items were cal

culated on the basis of the median score. Although most of the

results were inconclusive (see Appendix G) several items are discussed

in section 5.3. The categories for questions 7 and 17 were assigned

after the data were collected.

The reliability of the final Likert scales was very good. The

I"
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attitude scale concerning the ice harvest subsidy had an alpha reli

ability coefficient of 0.95. The reliability coefficient for the

uranium development Likert scale was also 0.95. Despite the reliability

performance of these two scales the researcher was inclined to accept

the replies to questions 6 and 16 as being a more accurate reflection

of the respondents' attitudes. Clearly there were·1imitations

affecting the accuracy of all these questions. These are discussed

in section 3.2.6. But the respondents did often indicate by their

body language and hesitation that they were experiencing some diffi

culty in replying to the Likert scale questions. It is because of

this, and the reasonable consistency which was obtained between

the attitude scores that lead to the reliance on questions 6 and 16

for the validation of respondent replies to questions concerning the

persuasive effect of Natotawin.

Table 2 summarizes the consistency of the attitude scores

for each individual using the Likert scales and questions 6 and 16.
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Table 2

Comparison of the Consistency of the Attitude

Responses of the Opinion Leaders Using
Two Attitude Measurement Techniques

Responses to
the two

measurement

techniques

Selected Issues

Ice Harvest -Subsidy Uranium Development

In favour of the
issue 6 4

Not in favour of
the issue o 2

Undecided 1 6

Discrepancy
between the two

measurement

techniques

aFive discrepancies were due to incomplete data.

bTh d'
,

d
'

1 dree lscrepancles were ue to lncomp ete ata.

j"

The best consistency on the attitude questions compared in

table 2 was achieved on the uranium development questions with 12

respondents indicating the same attitude �sing either measurement

technique. Appendix J displays the statistical correlation of the

attitude quesb.ion techniques.

Most of the questions for Schedule C were open-ended. Coding

categories were constructed on the basis of patterns in the replies

of the interview sample.

The focused interviews were analyzed in terms of their state-

ments relating to the newspaper's role, objectives and general perfor-

mance. Any constraining factors which emerged from these interviews

..
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were also incorporated into the analysis of the project and Natotawin.

3.2.5 Limitations of the study. The limitations have

been arranged into two groups. The first represents those which were

known to be actual limitations, while the second group consists of

potential limitations which might have confronted the study.

3.2.5.1 Actual Limitations. 1. Due to the great difference

between communities in Northern Saskatchewan conclusions drawn from

this study cannot be. generalized to other communities in the north.

2. The economic and social patterns of Beauval families

removed people who were designated as influential leaders from the

community for various lengths of time: Other designated influential

leaders merely declined to cooperate. Thus it was impossible to

interview all 27 people designated by the snowball survey and recon

naissance sampling methods.

3. The two public affairs issues which were examined, the

ice harvest subsidy and uranium development, occurred over time. A

longitudinal research method could not be employed. The weakness of

respondent hindsight, the possible changing of opinions due to the

Hawthorne effect, and intervening variables introduced distortion

into the recollection of events, attitudes and media exposure.

4. The small size of the community produced a limitation on

the characteristics of leadership in Beauval. The small size (n = 17)

limited the application of statistical analysis. It also restricted

the ability to generalize from this data.

5. The use of completed studies placed the researcher in a

position several steps removed from the real situation. A general rule
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to follow in this situation is "to try to reconstruct the process by

which the data were originally assembled'by somebody else" (Riley,

1963, p. 252).

6. Collective content measures' such as copy length may have

low validity. Content analysis assumes'that the meaning assigned by

the researcher corresponds to the meaning intended by the communica

tor or generally understood by the average reader. Length of copy is

assumed to correspond to the importance assigned to the subject

matter by the editor (Day, 1968).

7. The general ,suspicion or the Metis in Beauva1 toward

moniyaw may have caused respondents to feel the researcher was

untrustworthy. It was noted in section 3.2.5.5 that mistrust and

confusion concerning the researcher's role did occur. By disclosing

feelings, engaging socially with people in the community, by starting

the project slowly in order to await local permission, and by showing

respect the researcher sought to minimize this limitation. The highly

conf�dential and personal nature of information which some community

leaders did share with the researcher would seem to indicate that

some basis of trust was established.

I I'

3.2.5.2 Potential limitations. 1. The responses to many

questions may not be reliable due to the respondent's predisposition

or attempt to provide an acceptable answer. To offset this the

researcher promised the respondents anonymity and encouraged frank

dialogue. A series of questions to verify the consistency of several

important answers was also utilized.

2. The introduction of "interviewer bias" into the ques-
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tioning process may have distorted the true orientation of the respon-

dents (Riley, 1963). In an effort to reduce this limitation the ques-

tions on the interview schedules and for the focused interviews were

made as objective as possible. The researcher read the questions as

they were written, apart from changes of verb tense where necessary,

and attempted to avoid any comments or gestures which might be con-

strued by the respondent as a judgement.

3. The responses of interviewees might have been altered to

avoid being seen as critical of the government or the leadership of

the community. Some issues may also have been considered too personally

sensitive. To minimize this the researcher did discuss the choice of

the two public affairs issues with a Board member and the editor of

Natotawin during the pretest phase. The researcher was careful to

explain in any potentially sensitive area of questioning why the infor-

mation was needed. Whenever a respondent seemed to exhibit signs of

unease the researcher was careful not to be seen as pressing the

I"

respondent. Respondents were also given moments of silence in which to

reflect on more difficult questions.

This chapter has surveyed the conceptual models and typologies

by which the analysis of leadership in Beauval and the impact assess-

ment of Natotawin as a communication tool in a community development

process was conducted. The research design used for this study was

also described. In the next chapter the objectives and functions of

the project and Natotawin will be reviewed. Possible constraints which

may have hindered the development of the newspaper's community devel-

opment role will also be discussed.

�--



Chapter 4

THE REGIONAL COMMUNICATION CENTRE AND NATOTAWIN:
OBJECTIVES, FUNCTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS

Natowtd:uJin.was chosen for this case study as an example of the

application of mass media to a community development process. As a

community media project in Northern Saskatchewan it was a part of an

important phase in the development of media facilities in Canada which

were intended to meet the needs of Indians and Metis.·. --

In order to create a more complete understanding of the devel-

opment of Natotawin and its impact in Area #3 it is important to com-

prehend the social, historical, and political context in which the

newspaper operated. The educational value of this case study will be

enhanced by the effort to develop a broad understanding of all the

factors which affected the newspaper's outcome. Objectives H, I and J

of this study required the researcher to gather and to assess a con-

siderable amount of qualitative data. The project's historical outline,

and the information from DNS and RCC files, were combined with insights

and opinions gained from discussions and interviews with various

project participants. A great deal of this data differs in terms of

its subjectivity only by degree from most of the quantitative data

presented in Chapters 5 and 6.

A narrative style was used to present the qualitative data.

Claims made by individuals were substantiated whenever possible and

attributed to the source. Opinions were presented only when they

69
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seemed germane. In addition to this data the chapter also describes

the RCC proj'ect's goals, objectives and strategies as these pertained

to the development and function of Natotawin. The various evaluations

of the project and Natotawin are summarized and their effect on the

newspaper is discussed. This summary made it possible to assess

Natotawin's ability to rectify weaknesses and to improve its perfor-

mance. Finally, political conflict and constraints which impinged

upon the newspaper are examined. Throughout this chapter the resear-

cher evaluated the data as well as marshalling the facts in an effort

to distill those conclusions which would answer the questions which

were posed for this case study.

4.1 The Project's Inception

The concept. of a Regional Communication Centre was conceived

in 1974 by Brian Cousins, Director of Extension Services, DNS. A study

conducted in 1972 had initially identified the potential for a DNS

community development operation to promote intra- and intercommunity

communication and social change (Campbell & Simmonds, 1972). The

need for this kind of initiative was reflected in two issues central

to Saskatchewan Government planning at the time.

The first was the general lack of modern communication

facilities in the north (Meyers, interview; Saskatchewan, n.d.a).

Despite the administrative presence of the Saskatchewan Government in

the north since the Forties no television or radio signals, and little

printed news or information reached Northern Saskatchewan's ·public

in 1974 from the southern portion of the province. The Saskatchewan

Government felt it was essential that northern citizens be aware of

what their own government was doing for them.
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The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation's Accelerated Coverage

Package television transmitters and its subsequent Frontier Coverage

Package program for the construction of radio transmitters were con

sidered to be in direct conflict with provincial interests and thus

they did not solve the Saskatchewan Government's problem (Meyers,

interview). This conflict is�.in part due to the existing federal

provincial division of media regulatory powers and also due to those

issues associated with the broader debate of federal-provincial

relations in Canada (Black, 1971). The Saskatchewan Government con

cluded that it would have to provide its own media service in the

north. Thisraison d'etre for the RCC project inevitably left DNS open

to the accusation of having created a government propaganda machine-

a charge of which other government agencies have not been above :

reproach (Canadian Council on Rural Development, 1970).

The second issue was the general concern at both the federal

and the provincial levels during the early Seventies to define and to

implement "participatory democracy" in Canada. This objective was

strongly emphasized in the report of the Task Force on Government

Information in 1969 and with the establishment of Information Canada.

The strategies inherent in these developments, however, still repre

sented a one-way diffusion model. The National Film Board's "Challenge

for Change" program may have had the greatest single impact on the

development of joint federal-provincial sponsored community media

projects in the Seventies (Riley, interview).

To a certain extent the RCC project was modelled after the

Information-Communication Project in Manitoba. This project appears

to have existed with various titles. Another was the Manitoba
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Information Communication System (Frontier College, 1977a). A com-

parison of information available about the Manitoba project with

DNS's RCC project shows that the'Manitoba effort was not intended to

be a community media project as was the RCC. Even though the Mani-

toba project was sponsored via the Northlands Agreement as was the

RCC, Manitoba provided far more funding and allowed a greater time

period for the Information-Communication Project to develop than DNS

allowed for the RCC. Local input in both the form of employment and

advisory boards was minimal in the Information-Communication Project

(Frontier College, 1977a; Riley, interview; Hill, interview).

While the government's 1969 Task Force had interpreted

"participatory democracy" to mean "the participation in the actual

making of government decisions of a great many more people than ever

before" (Canada, Vote 1, 1969, p. 44) the translation of this principle

into actual policy underwent a certain degree of transformation. The

original DNS pilot project budget stated that

in consideration of government commitments to encourage
social development and community involvement in the presence
of change, the provision of information and communication
tools becomes vital to aid harmonious northern development
where residents are informed and have forums to express news,
ideas and opinions.

(Saskatchewan, 1974, p. 2)

What most of this meant in pragmatic terms seems vague. Given the

following cautionary statement by the federal Task Force:

The important thing is that the Government hear the people's
informed opinions not after it lays down the policy, but

before, and that the participation of the people in decisions
that the government makes not be a sham.

(Canada, Vote 1, 1969, p. 44)

and the Extension Services' contention that the proposed RCC project

would be "harmonious with [DNS' s] objectives of seeking social and
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economic development with maximum participation by northern residents"

(Sask.� 1974, p •. 1), it is hard to reconcile the unilateral manner in

which the project itself was implemented.

The Director of Extension Services stated in the original

project proposal in early 1974 that the Northern Municipal Council

1
(NMC) had been consulted concerning the RCC project. "It is now pro-

posed to discuss location and implementation procedures with the N .M. C., l'

the proposal stated (Sask., n.d.a, p. 1). Yet when the project's

Program Developer hired by Frontier College arrived in La Ronge in

October 1975 it seemed to him that this discussion had not happened

for the NMC had yet to receive a formal presentation from DNS on the

project and indicated that it might prefer to see Area #1 as the

possible field site,(Hill, interview).

Frontier College's involvement in the RCC pilot project came

about almost accidentally. The newly appointed President of Frontier

College, Jack Pearpoint, first learned of the project during a wescern

fact-finding tour. A friend, Douglas McArthur, then Deputy Minister

of DNS, informed Pearpoint of the DNS communication project proposal.

Frontier College has had a lengthy history of successful involvement

in frontier communities and the College already had had experience

with the type of project Extension Services was contemplating. Frontier

College had provided a team of adult education instructors for the

IThe NMC was formed in 1973 under an amendment to the North
ern Administration Act. The NMC was granted powers equivalent to any
rural municipality in Saskatchewan. This, however, is ambiguous. This

is because most of the land in the north is owned by the province and
the land use pattern is entirely different from that in the south. The

sweeping powers which were granted to the Minister of DNS also severely
limit the NMC's governing powers.
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Meyers, interview).

The NMC approved the communication pilot project on November

17, 1975 at a meeting Hill described as "very tense". In late Novem-

ber with the assistance of the NMC's chairman, Lawrence Yew, Hill

toured Area #3 for the first time to speak with local councils about

the communication project. Progress was painfully slow during the

first five months but gradually the Regional Communication Centre

project took shape.

4.2 The Goals, Objectives and

Strategies

The Regional Communication Centre was conceived as an exper-

imental project to assist Extension Services, DNS to devise an improved

comprehensive communication development strategy for Northern Saskat-

chewan. It was originally intended that four additional communication

centres would be established in the north in 1976-77 (Sask., n.d.a).

The purpose of the pilot project was "to develop and involve

northern residents in a mutual communication process related to social

and economic development" (Sask., 1975b, p. 1). The objectives were to

1. Initiate information and communication projects.
2. Respond to informational requirements identified by
individuals, organizations and government.
3. Encourage public participation through awareness,
confidence, self-expression and action.

(Sask., 1975b, p. 1)

These objectives remained unchanged in the second contract signed in

June 1977. In addition to these formal objectives government officials

also hoped the RCC would strengthen the cultural identity of northern-

ers (Taylor, 1977, p. 10).

The third formal objective in the DNS contract specified a
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set of functions and a goal relating to a community development pro-

cess. The reservations of Frontier College staff about the project,

which were mentioned in section 4.1, were voiced largely due to their

interpretation of the third objective and their estimation of the

likelihood of DNS permitting the fullest possible application of the

principles of local self-expression and involvement as a result of

the RCC project.

During discussions with the researcher and at meetings of

the Board of the project when the researcher was present, both Cousins

and Meyers stressed their concern that the project had not experi-

mented sufficiently with other forms of media such as radio and video

tape. Correspondence in DNS files between Extension Services and the

Minister of DNS also emphasized the limitations of the project. This

lead the researcher to conclude that objective one was far more

important to DNS in terms of measuring the project's success than

was objective three. Thus the suspicions of the Frontier College staff

concerning the sincerity of the DNS personnel with regards to the

community development objective of the project would seem to have

some foundation. Other evidence which supports the argument that DNS

was more concerned with the technological aspects as opposed to the

human component of the experiment will be presented later in this

chapter in section 4.4.1.

The efficacy of a media-based approach to enhancing commun-

ication in society has been critiqued by Sanderson Layng. His con-

clusion was that

communications needs and media needs are two separate ideas.

Using media doesn't always solve communication problems. In

many cases it creates them. Therefore, the true test or
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criterion for any evaluation of the communication channel
becomes: is the use of the channel meeting the communication
needs of the community concerned? There need be no other
criterion.

(Layng, 1975, p. 8)

What DNS and the Department of Regional Economf.c Expansion

officials wanted from the RCC project, according to. Tim Meyers who

succeeded Cousins as Director of Extension Services, was a means of

making "government visible in the north" without creating an obvious

government presence (Meyers, interview). Art Carriere, the DREE

representative on the project's Advisory Board, at meetings with

Cousins and Pearpoint expressed the desire to have DREE programs ad-

vertised and explained in the north by local media like Natotawin.

This communication approach was recommended by the Task Force on

Government Information in 1969, Axworthy (1971), and Black (1971) for

government departments concerned about reaching Canadians in the

nation's underdeveloped regions. According to Meyers, both he and

Cousins viewed the RCC's function as being a conduit for questions

from Area #3 residents to the government, and then to disseminate

the DNS information and to mobilize the people to act accordingly.

This communication service role parallels closely the top-down organ-

izational structure and information flow which characterized the

Manitoba Information-Communication Program. Furthermore, the RCC was

intended to provide DNS with a quasi-government means of experimenting

with community media delivery systems in Northern Saskatchewan.

Frontier College staff, on the other hand, believed that

achiev�ng meaningful participation by the local people in the RCC
.....

project was the best operational goal. Faced with the choice between

deveLop Ing a project which was "highly polished" and which would meet
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with, government's accountability standards, or a project which would

build the self-esteem of Indian and Metis in the north and which would

increase their sense of identity, Frontier College chose the latter

approach.

Frontier College considered the RCC project a high risk venture.

Pearpoint did not expect that Frontier College, using its participation

oriented development strategy--as opposed to DNS's media-oriented

strategy--would be allowed to extend its contract past the first year.

The College staff thus decided on an objective of their own for the

project. This objective was never recorded and thus remained "hidden"

from the knowledge of DNS officials. The development of leadership

skills, self-esteem, and political analysis among a small group of

people who would comprise the project's Board became, according to

Jack Pearpoint, the main focus of the College's work. This "hidden"

objective eventually produced one source of conflict'between the

project and DNS.

Pearpoint explained to the researcher that Natot(J);)in "was

almost incidental" to the real thrust of the College's activity in

the RCC project. The means for changing the north, he stated, must be

the people themselves. While the RCC project might not change the

reality of DNS as an "autocratic control mechanism", he said, the

Area #3 leaders who were involved on the Board might be able to deal

with DNS in the future from a more informed perspective due to the

project's impact (Pearpoint, interview). His analysis assumed that

northern leaders were not already conscientized concerning the politi

cal economy of Northern Saskatchewan.

DNS repeatedly emphasized it was imperative that "the Centre
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should be developed to have its own identity with a degree of autonomy

which would ensure that it would not be perceived as a traditional
•

extension of government offices and staff" (Sask., n.d.a, p. 2). How-

ever, the inability and periodic unwillingness of Natotawin and the

RCC to become more financially self-sufficient appeared to make the

goal of autonomy unattainable. DNS retained effective control over

the RCC and Natotawin by virtue of its financial leverage. The editor,

Simon Paul, for instance, informed the Program Developer in early

1977 that he did not want to carry any more commercial ads from busi-

nesses in Meadow Lake. Additional safeguards were provided in the

contract clauses which further delimited the autonomy of the project

and Natotawin.

The�Frontier College Implementation Contract, for instance,

stated that Northern News Service, DNS could be directly involved in

the RCC project "if considered necessary by the department to ensure

the Centre maintains its intended role of fostering communication

in the interest of positive social development" (Sask., n.d.a, p. 3).

The key to this clause is the interpretation of what constitutes

"positive social development", for what may be in the interests of

the Amok mining company at Cluff Lake or the provincial government's

tourism policy might not be in the interests of the Metis and the

Indians of the north.

Presumably then, the RCC and Natotawin were faced with the

possibility of conflicting functional expectations. What the commun-

ity wanted might not have been compatible with DNS objectives or the

contract guidelines, and vice versa. The effects of this apparent

conflict will be examined further in this chapter.
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4.3 . The Development of Natotawin

DNS intended that several experimental media programs would

be eventually attempted by the RCC. DNS wanted to evaluate the util

ity-disutility of each approach--assuming that the results obtained

in Area 113 could be generalized throughout Northern Saskatchewan.

An initial scheduled activity, such as a newsletter or film, was to

be followed by the establishment of a community information centre.

Finally, DNS envisaged that a two-way flow of agency or

public requests for information, and government's reply, could be

facilitated. The Centre's staff were expected to experiment with

the use of various media such as video tape, films, graphics and

other printed materials (Sask., n.d.a).

The first step undertaken by the �rogram Developer in

November 1975 was to inform the Local Community Authorities and

Local Administrative Councils in the nine Area 113 communities

about the project and to seek their support. Robin Hill said that

he soon realized that the project's conceptual idea was not well

understood by local residents; that it was difficult to justify the

amount of money being spent on the project given the many local con

cerns which were having difficulty obtaining financial support to

tackle them; that the Metis and Indian people were skeptical of the

project's potential, angry at not having been consulted prior to

the project's start, hostile toward DNS, and suspicious of whites;

that people were wary of forming boards with government officials

as these generally proved ineffective and were sometimes coopted

(Hill, 1976, p. 3; interview). Nevertheless, after several months

of persistent negotiation, sometimes requiring three meetings per
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local government body, each community nominated a representative to

the Advisory Board.

At the first Board meeting it was agreed that

a newsletter should be the centre's short-term goal, but

that, ideally, local radio and/or television programing
was the best means of communication.

(Sask., 1975a, p. 1)

According to Hill this particular point was moved by Brian Cousins.

Given the fact that no television reached Area #3 in 1976 and that

the policy principle embodies a comparative appreciation for the

strengths and weaknesses of various media, it would seem safe to

conclude that this assertion concerning media usage would not have

been made by an Area #3 resident.

Natotawin started publication in March, 1976. The kakakhow

(raven), which is the messenger in Cree folklore, �
L ..•Q

became the symbol for the Regional Communication

Centre and the newspaper (see figure 8). Initial

production of the newsletter was done at the Figure 8

RCC office space in the Beauval LCA office using a Gestetner dupli-

cator borrowed from Frontier College. It was Hill's contention that

this simple format would promote maximum involvement by the staff.

Pictures were included in the early issues by using a

polaroid camera equipped with a half-tone screen, and an A.B. Dick

electronic stencil cutter. Good quality of print could not be

obtained using this printing technique. In order to encourage local

people to contribute to the paper there was no attempt made to "edit"

their submissions. Thus the first issues of Natotawin were plagued with

spell�ng and grammatical errors. These production decisions and

...-�

.;Il::'" �
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problems drew criticism, according to Hill, from outside professionals,

and the Director of Extension Services, Brian Cousins. Only Art

Carriere of DREE seemed to Hill to be tolerant of the newspaper's

growing pains (Hill, interview; Frontier College, 1977b).

It did not take long to realize that the production constraints

imposed by Natotawin were going to seriously limit the ability of the

staff to undertake additional IDedia projects. Hill also concluded that

it would be best for him to engage in media production as little as

possible (Hill, 1976).

The project staff and the Advisory Board embarked in late

1976 and early 1977 on a series of actions which changed completely

the direction of Natotawin for the next two years. Late in 1976 Joe

Bonneau and Simon Paul, who had replaced Max Morin on the staff,

printed a letter from the Board's vice-chairman, Peter Buffin. Buffin,

who was also chairman of the Beauval Mutual Wood Products Board, had

written to the Minister of DNS, Bowerman, complaining about the

problems faced by the Beauval post cutting operation. This marked the

first time the newspaper had brought to light an issue which people

were concerned and talked about, and which the government considered

sensitive (Hill, interview). Prior to this Hill said that he had come

to realize that people were reluctant to allow their comments con�

cerning community problems to be published.4

4"The economic and political situation as it now exists in
northern Saskatchewan makes it very difficult for any type of com

munication project. Individuals are willing to discuss problems in
northern Saskatchewan but refuse to allow their comments to be pub- .

lished. There exists a high level of paranoia among both the native

peoples and DNS employees with both groups exceedingly wary of

openly criticizing or challenging government policy. Some. government

r \
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4.4 Conflicting Expeetati"ons and
Program Constraints

This section will explore the various conflicting expectations

concerning Natotawin's community development function and the RCC

project which the various parties involved in the RCC project held.

It will also discuss constraints which may have hindered Natotawin

from effectively carrying out its community development function.

These tasks are consistent with objectives _H, I and J of the study.

4.4.1 Project pace and results. Early reaction from

DNS, primarily the concerns of Brian Cousins, indicated that the

government was not satisfied with the rate ":of progress or the direction

of the project. Pearpoint suggested that this might be due to a con-

flict of expectations (Frontier College, 1976); At an evaluation

meeting in 1976 attended by Pearpoint, Cousins and Carriere, the

Extension Services Director stressed that "unless more 'results'

were achieved he did not feel government support would continue"

(Frontier College, 1976, p. 1); that Robin Hill was possibly not

experienced enough for the job; that the Centre had not done a great

deal to respond to local requests or to identify new initiatives.

There is reason to suspect that DNS was in a hurry to obtain

offiCials have stated that they must get clearance from La Ronge before

releasing any statements to the press, and that they know of individ
uals who have lost their jobs because they have openly criticized
DNS policies. Furthermore,'they mentioned that a memo had been circu
lated warning DNS employees not to give 'irresponsible statements' to
the press .••• There is an acceptance by many northern residents of the
idea that open criticism of DNS policy and actions, even valid and con

structive criticism, will result in some sort of backlash from the

government, i.e. DNS employees may well lose their jobs, communities

may well have public works projects postponed, or funding may be with
drawn. Since most if not all northern communities are subsidized one

way or another by the·provincial government, such a belief was tantamount

to censorship" (Frontier College, 1977a, p. 2).
··_'_,�Il�

�,.��
'"",
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some form of measurable results concerning the field testing of various

media delivery systems. The original project proposal in 1974 stipu

lated that "owing to the relationship of information and commund-;

cation to the effectiveness of other government activities� this

program requires priority consideration for implementation and eval

uation as. soon as possible" (Sask , � n.d.b, p. 2).

Another reason may have been the impending date for a project

submission to the federal government. Cousins stated in an early

project proposal that the RCC concept was to be duplicated in four

northern centres. Cousins drew up a proposal in early 1977 entitled

Northern Communications Incorporated (Sask., 1977a) .which contained

the regional media centre idea. The proposal was in fact submitted

to the federal government before the full evaluation of the RCC project

was completed in order to precede Cousins' departure for Labrador.

One of the observations which Taylor's evaluation made was

the conflict between the general open-ended goals of the project

set out by DNS and its "demands for short-term results" (Tay.Lo r , 1977,

p. 13). He advised the government to reevaluate the goals, and to

set realistic targets within clearly defined time lines. The Board's

decision-making role was not considered by the evaluator. There is

no information which was available to the researcher which indicated

that DNS followed this recommendation.

This conflict between the open-ended goals and the demand for

media results� possibly to support the DNS Northern Communication

Incorporated proposal, seemed to produce a tension� the RCC Program

Developer thought, between himself and DNS throughout 1976 and 1977.

The pressure to obtain immediate results may have been a primary cause
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of Cousin's tendency to intervene in the project even though the pro-

posaLs said that the RCC and Natotiaiain should develop separate from

government. According to Hill, Cousins began to phone him on a reg-

ular basis in 1976 to make various suggestions about how the project

should be run. The Program Developer said that he began to feel a

certain uneasiness toward himself from DNS as he gradually tried to

slow down the pace of the project, and as the staff and the Board

were encouraged by him to become more actively involved in decision-

making concerning the project.

4.4.2 Developmen t of the Board. The initial DNS pro-

posal suggested that a group of Area 113 representatives could meet

with DNS officials and project staff up to three times a year to

discuss the direction of the project. (Sask., n.d.a). Frontier

College, according to Jack Pearpoint, argued for the creation of a

constitutionally structured Board comprised of representatives

appointed by the local councils, with its own specific set of powers

and responsibilities. This was consistent with the College's com-

munity development objective. A compromise was struck with DNS and

the provision for an Advisory Board was written into the first con�.

tract.

In February 1976 Cousins apparently had a change of mind

about the Advisory Board. Hill told the researcher that after Cousins

returned from a trip he phoned Hill and said he no longer felt it

was necessary that a project Board be formed. As a result the Pro-

gram Developer felt the formation of the Board was an urgent task

(Hill, interview). Hill said he viewed the Board as a means of legi-

�1"IIn_��

f 1
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timizing the RCC concept and his own presence, both which were imposed

onto Area #3 communities. Hill's patience and persistence eventually

overcame the apprehension of the Area #3 councils and the mistrust

of whites felt by Metis and Indians in the area. These were discussed

previously in section 4.3. The first Advisory Board meeting was held

on February 24, 1976.

A major breakthrough in the development of the Advisory

Board occurred at the January 19, 1976 meeting. Two members of the

Board, Ernestine Laliberte of Dore Lake and Richard Lafleur of Sled

Lake brought to the attention of the Board what they considered to

be questionable hiring practices in Dore Lake. The subsequent inves-

tigation by NMC staff showed that there was no basis for a discrim

ination case.5 However, the issue marked the first time which the

Program Developer could remember a Board member had spoken out on an

issue of concern to a particular community or to the Area. Prior to

this, according to Vic Taylor's analysis and the Program Developer's

own perception, Hill felt that he, Carriere and Cousins had tended to

dominate the meetings (Hill, interview). The Advisory Board and the

Natotawin staff had an opportunity to act on other issues after the

alleged Dore Lake incident. These included the reported delay in the

installation of the lIe a la Crosse water system and the seizure of

5A letter was sent by the RCC staff to Wayne Roznowsky, city
editor of the Prince Albert DaiZy HeraZd, to ask his advice on investi

gating such matters. His reply, dated Feb. 5, 1977, was read at the

Feb. 9 Board meeting. Roznowsky observed that "the funding source

Natotawin has may caus.e some difficulties in dealing with contro

versial issues, difficulties which ••• an independent newspaper does
not face." He also advised, "If you are there to print the news you
have to look at all things whether controversial or not" (Roznowsky,
1977, p. 1).



nets from Patuanak fishermen.

Hill found at this point in the preject's develepment that

cccperatien with DNS seemed to. break dewn. Phene calls placed by

either himself cr the editer to. DNS semetimes were net returned er

the right ef the Natotawin staff to. make the enquiries was ques-

tiened. Hill also. neted that although the Minister's effice did net

reply to. Natotawin's questiens cencerning the seizure ef Patuanak

fishermen's nets the Saskateen Stap-Phoenix did carry a statement

frem the Minister's effice in its ceverage cf the issue.

The Beard faced several ccnstraints which hindered it frem

develeping to. the petential Frentier Cellege had envisaged. The

Beard also. added several limitatiens ef its ewn to. the develepment

ef Natotawin's cemmunity develepment rele.

The Beard was ccmprised ef peeple either appeinted by er

members ef the elected Area #3 ceuncils. These leaders naturally

breught to. the Beard their existing pelitical erientatien teward

DNS. Thus the Beard seemed, almost inevitably, to become involved

in an issue-oriented relationship with the government. The limita-

tion this may have placed on the project and Natotawin will be

discussed further in section 4.4.3.

The Board members seemed to bring a "victim" mentality, an

"us-against-them" philosephy, to. the project in its dealings with

DNS. Like the issue-eriented appreach to community development, the

"Victim" identity can be seen as anether political pesitien brought

to the Advisory Board from the local councils.

Since the Board's scope of representation was limited, it

did little to. breaden the Area's leadership base cr the level cf

r.'\\ti ·��TI'll"rII�.1ffl
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grass-roots participation by Area #3 residents in the community devel

opment process. Some members of the Board may also have been vulner

able to personal economic pressures from the government, which in the

complex northern political environment could have further served to

limit the autonomy of the Board. When this and other factors are taken

into consideration it would appear that the Board functioned in the

face of many real or potential limitations. These in turn would have

impinged upon the activity of Natotawin.

Hill had encouraged the Board to pass a resolution in March

1976 to accept editorial responsibility for Natotawin. Dispersed as

it was throughout Area #3 the Board was severely constrained in its

ability to discharge its editorial and management functions. Person

ality and political differences also hindered the development of

group solidarity. Attendance at Board meetings was often low. The

Board executive members who were :interviewed ..could not recall the

Board ever fully carrying out its management responsibilities. The

organizational development which Frontier College had intended for

the Board did not seem to materialize. The Board experienced diffi

culty supervising the staff and, based on problems cited by Hill,

proved ineffective in dealing with conflict within the staff and

between itself and the editor, Simon Paul.

The difficulties which the Board faced when trying to discharge

its management functions, and the limitations it appears to have con

tributed to the growth and direction of the newspaper and the project,

may be major reasons why DNS strongly intervened in 1978. The impor

tance of developing a sound community development strategy, which was

suggested by Shaw and Irwin (1960) and Edelstein and Schutz (1964), is
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a factor which would seem to emerge from the difficulties the RCC's

Advisory Board faced. Frontier College's decision to place a major

emphasis on the development of the Board, and to give it prime re

sponsibility for the project's management despite the limitations

which it faced, may also be a step which mitigated against the

success of the project in terms of developing a long-term popular

based community development strategy and a newspaper which would meet

the needs of Area #3 residents.

4.4.3 Community development strategies. These will

be discussed under a series o.f subheadings to assist in the organ

ization of the analysis.

4.4.3.1 DNS Extension Services. The DNS position was

explained by Tim Meyers, who replaced Brian Cousins in the fall of

1977 as the Director. He felt the community development functions of

Natotawin were its most important, but that these did not differ

from the functions which any newspaper had to carry out. Basically,

he said, these included presenting facts on issues, publicizing

peoples' concerns, and providing information to answer peoples'

questions. This last function, Meyers felt, was never carried out

satisfactorily though DNS had wanted the RCC project and Natotawin to

stress this point. Meyers expressed the belief that the flow of in

formation and knowledge between people and their government was

essential in order to have a public which was involved in the planning

of its own future.

Meyers' analysis of a newspaper's community development role

was very cursory. It omitted such functions as integrating the com

munity, supporting and working with community leaders, question
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raising, and cultural transmission. Meyers informed the researcher

that DNS in fact did not mind criticism if the news stories were

objective. Evidence provided by the Program Developer, Frontier

College and from the department's own files, suggests, however,

that DNS may have been more sensitive to criticism then Meyers

cared to admit. Peter Wass (1975) has observed that especially in

the area of regional and community development there is a contra

diction between what the government states are its objectives and

what in fact it will permit. Analysis provided in subsection 4.4.3.2

will shed further light on this apparent contradiction.

The role of the mass media and the concept of social change

which Meyers expressed indicates that Extension Services subscribed

to the social planning model of community development in"Rothman's

typology (1968). The role of a communication media in this paradigm

falls into that gendre termed "project support communication" in

UNICEF parlance (Balcomb, 1976). This is basically a one-way commun

ication system which involves the people in choosing between and

reacting to change alternatives devised by government planners. It

is a "feedback" process which starts from the government and which

generally ignores issues which originate from the local level.

4.4.3.2 The RCC Board. Discussion with two of the executive

members of the RCC's Board of Directors indicated there may have been

little consensus on the Board as to exactly what Natotawin's community

development related functions should have been. One Board executive

member was quite nonspecific about Natotawin's functions other than

to stress the importance of providing more local news and raising local

issues.
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Another Board executive member, however, provided a very clear

statement which specifically pointed to an educational role for Natota

win. based on an analytical framework. "There has to be an educational

process," the Board members stated, "to show people there is more to

news than knowing that someone is baking bannock next door." It is

important for people to know about outside issues, he stressed.

However, he did not stipulate how the newspaper could best present

these outside issues to Area #3 residents so the issues could be

understood. He did suggest the use of more cartoons as an educational

device.

One drawback which can dominate an approach such as this

where an institution raises all the issues is the tendency for the

local leaders--the elite or the knowledgeables-- and the staff to

simply replace the government component in a one-way communication

model. This habit was reflected to a great extent in the issues the

Board and the editor often chose to write about. Each issue tended

to be handled in a "closed" manner. The concerns, ideas and the par

ticipation of the "average" Area 113 citizen could thus become lost

if no specific attempt to open up the communication and decision

making process and to provide access to the media was undertaken.

The media communication structure in a closed format does not encour

age dialogue within and between groups. Regardless of which elite

controls the media--the bureaucracy, a social class or the community

media staff--the communication process in a closed system remains a

duplicate of the formal teacher�student hierarchy. It does not try to

promote growth of the individual from within but rather tries to fill

each member of the audience up with information and hope that this will

"IF
1 If.
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induce change or action.

There is another drawback to the media process which closes

out or which shows disdain for local concerns. By ignoring or mini

mizing the type of news which one Board member termed "bannock" news,

the means of appealing to the average Beauval resident to read

Natotawin was made much more difficult. The staff and the Board

did not seem to understand that newspaper readers play an active role

in the communication process by choosing what they will or will not

read. Research would seem to indicate that a social change and

educational process which utilizes the media must begin with the

interests, concerns and the level of understanding of the readers.

The Board executive member last referred to also placed

Natotawin squarely into the middle of the political context of the

north. "No one has ever acted as an official opposition for Metis

people in the legislature," he stated. "Who is going to interpret

the government to the people," he asked rhetorically,"the govern-

ment! Bowerman seems'; !:to think- that:.. everything is hunky dory."

If Natotawin was controlled directly by DNS, the Board member

opined, the newspaper would become identical to DNS's house publi

cation, DENOSA. The Board, and thus Natotawi� had to function, this

Board member stressed, as independent from government interference as

possible. "The government should only be concerned if the money is

spent in a proper business manner," he concluded. It was concerning

just this administrative detail which DNS in 1978 challenged the

Board's management of the RCC and Natotawin. The Board member did not

discuss the apparent contradiction between accepting. government funding

and at the same time wanting independence for the project from gov .... ·.
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ernment.

In both discussions with the Board members and from reading

the minutes of their meetings the researcher was unable to detect any

clear direction that was given to NatotauJin's staff as to how they

should carry out their community development mandate. Possibly as a

result of this lack of direction'the staff tended to concentrate on

producing a newspaper, plus periodic special media projects, and to

react to community issues and problems on an ad hoc basis.

Vic Taylor (1977) suggested that the change strategy used by

the project approximated the social action paradigm from Rothman's

typology,(1968). In this paradigm the local communities--the clientele-

are depicted as victims or as"outsiders attempting to enter the

action community (Haggstrom, 1970). This strategy concentrates on

specific limited goals and action objectives.

This strategy may not have been a conscious decision made on

the part of the Board and its staff. Nevertheless their issue

oriented approach manifested the characteristics of the social action

paradigm. Taylor identified the dilemma of the social action model

for a project like the RCC and Natotawin. The social action paradigm

employs' conflict or protest tactics. When a public or government

sponsored organization like the RCC protests against or criticizes

the government, such action is generally considered tantamount to

committing organizational suicide. It is not uncommon to learn that

government is planning to stop funding a project which could be con

sidered controversial from its point of view.

Simon Riley, from the' Secreta�y"of State's office, informed

the researcher that Ministers generally receive a weekly briefing of
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government reports in the media. The result, he said, is that Ministers

and their senior civil servants tend to try and limit criticism which

might place them in an uncomplimentary light and cost them votes. The

civil service also tries to reduce public concarn., Riley explained,

in an effort to maintain good credibility with the public. These two

factors might in part explain DNS's displeasure with Natotawin as it

began in late 1976 to print negative comments and local disastisfaction

about DNS.

While it is reasonable to' expect a combination of change

strategies to be used in order to.overcome obstacles preventing the

attainment of a change obj ect Lve ;". certain alternatives are not com

patible. The tension between the' bureaucratic, orderly social plan

ning strategy envisaged for Natotiaiain by' DNS, and the more conflict

oriented tactic which was in fact often used by the Board, and by the

staff sometimes at the Board's"requ�st; probably placed strain on the

funding relationship. Whether the". Board's strategy was appropriate

for directing the activity of the' newspaper' to meet local needs and

concerns can beiaaseased better' f rom : the results of the impact

analysis.

4.4.3.3 The Program Developer. From the day he arrived, the

Program Developer said he recognized the need to listen to and to

take his cues from "the people" of Area 113, as well as to slow down

the pace of the project's implementation plan. Increasingly he be

came convinced, as Pearpoint had advised him, that meaningful parti

cipation by the people had to be carefully forged on a foundation of

trust. It is to his credit and immense patience that the skepticism
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of the Metis and Indian people seems to have been largely overcome.

Hill wanted the members of the Advisory Board to overcome the

many socio-political limitations of their environment and to assume

a position whereby they could exercise some form of control. In time

he came to realize that the vulnerability of the Board members to

pressure from DNS, and the government's ability to retain financial

control of Natotawin seriously limited the development of local

autonomy.

Hill told the researcher that he consciously tried to avoid

setting himself up as the "boss" figure. He continuously stressed

that it was the editors of the paper who would decide what would be

printed. What advice he did offer was generally done in a nondirect

manner (Taylor, 1977; Hill, interview; Allen, 1976). He tried to

instill, he said, a sense of being their own boss in the staff, as

well as the realization that they were responsible to the Board. Hill

wanted the staff to express- their ideas and .concerns in their own

way. This approach quite naturally led to other problems and manifest

characteristics of indecisiveness on his own part (Allen, 1976). But

the measure of success he achieved regarding this one objective is

noteworthy given the pervasive concept of okimaw (boss or bourgeois)

in Cree society and the stereotype "white-ideal" (see Appendix A).

Hill believed in "experiential" learning. While he did

discuss editorial guidelines and the need for proper accounting

procedures with the staff, Hill said he believed that the Board and

the staff would have to decide for themselves the level of performance

which was acceptable. To create a space for learning he consciously

slowed down the pace of the project. This was strongly criticized by
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DNS. Hill also tried to avoid using "gimmickry" for its own sake. He

said he tried to give people the freedom to make mistakes in order to

learn.

DNS staff expressed displeasure with Hill's methods on

various occasions. His decision to let staff produce their own news

paper at first by stencil technique, to learn by making mistakes, and

to develop a sense of independence to make their own decisions

was criticized by DNS. The main criticism they had was directed at

what they felt was Hill's failure to implement different types of

media. The failure of Frontier College and the Program Developer to

adequately prepare the project staff to manage their own financial

books also exposed Natotawin and the Board to DNS criticism.

The question remains, nevertheless, why it was so difficult

for the project to recover once it became apparent in 1977 that,

according to the Program Developer, not only was DNS considering

terminating the project's funding but that Natotawin's quality was

declining and some of the staff were not performing their jobs satis

factorily.

Part of the answer lies with the decision Frontier College

gave to the Program Developer to continue to try and animate the

Advisory Board to manage the Centre. It was -t.he Board l
s chairman,

Peter Buffin, who suggested to the researcher that the Board was

in fact incapable of managing the day-to-day problems which Natotawin

and the project encountered. The reasons he gave were identical to

some of the constraints mentioned in subsections·4�4.2 and 4.4.3.2 of

this study.

Another problem may have been the interpersonal style of the
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Program Developer. Hill described his method as nondirect. This,

and his unwillingness to be seen as the "boss", may have limited his

ability to intervene and to provide management direction. Hill was

very much aware that the editor, Simon Paul, often ignored the

advice he was given as to how the newspaper might better be written.

Martin Cohnstaedt, a University of Regina faculty member who served

as a consultant f o rt.t.he NMC, began to feel in 1977 that Hill was

trying to protect Paul when he was criticized by others (Cohnstaedt,

interview).

Robin Hill informed the researcher that he was not that

familiar with community development procedures when he joined the

RCC project. Frontier College tried to overcome this by sending

Rick Withum, a community development trainer, to work with the RCC

staff for two months. Pearpoint also informed the researcher that

Frontier Col�ege had discussed replacing Hill with someone more skilled

in other areas once the project was started but later figured that the

College's association with the project would likely not be long

enough to warrant the change.

It is likely that a combination of all these variables pro

duced the structural and political situation in the project which

was so diametrically opposite to what DNS had intended the RCC and

Natotawin to become.

4.4.3.4 The editor. The editor of Natotawin from June 1976

until November 1978 was Simon Paul, a Chipewyan from Patuanak. 'Radi�

calized by experiences during his early twenties, his concern for

his people, and his anger at the injustices he felt they suffered,

at times seemed to totally consume him. A reasonably competent writer--
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very good by northern standards--Paul was fussy about the layout of I�

the newspaper and contributed many striking graphics. Despite these

and other positive attributes his overall effectiveness as a change

agent can be questioned. Various people in Beauval said he seemed

obstinate and often unwilling to accept advice. The mention of his

name to some produced either an evasive reaction or outright anger.

His erratic work habits, reported alcoholic binges and his abrasive,

outspoken manner repeatedly brought him into conflict with the

Board, DNS and local people.

Paul was deeply concerned about the plight of northern people,

and he was willing to speak out, as Natotawin's editor, on their

behalf regardless of the consequences for himself. Hill believed

Natotawin during Paul's editorship was the first northern media to

openly express peoples' concerns about the uranium issue and other

points of disagreement with the government. He felt this was a major

contribution which Simon Paul made to northern political development.

Paul's anti-uranium stand was developed initially in response to a

Board member's request for information concerning the Cluff Lake

mine. In time, Hill felt Paul tended to cater more to the southern

environmental lobby such as the Inter-Church Energy Committee than he

did to the information needs of Area #3 residents concerning this aDd

other issues (Rod and Rose Bishop, interview; Hill, 1977c; Hill,

interview) •

Paul felt there was a certain innocence or naivete among local

people with regards to northern politics. He saw his task as one to

create a reaction against what he called the government's "oppression";

"to stir things up" as he often termed it. The approach Sim9n Paul chose
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was issue-oriented and expose in style. The reactions he hoped to gen

erate about issues like uranium development fit the social action para

digm.

The editor also seemed to have a "cosmopolitan" perspective.

Paul tended to choose issues or to deal with problems at a broader,

more' complex level. This will be examined more fully in Chapter 6. Paul

seemed to follow the "journalist editor" model described by Shaw and

Irwin (1960). He exercised his "agenda-setting" capacity to the -.

fullest in several instances. In the process Paul ran the risk of

losing the interest of Natotawin's readers.

During the survey interviews as well as during casual con

versations with leaders in Beauval disappointment concerning the lack

of local news and issues carried in Natotawin was raised. It is highly

possible that the lack of reader interest in the cosmopolitan-type

issues which Paul reported, his beligerence and his reported arro

gance toward some local citizens may have undermined whatever effect

iveness and relevance as a change agent he might have potentially

had. Meyers openly admitted that Paul's penchant for editorializing

was not appreciated by DNS. The Board's willingness to rehire him after

his several protest resignations and their inability to have him heed

their policy directions may have caused the project to loose credibility

with DNS and thus prompted the government to intervene.

4.4.4 The politics of evaluation. Three important con

siderations concerning the _·.functions of evaluation are suggested by

problems the RCC and Natotawin encountered. These problems appear to

the researcher to be similar to the dilemma which other pUblic-sponsored

social change and community media organizations have faced.

___!
II

'......_.
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It appears, first of all, that government funding agencies

tend to use evaluation primarily to justify public expenditure on a

program and to minimize the use of evaluation to improve the design

of a program. Second, evaluations designed to justify public expen

ditures seem to deal solely with short-term objectives which pre- .

ferably result in "brick and mortar" indicators of success.

Finally, accountability conscious civil servants often appear

to look with disapproval on programs emphasizing long-term ethereal

goals of a process nature, or on programs which tend to vere from what

is defined to be "in the public interest". This latter criterion

may be assumed to be synonymous with existing government policy.

Evaluation can thus become an effective mechanism for rationally

excluding programs deemed to be too controversial or divergent from

the accepted policy norm.

When conducting an evaluation the importance of assessing

the evaluation tool to be used and the predisposition of the person

conducting the evaluation has been stressed (Farmer and Papagiannis,

1975). The use of program evaluations by DNS, and their interpreta

tion, has played an important role in the development of Natotawin

and the RCC project. Some of the considerations discussed above may

be seen to apply.

The 'Interim Evaluation' which was scheduled for March 1975

was intended to determine "if the project should continue on an

experimental basis, if the project should be extended to other areas

or if the concept should be discontinued" (Sask., 1975b, p. 3). Due

to the delayed approval of the RCC pilot project and the lead in time

required to form the Advisory Board and to sfart tne newspaper, this
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evaluation was not conducted until January 1977.

The results of an early evaluation meeting reported in section

4.4.1 indicated that DNS was displeased with aspects of Frontier

College's involvement in the project soon after the project's

inception. The conflict between DNS's desire for short-term results

and media experimentation, and Frontier College's emphasis on organ

izational development and a pace suited to the locality became apparent

during this and subsequent evaluations. It will be shown that evalu�-'

at ions became the means by which DNS officials legitimized their

increasingly direct intervention into and financial cutbacks of the

project and Natotawin.

At an Advisory Board meeting in Green Lake in January 1977�

Brian Cousins volunteered to prepare the evaluation questionnaire.

The content of the final question became a contentious issue when it

was discovered that Frontier College had been omitted as a possible

choice for administering the Centre. This raised a suspicion among

several people concerning Cousins' motives (Hill, interview). Several

Board members were consulted by the RCC staff and it was agreed that

Frontier College was originally to have been included and thus should

be written onto the form (Hill, n.d.). The questionnaire was adminis

tered by mail. A copy of the text and the results appear in Appendix

H.

At a meeting with Carriere and Pearpoint on March 8, 1977

Cousins announced that the RCC's contract would be extended until

March 30, 1978. At this time a new five-year plan would come into

effect and the project's continuation would be considered in light

of its performance to that point and the overall communication

priorities in Northern Saskatchewan. Cousins, however, proposed to

-,
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cut the budget to $67,300 (Frontier College, 1977b). Whether this

was based on the first or an informal evaluation was never established.

Both Carriere and Pearpoint protested against this move. Pearpoint

stated that it would be impossible to undertake expanded activities

on a reduced budget. Carriere threatened to withhold federal financial

support if DNS did not increase the budget. As a result the budget

was increased to $82,300, which compared favourably with the $98,460

which was budgeted by DNS and DREE from October 1975 until March 31,

1977 .. (Frontier College, 1977c).

When the new contract copy arrived in Beauval in June 1977

Hill quickly drew paragraph 7.1 to the attention of Board members.

It stated the government's intention to evaluate the RCC in September

1977 and advised that

should the operation of the Centre be considered inadequate
by the Director of Extension Services branch, the Director

may assume responsibility for the Centre's operation

(Contract, 1977, p. 2)

This statement worried Hill about the future autonomy of the Centre

which was already on shakey ground.

According to Hill, Carriere intervened and advised Cousins

against conducting the evaluation himself. 'Instead, Carriere recom-

mended Vic Taylor and Associates to carry out the evaluation. Their

40-page report was compiled on the basis of 50 interviews gathered

in the field during a four-day period, and an examination of various

documents and files. The evaluation is summarized in Appendix H.

The Taylor report made the following conclusion:

We have rio 'problem ;in recommending. the .cont.fnuance .of the

project under the conditions of the existing contract ••.• We
also feel strongly that the pilot project has not yielded
sufficient data to recommend an expansion of the concept
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to other area of the north •••• We do recommend, however,
that some further experimentation be undertaken in those
areas which would be capable of using electronic media as a

developmental tool. Locally controlled programing based on

verbal and visual communication may be more culturally
appropriate than the printed media. Experimentation may
provide some insights into the comparative impact of various
media forms.

(Taylor, 1977, pp. 34-35)

In addition, Natotawin was given a favourable assessment although

several steps for improving the newspaper were recommended. A number

of these had been previously suggested by the Board, yet those per-

taining to Natotawin's editorial style and content were never fully

implemented.

Taylor's report, despite its constructive tone, became a

justification for several unilateral moves by DNS. The Board of

Directors, which the Advisory B9ard had now become at Taylor's

recommendation, made a budget request of $91,991 for 1978-79. This

was rejected by Cousins. Instead he proposed a budget of $52,300,

a reduc:tion of $26,000--not calculating for inflation--from the 1977-

78 budget. A large part of the reduction was due to Cousins' de-

cis ion to terminate the contract with Frontier College on March 31,

1978. This represented a total estimated saving of $24,600 (RCC, 1978).

The researcher heard Cousins inform the Board that Natotawin was not

meeting local needs. This was based, Cousins said, on Taylor's report.

When questioned by the Program Developer he agreed that Taylor had

not advised that Natotawin be refused funding. Nevertheless, Cousins

expressed a desire to cut the newspaper's operating budget.

The contract negotiations became a protracted affair between

the Board and DNS in 1978. This was largely due to the Board's oppo-

sition to the implication that DNS could manipulate it and overrule

,
..."""
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Board policy. Marcel L'Heureux informed Peter Buffin, the Board's

chairman, that although the government considered the project ter-

minated it would continue to meet the demands of Area #3 residents

for support for Natotawin for at least one year. He stressed, however,

the importance of local support, meaning presumably financial con-

tributions (Sask., 1978c). At some point in April or May the Minister,

Ted Bowerman, allegedly sent a letter to all the Board members

informing them that if they continued to refuse to sign the contract

which DNS has offered then it would be withdrawn and the Centre would

be closed down. On May 8, 1978 L'Heureux advised Buffin to have the

Board incorporated under the Societies Act.6 This was accomplished on

June 28, 1978.

Cousins, and his successor Tim Meyers, repeatedly stressed

during the contract renegotiations that the Board had failed to

manage the newspaper adequately. Meyers stated DNS had in fact "learned

nothing" from the RCC experimental project (Meyers, interview). Meyers

and Cousins cited Taylor's observation that Natotawin did not carry

enough local news, although the evaluation technique for reaching this

observation" is a:questionable practice. Experience has shown that inter-

viewees will generally ask for more of something if given a vague,

open-ended question. Yet DNS was prepared to accept this as a valid

indication of Natotawin's performance. Meyers and Cousins also

stressed Taylor's conclusion that Natotawin should be less "political"

6Hill had recommended to the Board on Aug. 18, 1976 that it

incorporate as a means of attaining greater autonomy. At that time
Cousins had strongly opposed the idea, so the Board didn't act on it

(RCC, 1976""; Hill, interview).
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and more "positive" in its reporting. They stated concern about the

point raised by Taylor that the newspaper was being monopolized by the

staff. 1be possible ramification of this was discussed in subsections

4.4.3.2 and 4.4.3.4.

This complaint concerning a monopolization of the newspaper

which has been termed a "closed" system specifically referred to

Simon Paul's stand on the uranium development issue and his persis-

tent attacks on government programs such as the correctional

system, Indian Affairs and DNS's Resource Management Branch which

was accused of enforcing various measures which fishermen and trappers

considered restrictive.

In a "confidential" memo to Bowerman and his Deputy Minister,

L'Heureux, Brian Cousins wrote:

Regretably the [Regional Communication CentreJ project has
become an item of potential public controversy •••• Unfortunately
the problems which we have experienced in Area #3 will likeiy
inhibit our future efforts to support the development of

independent communication services.

(Sask., 1978a, p. 1 &'.3)

With regard to the services provided by Frontier College Cousins

explained that Extension Services was

disappointed in the performance of Frontier College with

respect to this project. They have not provided the commun

ication expertise, the training or the positive sense of

community development which was expected and required per
terms of the contract.

(Sask., 1978a, p. 1)

This memo would appear to substantiate the charge made by

some Board members and Natotawin's editor that the pressure DNS

brought to bear on the project was politically motivated. On several

occasions DNS officials publically stated this charge was false. The

memo also pointed to the conflict anticipated by Taylor (1977) con-
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cerning the choice of community development strategies by the Program

Developer, the Board and the editor, as well as the possibly ambiguous

interpretation of "positive" with regards to the purposive change

process.

Finally, in June 1978, after the staff had worked for three

months without pay, the Board of Directors succumbed and accepted

the DNS contract. Their opposition to several clauses in Schedule B

of the new DNS contract failed to change the wording and the intent

in the final version. Some of the RCC's past shortcomings now became

the subject of closer scrutiny.

An unofficial evaluation of Natotawin and the RCC was conducted

on July 25, 1978. Ms. M. Stabner from the DNS Accounting Department

visited Beauval in order to set up a bookkeeping system for Natotawin.

The report of her visit (see Appendix H), left a lasting and .unfa+ _

vourable impression on the new Director of Extension Services, Tim

Meyers. On several occasions he repeated Ms. Stabner's concerns to

this researcher and added his own disappointment at Natotawin's lack

of local news coverage.

Citing points three and four from Schedule B in the 1978-79

contract and Ms. Stabner's findings DNS began to apply pressure on

the chairman of the RCC's Board of Directors, Peter Buffin, to control

the editor of Natotawin� Simon Paul. The personality clashes which

Hill reported between Paul and Buffin, and between several members of

the Board concerning political tactics, were exaccerbated by the

tension. A rumour circulated that DNS wanted Paul ousted due to his

editorial viewpoints, though the researcher in tracing this to Regina

could find no evidence to substantiate the claim. Hill suggested that
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as Simon Paul's work habits deteriorated and issues of the newspaper

failed to be published on time, Paul's own credibility with the

Board was weakened. It was one thing for the Board to rally and to

resist DNS's political pressure but it was something else again to

expect the Board to defend a paper which some of the members stated

they were not satisfied with. The Board's members readily admitted

displeasure with aspects of Paul's editorship but rejected what they

felt were pressure tactics by DNS.

The Board finally met in Meadow Lake on October 6, 1978.

But instead of asking for Paul's resignation, as Hill said he had

expected, the Board prepared another set of editorial guidelines for

Natotawin (Appendix H). Prior to the November 10, 1978 Board meeting

Buffin informed Hill that he had allegedly received an ultimatim

from DNS over the phone: fire the editor or the funds for the final

quarter payment would be stopped (Hill, interview). It may be a coin

cidence but during discussions with Meyers in La Ronge he had informed

the researcher that he might be forced to take such an action. One

Board member reacted to this by stating that the Board should return

all the funds it had to DNS and refuse any more DNS "handouts".

At the November meeting Meyers expressed his department's

concern about the newspaper's continuing inability to adhere to the

guidelines DNS had set out in the contract. Meyers explained that

"I'm not telling you how to run your newspaper. I'm just saying that

if you can't get your house in order I can no longer approve the

funding for the newspaper." He did go so far as to admit that if he

were on the Board he would have fired Paul long before November. Des

pite the argument which followed when a Board member accused DNS of
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financial "blackmail", the issue had in fact already been settled.

On November 16, 1978 the Saskatoon Star-Phoenix ran a six-

column article on page 28 with the headline: "Newspaper editor says

DNS wants views silenced". Simon Paul, frustrated and bitter at the

turn of events in Beauval, had found himself a new position as

northern correspondent for New Breed, the magazine of the Association

of Metis and Non-Status Indians of Saskatchewan.

4.5 Summary and Conclusions
of the Chapter

In this chapter a brief history of the RCC project and

Natotawin has been reviewed in order to examine specific features

and to identify constraints which affected the development of the

newspaper.

The review of the objectives of the project and the stra-

tegies which were employed demonstrated that there was a lack of

unanimity between DNS and Frontier College. The Program Developer's

decision to slow the pace of the project's development in order to

promote more local and staff involvement was shown to have contra-

dicted DNS's expectations. The Board's difficulty with discharging the

management functions which Frontier College and the Program Developer

had hoped it would handle was identified by DNS in 1978 as sufficient

reason for them to intervene. Evidence was presented that the main

cause of DNS's concern was the political sensitivity of the editorial

policy practiced by the Board and the editor, Simon Paul. The lack of

other on-going media projects apart from the newspaper also caused

DNS to voice some concern.

An internationally renown adult educator, Patrick van Rensburg,
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has suggested that social change programs which are perceived as a

threat to the existing structure are dealt with by government in an

orderly and predictable manner. At first such projects are ignored,

van Rensburg has said. Should the project still present a perceived

threat then it will be coopted. If this fails the project will

then be suppressed. In relation to his own Brigade program van Rensburg

has identified the offer of government funding as a mechanism of

cooption. Once these funds are accepted government can then inter-

vene in the program to ensure that the funds are being properly

spent, he has argued. Intervention leads ultimately to control

(van Rensburg & Lekoma, 1976). This analysis has a certain relevance

for the RCC project. In the case of Natotawin it may have been con

sidered more of an irritant by government than a bonafide threat.

It was suggested in this chapter that the use of evaluations

and the dependence of the project on DNS funding limited the degree

of real autonomy which the project and Natotawin were capable of

having. The_researcher.is reminded of the observation of James M.

Min·.ife that "Independence is as absolute as pregnancy" (Minife;

1960) •

The analysis of the change strategy and the editorial policy

of the editor presented in this chapter showed that apart from

creating political tension with the government the social action

approach may not have been an optimal tactic for mobilizing local

participation. It was shown that the structure of the Board may have

extended control by the existing leadership structure in Area #3 to

the RCC Board and thus prevented grass-roots participation. The

problem of democratizing access to the media which Natotawin faced
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was seen in the literature review to be a problem which many commun-

ity media projects had difficulty handling (Lyman & Martin, 1974).

The gap which the failure to develop an open communication system may

have created between reader interest and editorial policy will be

explored more fully in Chapter 6.

The locality development model is the best strategy in a

purposive change process for promoting a climate for long-term

action. To implement this strategy there are very specific steps

outlined by Rothman (1968) ,which the newspaper staff and the Board

could have taken. These can be integrated with the standard news

gathering, editorializing and other media functions summarized in

section 2.1. It was suggested in this chapter that although the Board

appeared to provide no guidance to the staff concerning its community

development performance, the actions of both the Board and the staff

seemed to create a closed communication system. Given the limitations

preventing local participation which are of a socio-cultural nature

(see Appendix A) and the knowledge gap concerning certain issues which

likely existed, this closed system would not have alleviated the

problems. The manner in which issues were often chosen and presented

in Natotawin did not seem conducive to creating a broadly-based com

munity involvement. Simon Paul did not express an understanding of

the social change process during discussions with the researcher. Nor

did he show a respect for or tolerance of the existing attitude

positions of Beauval and other Area #3 residents.

Robin Hill, DNS and the Board all directed Simon Paul, at one
,

time or another, to reduce the amount of his editorializing and to

attempt to reflect more the concerns and opinions of local residents.
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His failure to do this may have been another reason DNS chose to inter

vene in the project. This also serves to emphasize the points made by

Edelstein and Schutz (1964) and Shaw and Irwin (1960) that editors

who appear to be the most successful change agents are those who can

correctly analyze and use the community power structure, and who

conform as closely as possible to the local readers' expectations for

a "community editor". Although this study did not directly investigate

this point there is strong evidence which suggests that the applica

tion of Paulo Freire's pedagogical principles of decodification and

reliance on the potential consciousness of each individual is well

suited for the educational approach of a communication media in the

locality development paradigm (Freire, 1970).

The combination of conflicting expectations and the use of a

social action approach to social change may have sealed the fate of

Natotawin and the RCC project from the outset. During the first two

and a half years, though, Natotawin, did have an opportunity to dem

onstrate the potential effectiveness of a community newspaper in a

Northern Saskatchewan community for promoting community development

objectives. In Chapter 5 the leadership sample used for the impact

study will be identified along with the public affairs communication

structure.



Chapter 5

ANALYSIS OF LEADERSHIP

5.1 Who are the Public Affairs
Influentials? Why are

they Influential?

Once an initial positional panel was established questions 6,

9, 12 and 15 i� Schedule A were used to identify a broader network of

influentials. This provided the initial data to meet objective A. It

was assumed that':this list of influential leaders would exclude some

leaders in Beauval with very low opinion leader status. In practice

this may not have been the case.

The four questions specifically asked respondents to name

people who were influential on the specialized topics of community

problems and economic problems. Thus people who may be influential

in other specialized topic areas in Beauval should have been excluded

from the list generated by Schedule A. In answering one or two of the

influential identification questions, however, many respondents were

clear in pointing out the specific sectors of concern which existed

in Beauval within the topic of community problems. Gradually within

the hierarchy of designated public affairs influentials subgroups and

a structure emerged. This differentiation led to the inclusion of

more lower status influentials. This structure will be discussed in

section 5.2.

Appendix I provides a series of tables on the Beauval influ-

ential leaders. Table 47 is a summary of some of the raw data for each

111
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respondent. Table 48 shows the number of times each person designated

a leader was mentioned by others during the sociometric or snowball

survey. These frequencies have been arranged in rank order to show

the range and structure of the distribution. Table 49 summarizes the

reasons why others said they designated each person as a public

affairs opinion leader. Tables 50 to 58 contain the basic demographic

characteristics.

It was determined that the frequency with which an individual

was mentioned would be the primary determinant of influential status

for the topic of public affairs. The data from the snowball recon-

naissance survey produced the relationship shown in table 3.

Table 3

A Summary of the Characteristics of the

Opinion Leadership Hierarchy Based

Upon the Reconnaissance

Sampling Method

Average Number Reasons Stated for Describing

Influence
Number.of_ of Time Members Individual as Influential

Group�
Individuals of Each Group
in Each Were Mentioned Gregar- Person- Know-

Group by Others iousness Job ality ledge

Higha
Status 4 27 11 9 4 3

b
Low

Status 23 4 2 1 1 .5

aThe "high" category consisted of any person with a frequency
of designation greater than or equal to 16.

bThe "low" category consisted of any person with a frequency
of designation less than 16.

Table 3 summarizes data from Appendix I, tables 48 and 49. Two
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clear groups existed in Beauval based upon the magnitude of the times

the first four people in the ranking were mentioned in comparison to

the rest of the people named. The first four opinion leaders were

designated more than half of the time by other respondents as being

people who were asked to give advice, or who organized action con

cerning a community problem. This means that the "high" status in

fluential leaders in Beauval had an average number of mentions which

was about seven times larger than that of the "low" status group of

23 leaders.

Gregariousness and a person's job were the reasons most often

cited as why a person was named as an influential leader on public

affairs issues. The four "high" leaders averaged considerably more than

the "low" group of influential leaders for these two reason categories,

with an average of 11 mentions each due to gregariousness and 9 men

tions each due to the job they held. Personality characteristics and

an individual's knowledge of public affairs issues were cited much less

as a reason why certain individuals were influential. Yet in these

two categories the top four influential leaders in the "high" status

ranking still averaged about four times more menttnnsper person than

the entire "low" group.

Other data gathered in Beauval are crucial to the interpre

tation of Table 3 and data which can be found in Appendix 1. During 1',

the interviews several respondents were also asked: "What makes a

person a leader in Beauval?" Their answers consistently emphasized

the importance of a person being outspoken and more self-confident.

One respondent suggested these qualities were essential if a Beauval

community leader was to be able to deal with whites.
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The importance of personality characteristics is also useful

in interpreting why certain residents have particular jobs which allow

them to accrue more social power, and why they are more gregarious.

The willingness to assume certain occupational challenges may be re

lated to the confidence of the individual. On several occasions the

researcher observed that certain job opportunities in Beauval, such as

the community worker for the planning study, were poorly applied for

although no specific educational qualification was stipulated. Lack

of understanding about the job and lack of confidence were stated by

several leaders as possible reasons why no one had applied.

On another occasion one respondent discussed at length why

she felt residents of Beauval weren't voluntarily active. The two

main points she made were that welfare had made everyone expect pay

ment for work, and that Beauval residents didn't recognize the·

important services which people could perform themselves to solve

problems or to improve life in the community. By inference she implied

that people like herself did recognize the importance of these self

reliant goals. This conviction and the personalities of the volun

teer leaders may be the motivating factors. Clearly some strong

incentive would be required to motivate a volunteer leader in

Beauval to accept responsibility for various community activities,

the demands on personal and family time, the challenge of dealing with

outsiders--particularly whites--and to tolerate the ridicule and

mistrust which various residents often express about leaders in

Beauval.

Several respondents also told the researcher that alcoholics

"on the wagon" were well respected by people in Beauval. One respon

dent said, "! guess people figure that if a man can lick his drinking
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problem then he is stro ng enough and brave enough to handle anything."

Of the top 12 ranked Beauval influential leaders in the survey, half

either said they were "on the wagon" or had a drinking problem, or

were identified by others as being alcoholics. Three of the six were

active members in Alcoholics Anonymous in BeauvaL,'

Thus it could be argued, on the strength of the above, that

personality characteristics playa far greater role than respondents

indicated in determining whether a person is an opinion leader in

Beauval on the topic of public affairs.

Table 4 presents the only data from the analysis of correlates

of leadership which were consistent with the theory. The remaining

data analysis appears in Appendix I.

Table 4

The Relationship Between Gregariousness
and. Public Affairs'Opinion

Leadership

Influence

Groups

Number of Organizations Opinion
Leaders Actively Participated In

Two or Less Three or More

High
Status o 3

Low
Status 10 4

The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.05. The results from

table 4 concur with the findings of Katz and Lazarsfeld (1955, pp. 287-

289). High status influential leadership in public affairs issues in

"
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Beauval increased as the amount of social participation or gregar-

iousness also increased. The small number of high influentials

suggests, however, that caution should be exercised against gen-

eralizing from this case. The sample size is also very small which

must limit the ability of the researcher to draw generalized con-

clusions.

5.2 The Structure of

Leadership

In order to complete the analysis of influential leadership

for objective A the researcher collected data from several sources to

interpret the leadership structure. Beauval's leadership structure

appears to exhibit a high degree of centralization. Figure 9 shows the

degree of political and para-political (Easton, 1965) executive control

by three selected kin-groups in Beauval. The figure utilizes a standard

anthropological schemative format to represent the generations and

relationships within each extended family.

In order to interpret figure 9 the reader should be aware of

the following. The symbol L. represents a male individual, the 0
a female. Marriages are indicated by the = sign. The horizontal

lines joining symbols indicate siblings. All symbols on the same

horizontal plane are of the same generation. Vertical lines descending

from an = sign indicate offspring from parents. The letter beside each

symbol refers to an individual in that kinship group who has a leadership

position in Beauval. The leadership positions listed for each kin-

•

',t
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group show the extent of control of community life in Beauval over

which each group has authority.

Kin Group 1

a. Chairman, RCC Board of Directors
former overseer, Beauval
former Chairman-Manager, Beauval Mutual Wood Products

b. Beauval Day Care Centre Board
Parish Ladies

c. President, Beauval Day Care Centre
Parish Ladies
Board of Directors, West Side Community College
President, Native Women's Association

d. Vice-Chairman, Metis Society Local (AMNSIS)

e. President, Beauval Fishermen's Cooperative

Kin Group 2

a. former Chairman, Northern School Board

Councillor, Beauval LCA

Chairman, AMNSIS Local
former Vice-Chairman, Beauval Mutual Wood Products
Northern Development Board (Interim)

b. Secretary, AMNSIS Local

Manager, Native Women's Association

Board, Beauval Day Care Centre
Parish Ladies

c. Secretary, RCC Board of Directors

d. Councillor, Beauval LCA

Figure 9 (continued)
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Kin Group 3

a.L=O

a. Chairman, Valley View School Board

Chairman, Parish Council

Figure 9

Leadership Positions Held by Members
of Three Beauval Kinship Groups

Beauval's political structure most closely fits the bifactional

model depicted in figure 4 and figure 5 in Chapter 3. There have been

reported incidents of outbreaks of conflict during the past three years

in Beauval between either the two primary cliques or between lower

status residents and members of the local elite. Several of the elite

members have consolidated their ability during this time to dispense

favours and to make decisions from positions which will allow them to

control most people in the community. This can be identified as reward

and coercive power in the French-Raven typology (1959). The motives

for their actions, however, are strongly questioned in a covert manner

by a number of Beauval residents. During the period the researcher was

in Beauval members of DNS's Municipal Services presented to the LCA

letters they had received from Beauval residents complaining about

practices of the LCA. People would not go directly to their own gov-

erning body.

This and several other occurances suggested that ideas which

eminate from the elite in Beauval may be greeted with skepticism by

nonclique residents. This constant questioning of authority pervades

Beauval life. The low level of legitimacy (French & Raven , 1959) on which
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to base social power is a result of the value orientations in Metis

society.

A certain jealousy also is exhibited toward the members of

the elite in Beauval. In 1977 an incident in which a member of one

elite kin-group allegedly gained an economic advantage through a

relative in a powerful leadership role sparked an outburst of

violence which narrowly missed ending in a death.

Care should be taken not to interpret the above as a value

judgement of leadership practice in Beauval. As noted in Appendix A

formal community leadership is still a relatively new phenomenon and

is constantly evolving. The description presented in this chapter is

presented as an analysis of the present configurations and dynamic

tension.

While this study did not conduct a detailed socio-economic

analysis of Beauval's entire political and para-political structure,

table 5 does provide an insight into Beauval's social structure by

showing the degree of control the community elite has of several key

organizations.
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Table 5

An Analysis of the Community of Beauval

Showing Socio-Economic Status
and Social Power

Socio-Economic Distribution

Distribution
Distribution of of . .AMNSrs,
total la\our LCA and School

Force Boardo

Fre- Per"':- Fre-

quency centage Rank quency Rank

2 1.2 5.5 2 3

2 1.2 5.5 1 5.5

28 17.0 2 2 3

8 4.9 4 2 3

13 7.9 3 3 1

111 67.7 1 1 5.5

164 11

Blishena
Scale

70.00 +

60.00-69.99

50.00-59.99

40.00-49.99

30.00-39.00

Less than 29.99

Total

aBlishen, 1968, pp. 745-750

bNorthern Municipal Council Survey, July 1975

cBased on the membership of the organizations as of December

1978. The size of the sample is too small to compute a meaningful
per.�entage.

The Kendall Tau correlation coefficient between the two samples

of the Beauval population is 0.76. There is a change in rank value for

four of the scale categories and a moderately high similarity exists

between the socio-economic composition of both samples. The median

socio-economic code for the positional and voluntary leaders is three

while the labour force median is one. Thus there is a concentration
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of leadership in Beauval toward the higher socio-economic levels. The

elite's advantaged leadership and socio-economic status relative to

the rest of the labour force, which helps them gain access to

information and scarce resources, would probably help them to main

tain their present positions. Only two of the 11 leaders used in

this comparison were unmentioned by respondents during the recon

naissance survey of public affairs influential leaders.

Figure 10 is a sociogram representing the interlocking

structure of some of Beauval's political and para-political organ

ization executives. The number beside each vector represents the

number of people common to each pair of executive bodies. Although

more detailed data were not collected observations in Beauval seem

to confirm that a sociogram representing the linkages between most

organizations in Beauval on the basis of shared active members and

kinship would interconnect virtually all formal groups in the com

munity.
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1) LCA 9) Beauval Day Care Centre

2) Beauval Fishermen's 10) Native Women's Association

Cooperative 11) West Side Community
3) Recreation Board College
4) Curling Club 12) Board of Directors, RCC

6) School Board 13) AMNSIS

7) Parish Council 14) Alcoholics Anonymous
8) Parish Women

Figure 10

Sociogram of Beauval

Organizations

,; .

The researcher had an opportunitY-to observe the interper-

sonal flow of information via the "mocassin telegraph" concerning a

news event in Beauval. This contributed to a better understanding of

the leadership-communication structure relating to objective A of this

study.

A public meeting was held in January through the auspices of

the LCA to discuss the fieasibility of building a shopping centre in

Beauval. A large portion of the audience was comprised of influential

leaders from the sample. During the two days following the meeting the

researcher asked people as he met them what they had heard about the

meeting, when they had heard anything, and who they had heard about
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the meeting from. Each of these informants was identified according to

the social group they and the person who informed them belonged to.

This information,combined with other data which the researcher had

collected, indicated a hierarchy existed among groups in the community

with regards to the dissemination of information concerning public

affairs issues. This structure is represented in figure 11.

sore
LCA

JiShermen
DNS Builders Relatives __�� Friends 2
Native Women

�
School Board
Parish Council � Relatives Friends 3

�
AA

Recreation Board _,. Relatives Friends 4
et al

Tier

1

Figure 11

A Framework for the Dissemination
of Public Affairs News

in Beauval

Th� ordering of the organizations within each tier of figure

11 does not imply a status hierarchy. Communication between organ-

izations at each level should be thought of as lateral diffusion.

Members of organizations at the lowest level shown were often found

by the researcher to be poorly informed of local decisions or events

related to public affairs issues in Beauval. Non-Metis members of the

population seemed particularly poorly informed about local issues or

events not directly related to their own daily economic activity.
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Figure 12 shows the distribution of the sample survey respon-

dents in the public affairs leadership-communication hierarchy depicted

in figure 11.

Source

!
5

t
5

�
3

l
4

Respondent'
Codes Tier

(12, 7, 13

6, 12, 14)

(23, 25, 8

18, 22)

(5, 3, 1)

1

2

3

(2, 9, 10,
4)

4

Figure 12

Location of Respondents in the
Dissemination Framework

Note. The placement of individuals in figure 12 is complex.
For instance, respondent number 18 also has a role in the third tier.

The respondent was placed in the second tier by virtue of the infor
mation dissemination and influence role which the respondent was

observed to play. Similarly, although respondent number four is married
to a fairly active member of the Beauval Fishermen's Cooperative,
the specific reason why the respondent was designated by others and
the respondent's general level of awareness was judged to be low on

several matters concerning community affairs.

Assuming the analysis of the leadership-communication structure

is accurate figure 12 would indicate the sample of influential leaders

who participated in the study was fairly evenly distributed through

that structure. On the basis of their reference group and kinship

group affiliations we can also assume that the opinions of these leaders

reflected a broad cross-section of Beauval's population.



5.3 The Opinions and Concerns
of Opinion Leaders
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5.3.1 Identifying issues of concern. To assess for

objective B of the study what problems influential leaders identified

in the community and which ones they would choose to act upon to

improve the quality of life in Beauval, questions 1 and . .3 were asked

in Schedule B. Table 6 shows their responses to those questions.

Table 6

Community Concerns and Problems
Identified by Opinion

Leaders

Problems

Identified

Problems of
Concern to

Residents

Problems to

Take Action

Upon

Frequency
Mentioned

. Frequency
Rank. Mentioned Rank

Community Services

Alcoholism

13

8

6

6

5

5

Commercial Services

Job Opportunities

Law Enforcement

Health Services

Participation and

Leadership

Housing

Recreation

5

4

4

3

o

Communication

Education

1

2

3.5

3.5

6

6

6

8.5

8.5

10

11

8

1

10

7

5

5

9

2

5

2

2

3

11

1

4

6

6

2

9

6

9

9

It was expected by the researcher that the replies to these

two questions in Schedule B would be similar. The Kendall Tau cor-
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relation coefficient is 0.34 for table 6. There was a low relationship

between the answers to the two questions. One possible explanation,

stated in subsection 3.2.5.6, was that respondents subconsciously

evaluated how difficult it would have been to solve each problem and

may have mentioned most frequently those they considered easiest to

handle. Another explanation might be that the number:of times each

problem was cited was not that accurate or consistent an indication

of priority respondents subconsciously assigned to each problem. Never

theless, the ranking of the pro blems aas.Lgne.d in question 1 in

Schedule B was used to provide data for research objective B since it

was considered to be more representative of the concerns of the opinion

leaders.

The quality of commercial services and community services in

Beauval, and the concerns relating to employment opportunity were

assigned the highest priority in table 6 in terms of the number of

times they were cited. The discrepancy between citing alcoholism in

Beauval as a problem with the second largest number of mentions and

the low rating given to it for taking action may perhaps be explained

by the nature of the problem. Alcoholism is recognized by many Beauval

residents as a personal problem which affects others but which can

only be dealt with--never cured--at the individual level.

Appendix G summarizes the results of Schedule B question 5

which asked respondents rate a list of specific community and con

ditions. The large number of "do not know" responses (code 0) and

the even distribution of scores for most items produced fairly incon

clusive results for the small sample. Two questions, however, deserve

closer examination.

�";_ll '"!tlt;,
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When asked to rate the "cooperation among people to solve

problems in Beauval" 13 of the influentials gave either a "fair" or

"poor" rating. In response to the question to 'rate the "feeling of

freedom in Beauval to publicly take a stand on an issue without

making enemies" nine of the influentials said "poor".

From these two questions we might conclude that leaders did

not feel that people in Beauval helped each other to solve problems

in the community and that there were social pressures which prevented

people from freely speaking their minds in public. Casual conversations

with people in Beauval did seem to indicate that a lot of goods and

services did exchange between friends and I, relatives. It would seem

that the respondents did interpret the question as the researcher had

intended--that it obtain an opinion about cooperation within the inte

grated community. The likely existence of social pressures inhibiting

free.speech in Beauval might account for the lack of letters to

Natotawin by local residents. Turned around and interpreted another

way, we can ask whether DNS's use of letters to the editor as a measure

of Natotawin's effectiveness at generating self-expression was reliable

or whether in fact it may have been a measure of a social characteristic.

5.3.2 Attitudes toward two issues. On the closed

ended attitude question in Schedule B which asked influential leaders

their opinions concerning the ice harvest subsidy six of the sample

stated they were undecided. The results of this question related to

objective E of the study are summarized in table 7.
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Table 7

Responses Given by Opinion Leaders
to Attitude Questions Regarding

the Ice Harvest Subsidy

Attitude

Categories
Frequency of

Responses

In .favou'r 6

Not in favour 1

Total

Undecided

Note. See Appendix J for the complete table.

aO . .

ne response was m1ss1ng.

Six of the leaders who were undecided reported they had no

knowledge of the issue. Yet during the pretest comparable le�ders in

Green Lake had suggested that people in Beauval would be much more

concerned than people in Green Lake were because there were many more

fishermen in Beauval. In three cases Beauval leaders were aware of

the issue but they explained they felt too poorly informed to have an

opinion.

This would suggest that either the respondents were not

interested in the issue and had therefore not read the relevant articles

in Natotawin, or they had forgotten what they might have read about :

the issue, or Natotawin had not adequately reported the issue. Since

the study did not screen readers on the basis of interest in a topic

but assumed instead that it was one of Natotawin's functions to build

awareness, the effect of this variable as a predisposition affecting
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attitude formation can only be conjectured. The large "undecided"

category would indicate there was a considerable number of people in

at least influential positions who could be the target of an infor-

mation-education effort by Natotawin concerning the issue of the ice

harvest subsidy.

Influential leaders were asked to state why they felt the

way they did about this issue. Those who supported continuing the

ice harvest subsidy cited as the main reason the low cost of the

subsidy program and the importance of the money for providing winter

employment. This can be discerned from table 67 in Appendix J.

Table 8 summarizes the responses of the influentials to the

closed question which asked them to state their attitude toward the

development of uranium mining in Northern Saskatchewan.

Table 8

Responses Given by Opinion Leaders
to Attitude Questions Regarding

Uranium Development

Attitude

Categories
Frequency of

Responses

In favour 6

Not in favour 2

Undecided 9

Total 17

More than half of the influential leaders stated they were

undecided. For most this indecision was further reflected during

other discussion with the researcher.
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The results in table 68 in Appendix J to the question asking

why the influential leaders felt as they did about the uranium devel

opment issues show the divided cognitive position of many of the

respondents. Among the remaining eight influential leaders who had

a definite opinion on the issue, those in favour of uranium development

outnumbered those against 3:1.

Since Natotawin's editorial position on this issue was

assessed by the researcher to be against uranium development (Appendix

K) it seems clear that many leaders disagreed with the editor's

position on the issue. A subsection in Chapter 6 will examine the

effect of Natotawin on creating an undecided category be presenting

information on the hazards of uranium.

In this chapter we have examined the data used to define the

specialized public affairs leaders in Beauval. This chapter has

developed a leadership structure for opinion leaders in Beauval and

the effect of this on the relationship between various community

organizations:. It has also demonstrated a possible communication

pattern through the structure concerning public affairs issues. The

issues of concern to these leaders and their feelings about other

specific items, including their attitude toward the ice harvest subsidy

and uranium mining development in Northern Saskatchewan, were also

summarized. Chapter 6 will assess the activity and performance of

Natotawin as a communication media in a community development role.



Chapter 6

THE IMPACT ANALYSIS OF NATOTAWIN

The impact analysis utilized several different sets of data.

A comparison of the newspaper's content treatment to the content

interests and community concerns of the opinion leaders was carried

out. Incorporated with this was a general and specific analysis by

the influential leaders of Natotawin's performance. A second measure

of the newspaper's impact, suggested by objective G of the study, con

sisted of the evaluation of Natotawin's community development activity.

The third section of this chapter will present the data concerning

the effect of Natotawin on the attitudes of the influential leaders

with regards to the two specific public affairs issues.

6.1 Content Evaluation of Natotawin

6.1.1 General assessment. Question 1 in Schedule C was

designed to probe the general feelings of influential leaders con

cerning Natotawin as required for objectives G and J. Table 9 shows

their replies.

131
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Table 9

General Assessment of
Natotawin by Opinion

Leaders

Assessment

Categories
Frequency of

Responses

Good,
Satisfied 11

Bad,
Disatisfied 4

Don't know 2

Total 17

Table 9 shows that 11 of the influential leaders were satis-

fied with Natotawin and felt it was a good paper.

6.1.2 Content preferences of leaders. Table 10 sum-

marizes the results of the card sort question 27 in Schedule A which

asked respondents to rank from "most interesting to read" to "least

interesting to read" the fourteen content categories which the resear-

cher had determined for Natotawin. Respondents were given a set of

cards, each one representing one content category. They were asked to

place these in order from "most interesting" to "least interesting"

to read. Once the respondents had completed this the researcher re-

corded the order and reshuffled the cards prior to the next interview.

The data for table 10 can be seen in Appendix L.
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Table 10

Ranking of Natotawin Content

Categories by Opinion
Leaders Using the

Card Sort

Technique

Natotawin Content

Categories
a

Rank

News About Beauval

Area 113 News

1

2

Northern Saskatchewan
News 3.5

3.5

5.5

5.5

7

Stories About People

Culture

School News

Ads: jobs, courses

Editorials and letters 8

Sports 9

Ads: goods, entertainment 10

Canada News 11

Southern Saskatchewan
News 12.5

12.5Cartoons

News from Outside
Canada 14

aCalculated on the basis of the median score in the range of

opinion leaders responses.

Of particular interest in table 10 is the low ranking assigned

to the two advertisement categories. Although employment-related issues

were ranked high by the influential leaders (table 6), they ranked

job and training advertisements of low reading interest. Table 10

indicates that for the Beauval influential leaders the main hardship
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if they missed reading Natotawin would be missing the local news. For

people influential in the topic area of public affairs the research

literature concurs that newspapers constitute the primary media news

source (Berelson, 1949; Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955). This is due pri

marily to the more indepth coverage and analysis which newspapers

provide when compared to the capsulated news of broadcast media.

Influential leaders were asked in question 1 of Schedule C,

which was administered six weeks after Schedule A had been used in

the community, to name what they liked about Natotawin. The answers

to this open-ended question were matched to the existing fourteen

content categories and were ranked by the number of times each was

mentioned. Table 11 shows the results when this data was compared to

the corresponding categories from table 10.
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Table 11

A Comparison of Opinion Leader Expressed
Preferences and Their Card Sort

Analysis with Regard to

Content of Natotawin

What Leaders Said

.They·Liked About

Natotawin

Frequency
Rank by
Frequency

Rank
from the Card
Sort Analysis
(Table 10)

Natotawin Content

Categories

News About Beauval 7 1.5 1

Stories About People 7 1.5 3.5

Area 113 News 6 3 2

Northern Saskatchewan
News 5 4 3.5

Ads: goods, entertain-
ment 2 5.5 10

Ads: jobs, courses 2 5.5 7

Culture 1 8.5 5.5

Editorials 1 8.5 8

Cartoons 1 8.5 12.5

Other: Cree 1 8.5

Nothing 3 (omitted)

Total 36a

�ore than one reply was permitted per category.

The Kendall Tau coefficient for the two rankings is 0.81 which

represents a very high match. Thus in terms of what they liked or what

was of interest to the leaders to read in Natotawin, the respondents

were fairly consistent in their answers. Three of the top four cate-

gories are local news sources. Thus public affairs influential leaders
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in Beauval are similar to weekly newspaper readers who have been

studied elsewhere since they like to read about the local community

in their local newspaper. Table 75 in Appendix M shows that 15 of

the respondents received at least one other newspaper. This other

newspaper presumably would provide news and information for a larger'

geographic area.

Respondents were then asked in question 1 in Schedule C what

they didn't like about Natotawin. Their replies were organized

according to the main themes which emerged and are presented in

table 12.

Table 12

Features of Natotawin Disliked

by Opinion Leaders

Features Identified

by Leaders

Mentions by Opinion Leaders
for Each Feature

Total

Frequency Rank

5 2

5 2

5 2

4 4

2 5

1 6.5

1 6.5

7 (omitted)

29a

Too negative and one-sided

Too much on uranium

Reprints from other newspapers

Not enough local news or

opinion

Content mistakes

Not enough' 'on uranium

development

Not ':out regularly

Nothing

�ore than one reply permitte� per category •

.

':''' nnii'I!A.
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The three items tied for top rank, and the fourth featured

identified in Table 12, were all problems long cited by DNS and the

Board (see Appendix H). The fact that these were still factors

throughout 1978 may attest to the difficulty both the Board and the

Program Developer had supervising and compromising with the editor of

Natotawin. All of these reasons were cited by DNS officials as

reasons why they felt Natotawin was not successful. These persistent

problems may also have had a negative effect upon reader interest in

the newspaper. A lack of reader interest could have detracted from

Natotawin's educational and community development roles by limiting

the amount of information leaders would have obtained due to their

selective reading (Hyman & Sheatsley, 1947).

In table 13 there is a summary of the responses of the

influential leaders to another part of question 1: "What do you find

the most useful about the newspaper?" More than half of the Beauval

influential leaders said they did not find anyone part of Natotawin

more useful than any other part of the newspaper. Although concerns

about employment ranked third overall in table 6 advertisements about

jobs were only mentioned twice as a useful features in the newspaper.
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Table 13

Content of Natotawin Preferred

by Opinion Leaders

Content Categories
Frequency of

Mentions

Northern Saskatchewan
News

Area 113 News

"Ads: jobs and courses

News About Beauval

Nothing

3

2

2

1

11

Total

aMore than one answer permitted per category.

Table 13 shows that the three categories dealing specifically

with local news were the most preferred portions of Natotawin for

Beauval influential leaders. The news function of the newspaper was

considered more useful then the editorial, entertainment and cultural

transmission functions which did not receive a mention. The emerging

trend in the replies seems to indicate that how Natotawin treated

local and regional news were the most important part of the impact

analysis. This trend can be discerned by comparing tables 10, 11 and 13.

Influential leaders were also asked in question 1, Schedule C

what content categories they would like to see more of in the newspaper.

Table 14 shows their reply.
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Table 14

Content Opinion Leaders Would
Increase in Natotawin

Content Categories
Frequency of
Mentions

Area #3 News

News About Beauval

Culture

Northern Saskatchewan
News

5

4

2

Stories About People

School News

Ads: Jobs, courses

Sports

Nothing

2

2

1

1

1

9

Total

aMore than one answer permitted per category.

News About Area #3 and Beauval were the first and second

priorities of the respondents. When the results of table 14 are

compared with tables 11 and 13 a clear pattern of reader preference

emerges. Beauval public affairs influential leaders consistently chose

News About Beauval, Area #3 News, Northern Saskatchewan News and

Stories About People as the most preferred content categories. Articles

about the local culture also were ranked high. The importance of this

pattern is supported by the literature on leadership, journalism re-

search, and general social science research. The readers of weekly

newspapers, especially those in small towns, tend to show greater

interest in reading about local issues and events (Edelstein & Contris,
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1966) •

Respondents also were asked in question 1 in Schedule C if

there was anything they wanted added to the newspaper's coverage.

Table 15 lists those items.

Table 15

Items Opinion Leaders Wanted to

Have Added to Natotawin

Items Chosen
Frequency of
Mentions

Nothing

Social Column

Development and political
issues

10

4

3

Information on government
programs

Court news

1

1

1Not sure what to add

Total

aMore than one answer permitted per category.

More than half of the respondents could not think of anything

they wanted added to the newspaper. More local news about what ordin-

ary people were doing in the community was the most frequently men�

tioned news category the leaders wanted added to Natotawin. This

once again shows the strong desire leaders had to read about local

news in Natotawin. •
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6.1.3 Content measurement analysis. As part of

objective C it was necessary to develop a measurement of Natotawin's

treatment, or perhaps more accurately the editor's treatment, of the

fourteen content categories which the researcher identified and used

as part of the card sort analysis (table 10). The raw data for the

content measurement analysis used by the researcher is in Appendix N.

The data are summarized in table 16.

Table 16

Summary of Natotawin Content Analysis
Per Content Category in 1978

Content Categories
Percentage of Space

Occupied

Culture

News About Beauval

Area 113 News

Northern Saskatchewan
News

Southern Saskatchewan
News

7

7

9

16

Canada News

Outside Canada

Stories About People

School News

Ads: goods, entertainment

Ads: jobs, courses

Editorials

Sports

Cartoons

4

7

1

9

2

9

11

12

2

6

Total 100%
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An examination of table 16 reveals several interesting aspects

of the newspaper's use of space and news coverage during 1978. The

potential revenue generating portions of the newspaper, the two

advertising categories, accounted for 20 percent of the space in

Natotawin in 1978. Most commercial newspapers, by comparison, ensure

that 55 to 65 percent of their total space per issue is revenue

earning. This further attests to the newspaper's dependency on a

government subsidy.

The editorial space in table 16, as well as table 10, con

sisted of letters as well as columns by the editor. From a qualitative

standpoint many of the letters in 1978 were personal correspondence

between the editor and agencies or individuals outside of Area #3.

There was a noticeable lack of announcements of public meetings in

Natotawin during 1978. The low percentage of space for sports news

shown in table 16 may be attributed to the fact that this category

was generally lumped together with local news as part of the coverage

of summer or winter carnivals.

All of the categories cited on page 139 as the preferences

of the influential leaders maintained a consistently average per

centage of the space allotment, except for Northern Saskatchewan News.

This was by far the category given the most space in the newspaper,

but it should be noted that a great deal of this was comprised of

reprinted articles. In table' 12 it was seen that' influential leaders

rated reprinted articles as one of three things in Natotawin they

disliked most. So although the amount of coverage may have rated as

highly as reader preference for it, the format of presentation for

much of the Northern Saskatchewan News may have caused disapproval.
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The extremely low percentage of space (1 percent) allotted

to international news (Outside Canada) raises some question about

criticism often leveled by Tim Meyers of DNS. He claimed there was

too much international news in Natotawin. One of his favourite examples

was that the editor had reprinted a story about uranium mining in

Australia and the problems of the aborigines. It would appear that

the attention caused 'by one article may have distorted the Extension

Services Director's objective assessment of Natotawin's performance.

Further insights into Natotawin's content allocation may be gleaned

from tables 77 and 78 in Appendix N.

6.1.4 Comparing content treatment and reader pre

ferences and concerns. As part of the analysis concerned with

objective C a correlation of the spacial measurement data from table

16 with the data on reader content preferences from table 10 was con

ducted. The results are contained in table 17.
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Table 17

Comparison of Opinion Leader Preference

Ranking and Space Allocation
for Natotawin Content

Categories

Content Categories

,J Content

Card Sort Analysis
Ranking Ranking

1 8

2 5

3.5 1

3.5 5

5.5 8

5.5 12.5

7 3

8 2

9 12.5

10 5

11 8

12.5 11

12.5 10

14 14

News About Beauval

Area 113 News

Northern Saskatchewan News

Stories About People

Culture

School News

Ads: jobs, courses

Editorials

Sports

Ads: goods, entertainment

Canada News

Southern Saskatchewan News

Cartoons

Outside Canada

The Kendall Tau correlation coefficient of 0.40 shows a

moderately low relationship between the opinion leader interest ranking

of newspaper categories by Natotawin. This is due to the large varia-

tion between ranks for certain content categories based on the two

treatment scales. Based on the data Natotawin failed to provide the

influential leaders with the amount of spatial coverage equal to their

interests.

If a Kendall Tau analysis of the rankings for the first five
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categories is computed the coefficient is O. There is no relationship

between how much space was allocated by the editor to the top five

content categories as determined by the reading preference of the

influential leaders. However, the content category News About Beauval

was made specific to the locality by the researcher to determine the

degree of local reading orientation among Beauval leaders. The mandate

of Natotawin was to serve all of Area #3. It would seem understandable,

therefore, that there would be a discrepancy between the amount of

space which Natotawin committed solely to News About Beauval and the

interest which Beauval leaders had in reading items in this category.

After removing the first category to reduce the locality bias,

the recalculated Kendall Tau coefficient for content items two to

four is 0.75. On these four categories there is a moderately high

match between the preference of the readers and the editor's allotment

of space. Natotawin came close to providing the amount of news about

Area #3, Northern Saskatchewan, local people and the culture which

the influential leaders in Beauval indicated they wanted.

The final aspect of this analysis involves the editor's

treament of issues about which leaders were concerned. Table 18

summarizes the coverage by Natotawin of the community problems

identified by the influential leaders as reported in table 6. The

table also compares the ranking of the newspaper's coverage with the

raning of importance indicated by the response of the opinion leaders.

This table summarizes data from Appendix N, table 78.

,
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Table 18

Comparison of Opinion Leader Rating
and Natotawin's Coverage of

Comnnmd.t.y: 'Concerns
and Problems

Ranking of Problems Ranking of Problems

Community Problems by Frequency by Number of
and Concerns Named Mentioned by Articles in

by Opinion Leaders Opinion Leaders Natotawin

Community Services 1 9

Alcoholism 2 5

Commercial Services 3.5 11

Job Opportunities 3.5 2

Law Enforcement 6 1

Health Services 6 6.5

Participation 6 9

Housing 8.5 9

Recreation 8.5 6.5

Communications 10 3.5

Education 11 3.5

The Kendall Tau correlation coefficient for Table 18 of -0.20

indicates a poor inverse relationship exists between the two rankings.

Natotawin tended to reverse the order of priority of the problems and

did not deal with those the leaders were most concerned about with

the same sense of importance.

Thus although Natotawin did seem to provide coverage of local

news which was consistent with the preferences of the leaders, the

newspaper did not discuss issues about which the influential leaders

were as equally interested or concerned. As an example, table 19 co�

pares the total space and the number of articles which Natotawin
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devoted to the two selected public affairs issues. This part of the

analysis provides data for objective D of the study.

Table 19

Number of Articles and Percentage
of the Total Amount of Space

Devoted to the Selected
Issues in 1978

Issue

Number of
Articles_· in.
Natotawin

Percentage of Total

Space Devoted to

These Topics

Ice harvest subsidy

Uranium development

4

12

.6

2.2

The uranium development issue received three times the number

of articles and the amount of space than was devoted to the ice har-

vest subsidy. This ratio may indicate a trend which was prevalent in

Natotawin's coverage of other news items. The editor, as was noted in

subsection 4.4.3, seemed to have a "cosmopolitan" perspective. Table

12 showed that leaders felt there were too many articles on the uran-

ium development issue, for instance. The tendency of the editor to

choose issues which influential leaders did not seem to have been as

interested in may have had two possible effects. First, this might

have limited the support which Natotawin could give to community

action based on a local issue or concern. Second, it might have been

more difficult to educate people about problems on which they were

less willing or interested to read articles. Both of these effects

could have adversely affected the ability of Natotawin t9 carry out

its community development role.
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6.1.5 Summary and conclusions. Public affairs influ-

ential leaders in Beauval showed a strong preference to read news

about local and regional topics. Stories about people and articles

about Indian and Metis culture were also rated high on the answers

to several questions. Natotawin was shown to have provided coverage

of these content categories which closely matched the preferences of

the respondents. In choosing what local issues to discuss or editor-

ialize about, however, the editor of Natotawin was shown to have

chosen topics which were very different from the priority concerns

the leaders were found to have.

Since the selective reading choice of the public' is based on

their interest in an issue or topic in the media, failure to appeal to

reader interest probably strongly limited the exposure an article

would have. The task of creating interest would seem to be an

important objective for the community development oriented editor to

undertake. The principles embodied in Freire's consaientizacao-based
)

pedagogy probably strongly apply in this context (Freire, 1970). The

ability to appeal to the audience requires the newspaper editor to

be cognizant of the characteristics of individuals and social groups

in the community, and of their interests (Bauer, 1958; Edelstein &

Contris, 1966; Griffin, 1949; Edelstein & Schutz, 1964).
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6.2 Evaluation of Natotawin's
Community Development
Functions

6.2.1 Providing information and creating aware-

ness. Questions 7, 11 and 12 in Schedule C were designed to assess

Natotawin's ability to inform and make Beauval residents aware of

activities, issues and problems affecting the community as part of

objective G in the study. Table 20 shows the replies to question 7.

Table 20

Reporting of Issues or

Events in Beauval

Opinion Leader

Judgement

Number of Opinion
Leaders Expressing

the View

Natotawin did report
issues or events 4

Natotawin failed to

report issues or

events

Not sure

8

5

Total 17

In answering question 7 eight of the respondents felt Natotawin

had failed to report news events or problems which should have been

brought to people's attention. Another five were unsure whether any

had been missed. Among the items mentioned were the failure to adver-

tise and report on the meetings of various community groups; the dis-

cussion of issues and laws related to fishing, hunting and trapping;

the LCA's new by-laws; and local decisions like the installation of
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the sewer and water lines.

These data confirm the analysis which accompanied tables 18

and 19. The issues specified by the respondents as missed by Natotawin

were significant. The failure to cover some local issues may mean that

Beauval residents had limited access to information on some topics.

The failure to report specific events or political decisions may have

limited the amount of support Natotawin was able to provide for local
, ,

leaders. This could also have affected Natotawin's consensus-building

or integrating function by failing to report the activities of one

group to other possible supporters within Beauval. In several instances

respondents also indicated their own dismay or anger that efforts made

by themselves to have news items reported were not carried in

Natotawin. This had an undermining effect on their relationship with

Natotawin which once again would have limited the newspaper's community

development effectiveness severely.

Respondents were asked in question 11 in Schedule C if they

had been able to learn what groups or individuals were active on an

issue in Beauval. Table 21 presents their replies.
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Table 21

Assessment of Natotawin's Ability
to Inform Readers About

People Involved in
Issues

Opinion Leader

Judgement

Number of Opinion
Leaders Expressing

the View

Natotawin did provide
information 11

Natotawin failed to

provide information

Not sure

4

2

Total 17

On those issues covered by Natotawin locally, two-thirds of

the respondents reported that the newspaper had helped them to learn

which groups or individuals in Beauval were concerned about an issue.

According to 11 respondents Natotawin did inform readers about people

active in the community. This should not be automatically interpreted

as effective support, however. If Natotawin did fail to cover issues

readers were interested in, or if the newspaper failed to overcome

their lack of understanding and ambiv�lence, the information about

someone else concerned about an issue might not have been constructive.

This information, nevertheless, would have made an important contri-

bution to helping to integrate and coordinate social action.

On the two specific issues of the ice harvest subsidy and

uranium mining Natotawin's effectiveness at informing readers was also

assessed. Tables 22 and 23 summarize data from questions 7 and 17, 30
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and 32 in Schedule B.

Table 22

Respondents Who Indicated That They
Were Unaware of the Two

Public Affairs Issues

Issue
��erWho�re

Unaware

Ice harvest subsidy

Uranium development

6

3

The higher percentage of respondents unaware of the ice harvest

subsidy may be a more complete measure of Natotawin's effectiveness

than the response to the uranium development issue since Natotawin

was the primary source of news on this local issue. The specific

effect of the newspaper on the uranium development issue is more

difficult to discern since all the mass media were constantly pro-

viding news and information.

One possible cause for the larger number of people unaware

of the ice harvest subsidy issue might have been the differences in

Natotawin's coverage of the two issues. This was presented in table

19. It would not be reliable, however, to infer that readers would

be better informed about and more aware of issues in direct relation

to the nu�er of articles they were exposed to concerned with those

issues. Many antecedent variables, such as reader interest and pre-

disposition, determine whether a reader will even choose to read a

particular article.

Responses to question 30 .in .Schedule_B showed seven'leaders
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were aware of problems related to uranium development. Table 23 shows

the reported source of the respondents' information concerning the

hazards of uranium development.

Table 23

Reported Source of Information Concerning
Hazards of Uranium Development

Source
Frequency
Mentioned

Natotawin

Other Printed Media:
Church newsletter

Playboy
Star-Phoenix

Progress

Electronic Media

Public Meetings:
Amok Media Trailer

Bayda Inquiry
Inter-Church Energy
Committee

General Discussion

5

6

1
1
3
1

2

4
1
1

1
1

Taken together the printed media were by far the most effective

method by which respondents said they obtained information about

uranium development related problems. Natotawin was cited most often

as a source of information concerning this issue. The inference of

this for table 22 is that Natotawin may have played a major role in

generally informing the respondents about the uranium development

issue.

Several respondents stated that both they and people they

knew in Beauval had not paid very much attention to the news about
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uranium development until mid-1978. When asked why, they stated the

uranium issue had not seemed very important or that it was confusing.

The opportunity for employment at the Cluff Lake mine site and the

volume of news on television were cited by some influential leaders

as reasons why they now wanted to know more about what was going on.

Interest in or receptiveness toward mediated information does appear

to be affected by the self-interest of the receiver. The sense of

fatalism surrounding the Bayda Inquiry and the inevitability of the

development of uranium mining may also have contributed to a low level

of interest among Beauval residents. The explanation that the Inquiry

would listen to the wishes of the people seems to have been received

with great skepticism.

6.2.2. Improving understanding of problems. Table 24

shows the answers of respondents to the question "Has Natotawin

helped you to understand how a problem would affect Beauval?"
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Table 24

Ability of Natotawin to Help Opinion
Leaders Understand How a

Particular Problem Would
Affect Their

Community

Opinion Leaders

Judgement

Number of Opinion
Leaders Expressing

the View

Natotawin did help
leaders to under
stand

Natotawin did not

help leaders to

understand

6

Not sure

8

3

Total 17

Those who answered "yes" cited that articles on uranium

reported the pros and the cons and that there were also articles on

fishermen's and trapper's rights and alcoholism. However, one respondent

felt the fishermen's problems were not well explained in Natotawin.

The majority of the respondents in table 24 did not feel Natotawin

improved the understanding of problems. The open-ended question

responses suggested in their phrasing that respondents may have

interpreted the question to mean "Did Natotawin raise problems?" Thus

the reliability of this question may not be acceptable.

A content check of articles on the two specific issues the

survey focused on reveals that a great majority of the articles which

appeared in 1978 were reprinted from other newspapers. Table 12 showed

that leaders disliked reprinted stories. These articles generally
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dealt with broader issues and policies and not with community or

Area #3 ramifications. In some cases these effects might have been

construed from the article. But given the general reading difficulties

the majority of respondents reported (see Appendix 0), it cannot be

automatically assumed that influential leaders and other Beauval

readers were able to decipher the messages between the story lines.

From the empirical data and other comments made by the

influential leaders during the interviews it would not be unreasonable

to conclude that the reprinted stories were often not read by people.

While many of the respondents said they found these stories diffi

cult to read, those readers who received the DaiZy HeraZd or Star

Phoenix said they had already read the stories. At the very least it

would seem that Natotawin's staff would have aided some readers'

access to information by rewriting stories from southern Saskatchewan

dailies on items of interest to local readers. These stories could

have been in a language level more easily comprehended by Area #3

residents.

6.2.3 Promoting cooperation and involvement. In

Appendix G, question 5f we can see that nearly half of the respondents

felt that cooperation among people in Beauval was "fair" and that

question 5j showed their rating of opportunities for people to

participate in community decision-making was inconclusive. Influential

leaders were asked in Schedule C, question 8 if Natotawin encouraged

people to become involved in community activities. Table 25 shows the

replies.

t �.
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. Table 25

Ability of Natotawin·to Encou1::age
Community Participation

Opinion Leader Judgement
Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

Natotawin did encourage
participation

Natotawin failed to

encourage participation

Not sure

6

6

5

Total 17

The data in table 25 show an inconclusive response to this

question which may reflect a difficulty in establishing cause and

effect. Another interpretation can best be conveyed in the words of

one respondent: "Even if there was a newspaper that reported all the

local activities it still wouldn't help. Even if you ask people they

won't help unless they get paid. People haven't learned how to

volunteer." This evidence should not detract from the notion that a

newspaper can play a supporting role in encouraging participation in

local activities. It may indicate, though, that other forms of per-

suasion, such as interpersonal influence, might be a more effective

means of overcoming social inertia.

6.2.4 Effect of comprehension on perception of

participation role. Table 26 is part of a series of tables which

can be found in Appendix O. These tables show the effect of the

influentials' ease of reading and comprehension of Natotawin on

their interpretation of Natotawin's performance of various functions.
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Table 26 shows the effect of the influential leaders' comprehension

of the newspaper on their rating of Natotawin's ability to generate

public involvement in community activities.

Table 26

The Effect of Comprehension on Opinion
Leader Rating of Natotawin's

Ability to Generate
Public Participation

Opinion Leader Judgement
Opinion Leaders Rated

a
Natotawin Comprehendable

All the
time

Some of
the time

Natotawin generated
participation

Natotawin failed to

generate participation

4 2

o 6

aThe 5 "Don't Know" responses were omitted.

The Fisher Exact Probability test for table 26 is significant

at 0.05. Two-thirds of the respondents who felt Natotawin encouraged

participation also considered Natotawin explained things clearly. The

ability of influential leaders to discern Natotawin's role in encour-

aging participation among local residents in community activities

appears to be dependent upon their ability to comprehend the news-

paper's articles all the time. Once again, due to the small sample

size,the reader is cautioned against drawing general conclusions due

to the level of significance.
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6.2.5 Encouraging self-expression. Table 27 shows

the response of influential leaders to question 9 in Schedule C which

asked leaders if Natotawin encouraged people to express their con-

cerns and opinions about community problems and issues.

Table 27

Ability. of, _Natotawiri: to'rEncourage
Self-Expression

Opinion Leader Judgement
Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

Natotawin did encourage

self-expression

Natotawin failed to

encourage self-expression

8

6

Not sure 3

Total 17

It is important to note that many influential leaders stressed

that people in Beauval, in their opinion, were too shy to write the

newspaper. One leader felt residents were afraid to speak out. This

sentiment fits the "poor" rating which 10 influentials gave in question

Sk in Schedule B concerning the feeling of freedom in Beauval to

publicly speak out (see Appendix G).

Of the eight people in table 27 who said Natotawin did

encourage self-expression five said this was most often in the form

of interpersonal communication. They said they knew people did talk

about issues raised in the newspaper. One maxim for evaluation is

that unintended results must be accounted for (Unesco, 1976). In
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subsection 5.3.1 it was noted that DNS officials often stated Natotawin

had failed to generate local self-expression. They measured this in

terms of letters to the editor or locally written articles. This

may not have been an accurate means of measurement.

The data in table 27 would seem to contradict the government

position. Other data would indicate that Natotawin may have been a

source of information for the "mocassin telegraph" but that socio-

cultural and personality factors may have thwarted any attempts to

get the average citizen to express his thoughts and feelings in writing.

Certainly the Program Developer on several occassions did try to

get both Board members and local correspondents to write articles

from each community. One role for mass media to play in Area #3 may

be to feed information to key gatekeepers of the various topics

categories which circulate in the "mocassin telegraph".

6 • 2. 6 Suggesting clear courses of action. The

importance of suggesting in the media clear courses of action for

people to take concerning an objective as a means of mobilizing

popular support has been noted by Cartwright (1949). Table 28

shows the assessment by influential leaders of Natotawin's te�dency

to suggest action programs for people.

_11 q .... ,
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Table 28

Suggesting of Social Action

by Natotawin

Opinion Leader Judgement
Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

Natotawin did suggest
social action 3

Natotawin failed to

suggest social action

Not sure

11

3

Total 17

Table 28 shows that nearly two-thirds of the influential

leaders did not feel Natotawin had suggested action which could be

taken to solve a community problem. Thus the ability of Natotawin to

effect social change was constrained even regarding those topics like

uranium development which the editor spent considerable resources on.

Without a clear understanding of strategies or alternatives, leaders

and followers alike may have been unable to make the transition from

ideological commitment to overt action.

This shortcoming on Natotawin's part could have had several

repurcussions for a purposive change strategy. Articles such as those

on the hazards of uranium development might· have eventually caused

readers to lend even stronger pro-uranium support because they did

not know about workable alternatives. This would be termed a

"boomerang" effect. Debates concerning other local, or more cosmo-

po1itan, issues and concerns may also have suffered qualitatively

if people remained unaware of viable alternatives. The p r'tn ted media
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were shown to be an important source of information in Beauval on the

uranium development issue. Natotawin's apparant failure to provide

information about alternative or social action would have hindered

the newspaper's ability to help Beauval leaders to overcome their

lack of access to information. Both the Task Force on Government

Information and the NFB's Challenge for Change program identified

the lack of access to information as a major problem facing most

rural and northern communities.

6.2.7 Promoting a sense of pride. Table 29 displays

the responses of the influential leaders to questions 13 and 14 in

Schedule C concerning whether Natotawin helped to build a sense of

pride in the community and culture.

Table 29

Ability of Natotawin to Build
a Sense of Pride

Number of Opinion Leaders

Opinion Leader Judgement Expressing the View

In the In the

Community Culture

Natotawin did build a

sense .of pride 11 9

Natotawin failed to build
a sense of pride 2 2

Not sure 4 6

Total 17 17

Of the 11 respondents who said they felt Natotawin helped

to build pride in the community, eight felt this was accomplished

...;;:;r,el!!!!!! !!!!!it'l'1!t"!1!ltt
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simply by having a local newspaper, one respondent felt Natotawin

showed the successes and accomplishments of the community, and two

were not specific. Five of those who felt the newspaper contributed

to a sense of pride in the culture felt it was the article on Indian

and Metis culture which were the main features. Another three felt

the interviews with the elders helped to build a sense of cultural

pride. One respondent had no answer. Thus Natotawin was felt by the

sample of influential leaders to have contributed to a building of

pride in the community and in the Indian and Metis culture.

6.2.8 Evaluation of Natotawin's relationship with

Beauval inf luential leaders. The relationship between the leaders

in a small town and a newspaper staff was noted in Chapter 3 as an

important aspect of the dynamics of the social change process in a

community. Question 15 in Schedule C explored this relationship in

Beauval. Table 30 summarizes their replies.
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Table 30

Opinion Leader Assessment of their

Relationship with the
Natotawin Staff

Number of Opinion Leaders

Opinion Leader Judgement Expressing the View

Relationship with the staff
was good 3

Relationship with the staff
was bad 3

Relationship with the staff
was varied 6

Not sure 5

Total 17

The leaders generally felt that their relationship with the

newspaper staff had varied during 1978. At an affective level several

of the respondents showed a hestitation when answering the question.

It became clear to the researcher after discussions with many people

in Beauval that the reaction to the editor, Simon Paul, had been

quite mixed. It is quite possible that the interpersonal difficulties

which did arise seriously limited Paul's effectiveness as a change

agent. Although the study did not specifically attempt to establish

the editor's credibility, it is quite possible that the personal

conflicts which he had had in the community may have adversely affected

his perceived credibility.

Table 31 shows the assessment by the influential leaders

concerning whether Natotawin's staff consulted leaders before printing

stories about issues or events important to the community.
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Table 31

Assessment of Consultation with Opinion
Leaders Conducted by
Natotawin Staff

Opinion Leader Judgement
Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

Staff did consult opinion
leaders

Staff failed to consult

opinion leaders

Not sure

1

12

4

Total 17

The vast majority of the leaders did not recall Natotawin

staff ever consulting with them or other leaders in the community

concerning their opinions about issues before writing a story in the

paper. The failure of Natotawin's editor to consult leaders would

have contributed to the creation of a "closed" communication system.

This was discussed in Chapter 4. This lack of consultation would

probably have placed constraints on the consensus-building role

which the newspaper might have performed. This might also have made

it difficult to promote goals and objectives for social change

which groups in the community would be willing and interested to

pursue.

Table 32 shows the responses of leaders to the question

asking them if they felt Natotawin had encouraged residents of

Beauval to support their leaders.
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Table 32

Assessment of Support Given to

Leaders by Natotawin

Opinion Leader Judgement
Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

Natotawin did support
opinion leaders

Natotawin failed to support
opinion leaders

Not sure

4

10

3

Total 17

The majority of the leaders did not feel the activities of

leaders in Beauval had been supported by Natotawin in 1978. The

results in tables 31 and 32 would indicate a possible cause and effect

relationship. The editor of Natotawin, Simon Paul, appeared to

exercise his agenda-setting function to the fullest. The responses in

table 31 strongly indicated little communication and consultation

existed between the editor and the local leaders about various commun-

ity issues. This may account for the lack of congruence concerning

those problems which were considered to be most important in the

community and deserving 'of attention and news coverage. This was

seen in table 18 on page 146. By failing to reach an accord as to

which community problems should be discussed and tackled first there

was very little support which Natotawin could probably have offered

leaders in Beauval.

The following is an example to demonstrate the situation

which tables 31 and 32 indicate. The local priest, Father Lavoie, and

-�=r"" ....
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the Grey Nuns in Beauval initiated a garden project to promote vege-

table growing in the community to improve local diets and to help

families save money. Fr. Lavoie said that Natotawin's editor neither

consulted him about the project during the first two years it had

been run, nor publicized its existence as an example to other

settlements. The role which newspapers can playas an extension

education tool has been demonstrated in various third world nations

(Gunter, 1978; Criscitiello, 1979).

The majority of the respondents felt, however, that Natotawin

did provide support for the Beauval Local Community Authority. This

can be discerned from table 33.

Table 33

Assessment of Support Given to

LCA by Natotawin

Opinion Leader Judgement
Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

Natotawin did support the
LCA 12

Natotawin failed to support
the LCA 3

2Not sure

Total 17

Unfortunat.eLy not enough respondents were able to explain how

they felt Natotawin provided support in order to make this analysis

pertinent.

Table 34 shows how influential leaders respondended to a
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question asking them if they felt Natotawin had been critical of local

leaders.

Table 34

Natotawin's Criticism of

Opinion Leaders

Opinion Leader Judgement
Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

Natotawin was critical of

local leaders o

Natotawin was not critical
of local leaders 13

Not sure 2

Total 17

The majority of the leaders, according to table 34, felt

Natotawin had never criticized the actions of leaders in Beauval.

The influential leaders were asked whether Natotawin should

support the activities and initiatives of community leaders. Every-

one answered "yes". They were also asked the following question: "If

a local leader were to make a mistake or to mismanage community money,

should people in the community be informed by NatotC1J.J)in?" Table 35

shows their responses.
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Table 35

Opinion Leader Proposed Policy Concerning
.

the Publishing of Mistakes Made

by Leaders

Policy of Opinion Leaders
Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

Natotawin should publicize
errors made by leaders

Natotawin should not

publicize errors made by
leaders

13

Not sure

1

3

Total 17

The overwhelming "yes" reply may be misleading. Certainly

it is not consistent with research findings reported by other newspaper

studies (McQuail, 1976). Negative or controversial news, especially

about the leaders in a community, is not deemed acceptable as a rule

in most community newspapers by the local readers. Otherwise, the

desire of the Beauval influential leaders to see the local newspaper

support the community and their own activities does fit the reported

norm. Six influential leaders did qualify their positive responses in

table 35. They suggested that the newspaper staff should first speak to

all the parties concerned in an issue involving incorrect practice
• .Jf

before printing anything. This can be interpreted as the "dual sur-

veillance" function identified by Edelstein and Contris (1966).

The response in table 35 may be best interpreted in light of

an earlier incident. The Program Developer, Robin Hill, told the

researcher that during the first evaluation of the RCC in 1976
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people had shown an interest in seeing court news in Natotawin.

Some people felt this might help to deter local crime. However,

Hill reported, support for this proposal dissipated quickly when

the close relatives of several influential Beauval leaders, and

one member of Natotawin's staff, had trouble with the law. The dis

closure issue suddenly came too close to home and was summarily

forgotten.

To summarize this subsection it is clear that Natotawin

staff developed neither the rapport with nor the support of influ

ential leaders in Beauval which they desired. Since we have identified

these leaders as key contact people throughout the social structure

in the community, as well as being positional leaders in many of

Beauval's formal organizations, it might be correct to deduce that

Natotawin had limited contact with these groups and subgroups in

Beauval. Certainly the ability of the staff to promote purposive

social change strategies would have been severely handicapped without

the support of these leaders. While respondents did feel that Beauval's

LCA did receive support from Natotawin, a review of the 1978 issues

of the newspaper shows that little was published about the other

Area #3 councils apart from Green Lake. It would seem safe to conclude

that Natotawin would have had a difficult time promoting local

projects proposed by community leaders.

6.2.9 Managing the community development process.

The influential leaders were given several opportunities to specify

what aspects of the newspaper they would change in order to improve

its ability to carry out its community development functions. Table
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36 shows the changes in Natotawin's format and editorial style which

respondents recommended in reply to question 6 in Schedule C.

Table 36

Changes in Natotawin as

Recommended by Opinion
Leaders

Recommendations
Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

Correct spelling and make
words more simple

Provide more and clear
information about issues

Provide more Cree trans

lations

13

10

Tie pictures to stories

Remove reprinted stories

Provide more feedback

3

3

3

2

4Not sure

Total

�ore than one reply was given for each category.

The majority of the respondents cited simplifying the language,

correcting the spelling, and providing clearer information as major

changes they would make in the newspaper's content. The importance of

using a language which the reader can understand was emphasized by

the results in Appendix O. Griffin (1949) suggested that there are

style guidelines which can be followed which will enhance the amount

of information readers will derive from a newspaper article.

The importance of correct spelling and simplified language

cited in table 36 would seem obvious. In several instances the data

,
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did show that a moderate level of comprehension or readability did not

adversely affect the reported ability of influential leaders to

acquire information or to discern certain content functions (see

Appendix 0). Respondents did say, nevertheless, that other people

in Beauval would generally ignore in the newspaper articles they

couldn't understand or read. This effect is consistent with the

findings of Hyman and Sheatsley (1947) concerning the impact of reader

comprehension on their interest in reading and ability to obtain

information from newspaper articles.

Several examples of unclear or incomplete information were

mentioned by respondents. Content errors could have adversely affected

Natotawin's credibility with local readers. Programs like the

provincial ombundsman, legal aid, and the Northlands Agreement and

Special ARDA were reported in Natotawin but apparently.not described

in a manner which some influential leaders felt either they or others

in Beauval could clearly understand.

The importance of producing ,a good product was stressed by

several people. Respondents uniformly identified Natotawin as "ours".

Thus when the newspaper was seen to fail, they said, it made every-

one in Beauval look bad.

Three influential leaders specifically complained to the

researcher about the critical stands which Natotawin had sometimes

taken. The editorials on education and the colonizing role of the

Church which were consistent with the editor's agenda-setting tendency,

triggered strong negative reactions from people within the two

institutions and from some members of the community. The education

editorials sparked a great deal of debate throughout Area #3 as
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well as some letters to the editor.

Three respondents stressed the "conscdent t.aat f.on" role which

they felt Natotawin should play. One influential leader said that it

was the role of the newspaper to raise questions, to present both

sides of an issue, and to get people to think about their own situation.

Another said Natotawin served a useful function by correcting infor-

mation already in, or by feeding information into, the "mocassin

telegraph" of interpersonal communication. In this sense a modern

communication institution can be visualized as'augmenting but not

replacing the strong interpersonal communication links within and

between northern communities.

Tables 37 and 38 show the assessment by the influential

leaders of Natotawin's staff in 1978 in response to question 22,

Schedule C.

Table 37

Assessment of the Natotawin
Staff by Opinion Leaders

Opinion Leader Judgement
Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

The staff are good

The staff are satisfactory
The staff are bad

Not sure

4

9

o

4

Total 17

The majority of the respondents felt that Natotawin's staff

were "satisfactory". This was basically a nonconnnital response on the
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part of the leaders, the researcher felt. Some respondents hesitated

unexplainably when answering this question. Others did speak favourably

of some staff members and were somewhat less complimentary of the

editor. This noncommital response might be seen as the way for

respondents to show their displeasure with the editor without being

seen to turn against him in a political situation.

Table 38

Opinion Leader Assessment of

Natotawin Staff Performance

Opinion Leader Judgement
Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

Staff performed jobs well

Staff performed jobs
poorly

Not sure

11

2

4

Total 17

The majority of the sample, 11 leaders, felt the staff

performed their job well. It is possible that this part of question

21 may have been too vague to produce an accurate assessment. The

researcher suspected this because the responses did not seem com-

patible with the more critical responses leaders gave to those

questions dealing with Natotawin's performance of specific functions

and the problems they indicated having when reading or trying to

comprehend certain articles. Perhaps, though, like the responses

in table 9, the replies in table 38 might reflect a gestaZt-like

conceptualization.
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Table 39 shows the responses of the sample concerning how

they would manage the project differently if they were given the

opportunity to do so.

Table 39

Changes Opinion Leaders Would
Make in the Management

of Natotawin

Changes Mentioned
Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

Provide staff training

Encourage people with
affirmative action and
statements

5

Provide job descriptions

Improve communication with
DNS

5

2

Not sure

1

9

Total 17

The frequent mention of staff training may have resulted

because influential leaders were unaware of the training program

which had been conducted for the staff, or, they were· unimpressed with

this program's results and therefore wanted better training for the

staff. The citing of the need to provide positive encouragement for

people is important given Natotawin's community development mandate

and the antagonistic or controversial approach which the editor

often employed. Table 40 shows one final aspect of the management

issue which respondents were asked to comment upon. The data were

collected by questions 22 and 23 in Schedule C.
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Table 40

Type of Staff Opinion Leaders
Would Prefer to Hire

Preferred Preferred First Language
Home

Location Non-Cree

Cree-Speaking .Speak'Ing

.Staff from
Area 113 11 1

Staff from
outside
Area 113 2 0

Total 13 1

Note: There were two unuseable responses and one "Not Sure"

response.

It is clear the majority of the respondents favoured having a

Cree-speaking staff from Area #3. Local people, most respondents

felt, would know best the Area #3 communities and be able to deal with

local people. The two leaders who did not specify the staff had to

come from Area #3 stated they considered the necessary journalism

skills to be the main prerequisite for hiring Natotawin staff.

6.2.10 Summary and conclusions. Functions for which

Natotawin was considered to be less than effective were: providing

information about local events or issues, explaining the effects of

problems, encouraging participation, recommending alternative social

action, consulting and supporting leaders, and thus promoting an

integrated community response to an issue. Influential leaders did

consider Natotawin had informed readers of people who were active.
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and involved in tackling particular issues; encouraged self-expression;

promoted a sense of pride in the community and culture; and, urged

support for the LeA. The researcher noted, however, that the publicity

and support for the other Area #3 councils was minimal or non-exis

tent during 1978. Thus the newspaper's performance of this last

function was extremely varied throughout the Area.

On the two selected public affairs issues Natotawin was found

to have been more effective at creating awareness of the cosmopolitan

issue. This was attributed to its increased and more constant coverage

in the newspaper. Generally, Natotawin's performance of the educational

functions did not appear to be as successful as it could have been.

The newspaper's difficulties might be attributed to the problems

leaders said they had reading and comprehending stories at various

times. They cited a number of words, terms and news items for the

researcher which they said they and others in the community did not

understand. Respondents sometimes attributed their reading problems

to their lack of formal education. An examination of the newspaper

did reveal the useage of complex phrases and words at various times

which would also have contributed to reading problems. The use of re

printed stories and the failure to catch spelling errors were cited

by the respondents as factors which made the paper hard to read. All

of these variables could have seriously detracted from the ability

of Natotawin to communicate effectively with its readers.

The lack of consultation with leaders is likely one reason

why Natotawin neglected to report various issues and events in Beauval.

The lack of support which they felt Natotawin could have given to them

during their various undertakings suggests that the newspaper did
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not effectively use the interpersonal network in the community. This

failure would have placed a strong constraint on the editor's ability

to encourage people to act on an.issue, and to promote a permanent

attitude change among individuals concerning that issue. The key

role of the influential leader in guiding the, f0rmation'·of· a reference

group in which actions and the attitudes of most individuals are

anchored is central to initiating purposive social change. The

crucial role a leader plays as a gatekeeper has been well documented

in this study. While it is important that a community newspaper like

Natotawin should have developed an open and effective communication

relationship with the average Beauval citizen, the neglect or inability

to generate this relationship with community leaders would have

seriously limited Natotawin's utility as a community development tool.

6.3 The Persuasive Impact of
Natotawin

The ability of a communication source to promote a process

which could change the cognitive structure or behavioral patterns of

individuals or groups has been a major theme in the use of media in

the community development process. As was discussed in Chapter 3 there

is a great deal of disagreement as to what are the real effects to

expect media to have on individuals in a reeducation or information

program. This section will examine the data pertaining to objectives

D, E and F of the study which were intended to establish if Natotawin

had contributed directly to an attitude change in the respondents

concerning the two public affairs issues selected by the researcher.

Table 41 compares the respondents' identification of

Natotawin's editorial position on both of the public affairs issues
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with the actual editorial position of Natotawin's editor assigned on

the basis of evaluating several editorials (see Appendix K).

Table 41

Ability of Opinion Leaders to Correctly
Identify the Editorial Position

of Natotawin on Two

Selected Issues

Position

Frequency of Responses for
Each Issue

Editorial

Ice Harvest

Subsidy
Uranium

Development

In favour of the
issue o

Opposed to the
issue 1

3

8

Neutral

Not sure

Total 17 17

aThese two scores coincide with the editorial position of
Natotawin identified by the researcher.

The greater ability of the influential leaders to correctly

recall the newspaper's editorial stand on the uranium development

issue was likely affected by Natotawin's greater coverage of this

issue. This was shown in table 19 on page 147. It was also shown

in table 22 on page .. 152 that more leaders were aware of this issue.

This recall was also probably affected by the fact that the latest

any respondent remembered reading an article on. uranium development

was five months before the survey was conducted. By comparison five

respondents could not recall reading an article in Natotawin con-
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cerning the ice harvest subsidy at any time during the 12-month period

preceding the interviews. The complete summary of the replies to

questions 24 and 25, 28 and 29 in Schedule C concerning the effects

of the number and timing of articles is contained in table 42.

Table 42

Number of Articles Read and Months Since

Last Article Was Read by Opinion
Leaders on Two Public

Affairs Issues

Public Affairs Number of Articles
Issues Read Months Since Last Read

A A Can't Can't
Lot Few Recall 2 3 4 5 8 10 12 Recall

a
Ice Harvest

Subsidy 0 11 5 - 1 1 5 10

Uranium

Development 11 3 3 2421- 8

aOne score from question 24 was missing.

Ten respondents could not recall when they last had read an

article about the ice harvest subsidy. This dropped to eight respondents

for uranium development. Another limitation was also explained in

Chapter 3. The susceptability of memory to loss and distortion may

have affected the reliability of the responses due to the long time

period involved.

Influential leaders were asked if Natotawin had changed their

opinion on either of the selected public affairs issues in any way.

Table 43 presents their responses.

. ..
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Table 43

Ability of Natotawin to Change Opinion
'Leader Attitudes on Two
Public Affairs Issues

Leader Frequency of Responses for

Assessment Each Issue

Ice Harvest: Uranium

Subsidy Development

Natotawin did

change attitude. 1 2

Natotawin failed
to change
attitude 9 11

Not sure 7 4

Total 17 17

. Note: Tables 7 and 8 show that nine of the respondents were

undecided in their opinion concerning either issue. See pages 128 and
129.

The majority of the respondents reported that on both issues

the newspaper had had no effect on what opinion they fe.l.t about the

two issues. The one positive ice harvest subsidy response was from a

respondent who said he now understood better what was involved with

the issue and could see why the subsidy was important for generating

local employment. The two influential leaders who reported an attitude

change concerning the uranium development issue due to their exposure

to Natotawin articles explained that these articles had raised a lot

of doubt in their minds concerning the safety of the technology. They

had clearly changed their own attitude, they said, toward the mining

issue. This effect probably was created by increasing their cognitive

dissonance. As a result both stated they had adopted an undecided
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attitude position concerning uranium development.

The fact that three people in the sample identified Natotawin

as having changed their attitude appears very small. In light of other

research results, however, this effect may be significant. Bauer

(1964) analyzed the success of the famous Kate Smith war bond drive

(Cartwright, 1949) and concluded that only 4 percent of the American

population had actually responded, at the maximum. Bauer's study,

and the investigations of Hovland,.Janis and Kelly (1953) and Hovland,

Lumsdaine and Sheffield (1949), as well as the report of Weaver,

McCombs and Shaw (1975), have suggested that only a small number of

the public will likely respond to persuasive media or an action

message at anyone point in time. Public responses to mass media

influence at the 5 percent level have been considered outstanding

in the marketing profession. The results suggesting Natotawin's

effect on the attitudes of three leaders out of a sample of 17 thus

seem more significant.

The reported changes are even more impressive in that they are

in the direction that was desired by the editorial position. There

may have been a "boomerang effect" though which the research method

did not detect. Another factor on the positive side may be the multi-

plication of Natotawin's effect on attitudes due to the transmission

of each leader's opinion through the multi-stage process.

Tables 44 and 45 synthesize information from questions 6 and

16 in Schedule Band 26, 27, 30 and 31 in Schedule C in an effort to

discover whether Natotawin was perceived correctly by Beauval influ-

entials as providing them with support for their own attitude po-

sitions.

" • .1',.';'.,
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Table 44

Ability of Opinion Leaders to Correctly
Identify the Agreement Between

Themselves and Natotawin
on the Ice Harvest

Issue

Relationship of
Editorial Position
to Attitudes as
Determined by
Researcher a

Identification by Leaders of Agreement
Between Their Attitude and the

Editorial Position

Natotawin

Supports
Leader
Attitude

Natotawin
Does Not

Support
Leader
Attitude

No

Response

Editorial position is

identical to
measured attitude
of leader

Editorial position is

not identical to
measured attitude
of leader

3 2 o

o 2 2

Note: The table omitted eight respondents who failed to answer

both questions.

aDerived from tables '7 (see page 128) and 41 (see page 179).

In table 44 we can see that of the five respondents who had an

attitude position which agreed with what they perceived Natotawin's

position on the issue to be (top role of table 44), two stated they

did not believe the newspaper supported their position. Half of the

respondents whose attitude positions did agree with the editorial

stance of Natotawin recognized that the newspaper did not support

their position. Only five people correctly identified the relationship
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between their attitude position and the newspaper's editorial position.

Unfortunately 10 respondents did not answer all the questions in this

comparison set. Thus the results are not conclusive.

In table 45 we can see the responses of the influential

leaders to the questions regarding attitude support for the uranium

development issue.

Table 45

Ability of Opinion Leaders to Correctly
Identify the Agreement Between

Themselves and Natotawin

on the Uranium

Development
Issue

Relationship of
Editorial Position
to Attitudes as

Determined by
Researcher _a

Identification by Leaders of Agreement
Between Their Attitude and the

Editorial Position

Natotawin

Supports
:Leader

Attitude

Natotawin
Does Not

Support
Leader
Attitude

No

Response

Editorial position is
identical to
measured attitude
of leader

Editorial position is

not identical to
measured attitude
of leader

1 o o

5 4 2

Note: The table omitted four respondents who failed to answer

both questions.

aDerived from tables 8 (see page 129) and 41 (see page 179).
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The most important respnnse in table 45 is the failure of

five influentials (bottom row, first column) to recognize there was

no support for their attitude position provided by Natotawin.

Assuming leaders were able to clearly distinguish Natotawin's

position on this issue (see table 41 page 179) this response in table

45 raises some doubt about the accuracy of the attitude responses

provided in Schedule B. It also. calls into question the ability of

the influentials to correctly discern the relationship between what

outsome they might choose on an issue and Natotawin's contribution

to the discussion about, and action to be taken on, the issue. The

failure of seven people to complete all the questions makes the results

inconclusive.

In the final chapter the results of the study will be summar

ized. A number of conclusions will also be suggested and possible

areas for future research will be outlined.



Chapter 7

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Summary

The need to improve mass media facilities in the mid-north

region of Canada has been expressed by two separate groups of people

in Canada. The Government of Canada and many of the provinces have

recognized since the late Sixties the need to advertise their services

more effectively to the mid-northern residents. Local political leaders

in the mid-north have expressed the need to have greater access to

information which could help their people to deal better with their

problems. Faced with a gradually increasing stream of mass media from

southern Canada mid-northern leaders have also begun to demand greater

control of media programing. Research has begun to focus on the

cultural context for mid-northern mass media and the need for culturally

relevant content. Most mass media activity directed toward mid-northern

audiences, though certainly not all, has utilized the electronic media

of radio and television. Several examples of the development of native

and mid-northern press are still in production.

The Regional Communication Centre was
. initiated by the De

partment of Northern Saskatchewan as a media pilot project in 1975.

The production of an Area #3 newspaper, Natotawin, became the first

and eventually the only on-going media service provided by the RCC. The

purpose of this study was to examine the role of a publicly-sponsored

community newspaper in a community development process and to

measure the progress which Natotawin made toward achieving its own

186
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specific community development objectives. These objectives were spe

cified in the contract between DNS and Frontier College, which hired

the Program Developer for the RCC project.

The study utilized two sample frames. One consisted of a

sample of community leaders in Beauval who were designated as influ

ential in the topic area of public affairs. Based on the research

literature it was acknowledged that the local leaders act in an

important gatekeeping role between the public and mass media. The

interpretation of messages and their dissemination throughout a

community was depicted as a multi-step flow process. By sampling the

reactions of leaders toward the role which Natotawin had played, and

by measuring the effect of the newspaper's persuasive appeal on them,

it was assumed that an important clue to the newspaper's effect on

the entire community adult population could be obtained.

The second sample frame consisted of focused .interviews

with key personnel involved in the development of the RCC project and

Natotawin. Apart from the focused interview technique, data were

collected by using three survey schedules. These were orally admin

istered by the researcher. Additional data were provided by observation

and casual conversation.

A summary of the findings is presented in the following sub

sections.

7.1.1 Identifying leaders and the leadership struc-

t ure. The study identified 27 leaders in Beauval based upon a "snow

ball" survey from the original positional panel. Of this group 26 were

named at least once as being influential in the subject area of

public affairs. From this population a sample of 17 leaders who were
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willing and available to be interviewed were administered the final

two sample survey instruments.

The leadership structure was found to be bifactional. Posi

tional power tended to be concentrated by kin group and socio-economic

status. A clear pattern in the flow of public affairs information

through the community was identified. This pattern followed the

hierarchy established in the sample of leaders based on the number of

times they were designated by others as influential.

The sample of leaders divided into two distinct groups of

influence status based on the number of sociometric designations. The

high status group were mentioned 16 times or more, or an average of

27 times each. By comparison the low status group had an average desig

nation of four times each. The reason why leaders were cited as

influential fell into a definite pattern. Gregariousness was cited

most often as the reason why a person was named an influential leader,

followed by the type of job a person had, the person's personality,

and finally, the person's knowledge. It was noted by the researcher

that a leader's personality may have been of much greater importance

since this factor did much to determine whether people were active

voluntarily and to some extent the type of job they had. Such com

ponents of personality as self-esteem and assertiveness, which play

important roles in determining behavior, were not specifically

tested for in the sample.

7.1.2 Identifying issues and concerns. The study

identified 11 community problems and concerns which the sample of

influential leaders felt were of concern to people who lived in

Beauval. The four problems most frequently mentioned were community
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services, alcoholism, commercial services and job opportunities.

Influential leaders were also asked to rank the type of

content they would find in Natotawin in order of interest to them.

The first four highly ranked content categories were News About

Beauval, Area #3 News, Northern Saskatchewan News and Stories About

People. There was a good agreement for these top categories in

several other answers which respondents gave concerning what they

liked or used most in Natotawin.

The findings of the study thus concurred with Taylor's

evaluation (1977) by showing that, on the basis of the sample, readers

in Beauval prefer local news to news from other more distant sources.

This finding is similar to other studies of reader preferences in the

content of their local newspaper.

7.1.3 Comparison of Natotawin's coverage with

leader preferences. The number of articles devoted by Natotawin

to each of the community concerns was calculated and ranked. The

correlation of this ranking to the ranking by the leaders showed that

Natotawin did not deal with concerns with the same sense of importance.

In fact, Natotawin tended to reverse the priority slightly.

The correlation of influential leaders' preferences in the

content categories with the amount of space which Natotawin gave

each category had a modest agreement. When the preferences of the

leaders were corrected for their locality bias the correlation of the

remaining top four items which the leaders had most preferred was

quite good.

Thus Natotawin for the most part provided readers in 1978 with

the type of news coverage they wanted, but it did not adequately cover
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the issues they were most concerned about.

7.1.4 Editorial treatment of two public affairs

issues. The researcher chose two specific public affairs issues on

which to assess the ability of Natotawin to inform readers and to

change their opinions.

The editorial position of Natotawin on the ice harvest subsidy

issue was 'in favour' and on the uranium mining development issue was

'against'. The amount of space and number of articles devoted in

Natotawin to the uranium development issue was three times greater

than that allocated to the ice harvest subsidy issue.

7.1.5 Leader awareness of and attitude toward the

issues. Of the sample of 17 influential leaders questioned six were

unaware of the ice harvest subsidy issue and three were unaware of the

uranium development issue. The lower figure for the latter was attri

buted to the more extensive coverage it was given in Natotawin, as

well as other media, and the more recent and continuous news coverge.

When polled for their attitude toward both issues nine

respondents indicated they were undecided on each issue. On the ice

harvest subsidy issue six influential leaders indicated they were

'in favour'. Concerning the uranium development issue six were 'in

favour' •

The majority of the leaders clearly disagreed with Natotawin's

editorial position concerning the uranium development issue.

7.1.6 Effect of Natotawin's coverage on attitudes.

Three influential leaders felt that Natotawin had changed their opinion,

one on the ice harvest subsidy issue and two on the uranium development
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issue. All these changes were in the direction of the editorial position

of Natotawin. Compared to the reported ability of other media to affect

attitudes and to generate action, the persuasive effect of Natotawin

found by the study was considered a significant achievement.

7.1.7 Assessment of Natotawin's community devel

opment role. Influential leaders were asked a series of questions

designed to elicit their opinions concerning Natotawin's performance

of tasks related to a community development process.

The majority of the respondents felt that Natotawin had

failed to report some issues and events in Beauval during 1978. The

majority of the leaders felt Natotawin had informed them of people in

the community active in solving or concerned about community issues.

Leader awareness of the uranium development issue did seem to directly

relate to their degree of interest in the topic. Among those who

were aware of the hazards of uranium mining the printed media were

mentioned most often as the main source of information. 'Natotawin was

cited most often in the printed media category.

Most leaders indicated Natotawin did not help them to under

stand the effects of a problem. The influential leaders were unsure

whether Natotawin had encouraged more people to become involved in

Beauval community activities. More leaders felt Natotawin did encourage

people to express their opinions and concerns. The vast majority of

the leaders could not recall Natotawin suggesting a course of action

to take in order to solve a particular problem in Beauval.

The majority of the leaders felt Natotawin did build a sense

of pride in the community and the culture.

The influential leaders expressed a mixed'reaction in their
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assessment of their relationship with Natotawin's staff. The majority

clearly stated they did not feel the newspaper staff had consulted

community leaders on an issue prior to publishing a story about it.

The majority felt that Natotawin did support the Local Community

Authority and that it did not criticize local leaders. But if the need

arose most felt the newspaper should inform the public of an indis

cretion on the part of a community official.

7.1.8 Conflict between community development role

expectations. DNS officials were described by the researcher as

subscribing to a social planning community development strategy,as

identified by Rothman (1968). The objectives and guidelines they set

out for the RCC project and Natotawin reflected this approach.

Frontier College selected a separate target group from the

DNS officials on which it wanted to focus its connnunity development

activity. In time a major conflict developed between the desire of

DNS to have the RCC implement and evaluate various media delivery

systems, and to promote "positive" social development, and Frontier

College's desire to develop the leadership skills and political

awareness of the Advisory Board.

The Program Developer and the editor of Natotawin dealt with

issues and events in Beauval and Northern Saskatchewan in a manner

similar to Rothman's social action paradigm. This may have been more

accidental than intentional, nevertheless, the effect was all the

same. The use of the social action approach which employs conflict

tactics as a means for dealing with government became a major point of

contention.

The editor followed an issue oriented strategy. The analysis

""-::-r-, 'J'
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of Natotawin's coverage of issues of concern to leaders and the reported

lack of consultation with leaders indicated that the editor exercised

his agenda-setting role to the exclusion of local input.

The executive members of the Board created the impression

that there was a lack of consensus on the Board concerning how

Natotawin should function in a community development role. One

executive member echoed the feelings of several influential leaders

in Beauval when he stressed that Natotawin should raise the awareness

of people, and ask questions which stimulate them to think about

their situation.

There appeared to be a lack of direction from the Board

concerning the role which Natotawin should play. When direction was

given the Board experienced difficulty getting the editor to adhere

to the guidelines.

7.1.9 Constraints on Natotawin. The major constraint

resulted from what Taylor (1977) identified was a conflict between

the vague long-term objectives of the project and DNS's demand to

obtain immediate results from experiments conducted with various

media. This was aggravated by Frontier College's insertion of another

objective which, being more people-centred, together with the Program

Developer's approach caused the pace of the project's implementation

to be slowed down.

The government's control of the financial resources contri

buted to the lack of local autonomy. In addition, government's

use of evaluation as a tool for making 'continue-discontinue'

decisions, and the value judgements inherent in their evaluations,

seemed to detract from the constructiveness, the accuracy of mea-
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surement, and the fairness of interpretation of these evaluations.

The choice of change strategies imposed certain constraints

on Natotawin. It created an antagonistic relationship between the

newspaper and DNS, and the newspaper and various members of the

community, at different times. The social action strategy by nature

tends to limit the growth of leadership skills, the development of

long-term change strategies, and an understanding of the change

process. This result was prevalent in this case. study.

In another respect the strategy was compatible with the

type of activity members of the Board were used to. This, however,

further limited the development of Natotawin's community development

role. By importing their existing value orientation, class biases, and

methods of dealing with government, Board members contributed to

the failure of Natotawin to develop toward Rothman's ideal locality

development paradigm. The inability of the Program Developer to impart

new community development skills and a framework of analysis to

Board members was a major failing of Frontier College's involvement in

the project.

The Board's ability to adequately discharge its management

functions was seriously impeded by a number of factors. The lack

of flexibility in finding new management models forced an ineffectual

administrative structure to deal with the complex problems the RCC

and Natotawin eventually faced.

The politics of the north have been described as personality

and not ideologically based (McArthur, 1978). A class analysis of

northern communities, the formal power structure, and the list of

people gaining access to new economic resources being injected into
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the north would likely lead to the conclusion, this researcher postu

lates, that the indigeneous leadership forms a privileged class within

the northern social system just as social scientists might expect to

find in other community social structures. This likely hierarchy would

have been another source of constraint on the community development

role of Natotawin. The indigeneous elite, which permeated the RCC Board,

would not favour the kind of grass-roots development strategy typified

by the locality development model for this would have upset the emerging

status quo.

The activity of the editor was also a limiting factor. His

failure to consult leaders and to deal with issues of concern to them

created a broad gap between the newspaper's potential utility to inform

and to arouse people to act, and the issues of concern about which

some people were interested in taking action. The choice of more

cosmopolitan issues instead of local ones made the task of overcoming

social inertia all the more difficult. Aspect's of the editor's per

sonality also created a negative reaction which limited his effec

tiveness as an animateur.

The research indicates the importance of the relationship

between reader interest and attitude predisposition, and the effec

tiveness of a particular message (Hyman & Sheatsley, 1947; Douglas,

et aI, 1974; Hovland, et aI, 1953). The linkage between comprehension

and interest has also been suggested (Griffin, 1949). Finally, the

importance of suggesting clear action strategies and alternatives to

stimulates action by the message receiver has been demonstrated

(Cartwright, 1949). This study indicated that the editor was not

sensitive enough to the selection and presentation of material to

comply with the guidelines suggested by the above research findings.
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Issues presented with too much complexity can have a boom

erang effect by creating greater apathy on the part of the newspaper

reader who may. see the situation as hopeless (Chaffee, 1977). It is

not clear that the editor had an understanding of and a respect for

the needs and the characteristics of the newspaper's readers. This

generated the editor's unilateral selection of many issues and the

method of presentation. Throughout the interviews readers noted the

tendency on their part to skip articles on subjects like the uranium

issue which they said they were tired of reading about. They also

stressed the need for Natotawin to simplify big words and to explain

what things meant.

The general mistrust in the north toward moniyaw and DNS was

an initial constraint which the Program Developer encountered.

Eventually the difficulty in imparting sound journalism-communication

skills to the editor and staff, and the Program Developer's decision

to let the editor learn from his own mistakes, created a situation

which clearly antagonized DNS officials. This in turn brought a series

of repurcussions upon the newspaper and the Centre.

7.2 Conclusions

7.2.1 This study of Natotawin demonstrated that there is a

set of functions and a role which a publicly-sponsored community

newspaper can perform in a community development process in a northern

community. The maj or:' task is to spread knowledge by promoting awareness,

showing the relevance of a topic, providing information, and creating

understanding. A community newspaper can play an important role in

integrating divergent social nuclei, by supporting leaders and groups

within the community, and by reinforcing social mores. The ability of
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the press to project a positive image of a community and its heritage

can build a sense of pride. Finally, the community newspaper's

pedagogical style can help people to develop a critical consciousness

and can support social action programs initiated in the community.

7.2.2 On the whole Natotawin was found to have made minimal

progress toward carrying out all the community development functions

which were specified in the third contract objective signed by DNS

and Frontier College. The shortcomings and difficulties which

Natotawin encountered were attributed to the conflict of objectives

between the two external sponsoring agencies and a series of professional

problems in the newspaper's development. The editor often did not consult

Beauval influential leaders. This contributed to the fact that the

newspaper did not cover local issues of concern with the same degree

of emphasis or importance desired by the influential leaders. The

comparison of Natotawin's handling of a local and a cosmopolitan

issue showed that the newspaper was far more successful at creating

awareness and changing attitudes on the latter issue. Yet the extensive

coverage of the uranium development issues, relying largely on reprinted

articles, was disliked by the respondents. Influential leaders did

identify Natotawin as a major source of information concerning the

hazards of uranium development. The failure of a large number of the

respondents to know anything about the ice harvest subsidy issue

was identified as an example of the newspaper editor's tendency to

ignore local issues of importance and his difficulty in communica-

ting information to the reading audience. Although Natotawin was found

to have contributed to a sense of community and cultural pride, it is
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the lack of clear support for community leaders and suggested alter

native social actions which limited Natotawin's ability to contribute

to a process of purposive social change in Beauval.

7.2.3 This study accepted the theory that mediated communi

cation is disseminated, amplified, interpreted and reinforced by inter

personal communication channels. Evidence showed that the multi-step

flow theory applied in Beauval. A communication and influence hier'":' -r,

archy of public affairs leaders plus community formal and informal

groups was identified in Beauval. Natotawin was shown to have a role

to play providing accurate information and news for the community's

interpersonal communication network.

7.2.4 The community development role and the change strategy

adopted by Natotawin's staff was limited by the political constraints

of the project's funding source .. As a publicly-sponsored newspaper

Natotawin demonstrated that government financial support can lead to

government control or coop tLon of a proj ect.

7.3 Recommendations

7.3.1 Community newspaper staff should try to reflect in their

news content choices topics which are of interest and concern to local

readers. Interest in a topic is a major factor affecting a reader's

exposure to a printed item. In cases where news:items are attempting

to draw the reader's attention to a previosuly unnoticed issue, care

must be taken to explain the relevance of the issue for the reader. It

should not be assumed that a reader will automatically see the impor�

tance of a problem for himself or for the community.
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7.3.2 The conflict between the project objectives set by DNS

and Frontier College which was identified by this study quite clearly

was a major factor which undermined the potential success of the

Regional Communication Centre and Natotawin. The unilateral esta

blishment of these objectives and the lack of internal consistency

is completely contradictory to the principles of sound community

development practice articulated by writers on the subject such as

Rothman (1968), Ross (1955), Haggstrom (1970), and Warren (1977).

Project objectives should be clearly stated and agreed upon by all

parties prior to undertaking a community development project. When

public funds are involved there is the added consideration of trying

to reduce the amount of conflict between the participants and the

government due to misunderstandings and divergent expectations. The

statement of objectives should be coherent and where it is intended

that these will be measured it should be clear before the project

starts what criteria and methods will be used to evaluate the objectives.

This should help to ensure that the project evaluation plays a formative

and educational role.

7.3.3 The training of community media staff should include

community development theory and practice as well as the requisite

media skills. By providing the staff with a useful framework for

analysing the community power structure media staff will better be able

to work within and through the existing lines of power. When community

media staff have a clear understanding of the role which they can play,

and the limitations which they face, they should be able to contribute

more effectively to a process of purposive social change.
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7.3.4 Community media staff should be aware of the danger of

closing access to the media to individuals and groups in the community

who are less powerful or who lack sufficient expertise. Failure to

recognize this possibility places a media group in the situation of

becoming another part of the status quo. It should not be assumed that

the interests of one segment of a community are naturally shared by

or in the best interests of other parts of the community social

structure.

7.3.5 Funding arrangements should be implemented which would

permit greater autonomy and growth of participant self-confidence and

involvement in mid-northern media projects. The present dependence

solely on government financing perpetuates the dependence of mid

northern Indian and Metis society on the south and deepens those social

traits characteristic of neo-colonial situations. The inability of

Indian and Metis people to control the mass media further hinders

the ability of these media to reflect the needs and aspirations of

their society and stiffles the survival of cultural pluralism.

7.3.6 Studies should be conducted to identify the communi

cation needs of residents in the mid-north region. It should not be

assumed that programing and news features designed for sourthern

residents are either useful or appropriate in the mid-north. Audience

exposure to mediated communication is determined to a great extent

by the interest level they have toward the content.

7.3.7 Media projects undertaken in the mid-north should be

compatible with the existing milieu. Mid-northern indigeneous society

is still dependent upon a strong interpersonal communication network •

.. :-"""""11 ..
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It is important that mass media in the mid-north not undermine this

network.

7.3.8 Studies should be conducted to establish the functional

literacy level of northern people in order to inform and guide the

production of print media for northern residents. Access to media will

not by itself narrow the knowledge gap between governments and the

"unreached". The media must translate ideas and terms into a language

which the majority of the literate populace can comprehend. Due to the

educational and cultural constraints in the north special consider

ation should be given to the literacy level of the printed media.

7.3.9 Studies should be undertaken to identify whether mass

media are contributing to the creation of a knowledge gap within mid

northern communities and to examine the effect this gap is having on

the social structure.

7.3.10 Studies should be undertaken to identify the mass

media strategies and symbols useful for generating public interest

in and awareness of a topic which the public does not consider of

immediate relevance to its needs or concerns. The application. of

marketing strategies and advertising principles to community media

might enhance the impact of mass media in a community development

context.
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Appendix A

BEAUVAL

The General Backg�ound

The community of Beauval is located in the Northern Admin

istrative Area #3 approximately 160 km north of Meadow Lake on high

way 155 at latitude 550 9' north and longitude 1070 36' west. Beauval

sits atop a sand ridge running along the west bank of the Beaver

River. The community is surrounded by lower areas of muskeg. The

soil and climatic conditions support a growth of jack pine and poplar

trees. Wildlife in the region is plentiful and diverse.

Area #3 in which Beauval is situated is comprised of nine

communities with a combined population of approximately 3,500

(SHSP, Jan. 1978; FSI, 1977). Beauval has a population of 588 (INS,

1979). A significant characteristic of the population profile is

that 47.3 percent of the population is between the ages of one and

nineteen. A survey in 1971 showed 86.0 percent of the population at

that time was Metis (DNS, Vol .. 2, 1977). The "aw" dialect of Cree is

widely spoken in the community. Map 2 shows the location of Beauval

in relation to the surrounding populated areas (see p. 233).

Beauval has sustained an annual growth rate of 5.2 percent

for the past four years and its labour force has grown by 7.1 percent

since March 1976 (INS, 1978). The Canada Employment Centre records

listed 54 people in Beauval as actively seeking work in October 1978.

The lack of medical facilities and commercial facilities in

220
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Beauval results in extensive travel to Meadow Lake, the nearest full

service centre. In 1975 it was estimated that the population of 382

people (92 heads of households) made a total of 230 trips per month

to Meadow Lake at an annual cost of $44,160 (EPEC Consulting, 1975).

This fact, coupled with the other higher costs of living in the north,

rapidly depleats family incomes.

Beauval residents are highly dependent upon a salaried

income. Dependency upon amenities like electricity and stores, the

extensive use of all variety of vehicles, the demand for piped-in

water and a closed sewage system, and the construction of improved

housing which come with long-term mortgages for low income families

can be seen as further ways that Metis people are continuing to

loose control over their lives and whatever independence they once

had.

Beauval is a tremendously active community. As a result of

conflicting meetings and activities virtually every night of the

week it has become extremely difficult to get people to attend

community meetings. Popular forms of entertainment include visiting,

playing cards, bingo, parties and dances, watching television,

story telling and other organized forms of recreation.

Beauval receives about 12 AM radio signals from Manitoba,

Saskatchewan and Alberta as ":well as the United States. Reception

varies as to the receiving unit and the antenna used. CBC FM radio

is broadcast into Beauval through a local relay transmitter, and

CBC television is also available in the community. Apart from

Natotawin several other newspapers are received in Beauval, the main

one being the Meadow Lake Ppogpess. There are 30 subscribers in�

Beauval to the ppogress but others are likely purchased from news-
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stands in Meadow Lake. The Star-Phoenix from Saskatoon and the Prince

Albert HepaZd are also received by several individuals on'a subscrip

tion basis.

In addition to audio-visual media equipment at the Regional

'Communication Centre there is printing equipment for stencils at

Valley View School. The La Ronge Indian Residential School across

the Beaver River has a range of duplicating equipment, tape recorders

and a video tape unit.

Beauval's history dates from either 1904 or 1905 when Phillip

Yew and his family moved from Segameyak (or Mesagameyak: the men land)

and settled at the present site near the river. The original name of

the community was La Plonge village. This was changed in 1919 to

avoid further confusion with La Ronge (Tymchak, 1975). Beauval started

much later than most other communities on the west side and was not

as directly tied to the fur trade as lIe a la Crosse, for instance,

which had its first trading post in 1776, or Green Lake which had a

post in 1781.

Beauval owes its existence to the establishment of an Indian

Residential School in 1906 on the east bank of the Beaver River by

the Oblate Marie Immaculate order. The order's original school in

lIe a la Crosse had been closed due to flooding in 1905. Families

began to slowly drift into Beauval, it is believed, in order to send

their children to school and so families could regularly attend the

Roman Catholic Mass.

Once Beauval was established the freighters using the winter

road from Big River to lIe a la Crosse made Beauval a regular stopping

point for their horse drawn sleighs. The Mission also provided wage
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employment for some Beauval residents from a very early date. Following

the disastrous fire at the Mission on September 19, 1927 a primary

school was started in Beauval in the house of Joe Fiedler. Beauval

received its own church in 1938.

A dominant role in the community has been played by the

influx of European and American settlers. Some of the residents

attribute the high degree of business activity in the community to

the influence of these men on their relatives and friends. Names which

readily sprang to peoples' minds were Frank and Joe Fiedler, Eric

Erikson, William H. Sandherr, Bill Buffin, and John Platko. Beauval

has had many businesses in the past. The list includes two saw mills,

a fish processing plant, a mink ranch, a credit union, a cooperative

store, a motel and numerous cafes.

Telegraph service was provided in Beauval from 1922 by oper

ator Frank Dupuis. Mail service generally came either by sleigh in

winter or by barge and canoe during the summer. Regular air delivered

mail service started in the 1930s. A road was started from Meadow

Lake to Beauval in 1933-34. The arrival of the first truck in 1937

marked the beginning of a new era. Increasingly more people began to

leave Beauval to try and find work in the south. New people and ideas

began to flow from the south to the north and to Beauval.

Continual improvement of the local school and the tieing of

the Family Allowance to school attendance were major factors affecting

the growth of northern settlements like Beauval in the Fifties. An

all-weather road was built from Meadow Lake to Beauval in 1955. Since

the establishment of DNS in 1972 Beauval has been the beneficiary of

several programs including the upgrading of houses and the instal-
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lation of sewer and water lines. The first public telephones were

installed in the fall o� 1973. It wasn't until 1976 that Beauval

entered the full electronic era with· the start of a CBC Frontier

Coverage Package relay transmitter for television.

The web of forces and relationships which affect Beauval

have become more powerful during the past several decades. This in

turn has affected the growth pattern and the social structure in the

community. Competition for new resources has resulted in new class

differentiations in Beauval. Many residents of the community have

adopted the acquisitive value system and the consumerism of the

moniyaw (whites). Yet Beauval also remains a strong Cree-speaking

Metis community with its own very distinct identity. Like most

northern communities it is inextricably caught by the socio-economic

pressures which have historically worked to limit their freedom

and which have prevented the Metis from developing the relationship

with the Dominion of Canada which Louis Riel's New Nation concept

once sought.

Table 47 provides a more detailed breakdown of the population

growth and changes in the Beauval labour force during the mid�Seventies.
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Table 47

Changes in Population for Beauval
from Mar. 24, 1976 to

Jan •. 13, 1978

Beauval

Population SHSP Records

Total 1978 Gross Annual

(1976) Change % %.

Total 508 48 +9.4 +5.2

Male total 260 .21 +8.1 +4.5

Male labour
forcea 152 10 +6.6 +3.6

Female
total 248 27 +10.9 +6.0

Female
labour
forcea 137 27 +19.7 +10.9

Source: INS, 1978.

aThe labour force age limits were set at 15-64 in the original
analysis on which the table is based.

Socio-Economic Context

It would be a grave error to generalize extensively about

northern society. Each community is very distinct from the rest.

Nevertheless, an understanding of several underlying features and

principles may prove useful.

The culture present in the North today is the result of the

interpenetration and modification of the pre-colonial European and

Indian cultural forms during the first century of trade. The Metis,

the bois-brUZes, who embody the synthesis of these two cultures,

always tend to be oriented to either one or the other parent culture
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(Tymchak, 1975).

For decades the Metis have lived a lifestyle in the north

similar to their Indian ancestors. Despite the penetration of a

foreign language of commerce, the Metis, unlike many other colonized

people, still speak their indigeneous tongue--Cree (Memmi, 1957). Like

their Indian neighbours Metis socialization is based on a limited

communal orientation focused on the family (Cohnstaedt, 1978).

Settlement development has necessitated the rapid evolution of

community life from units based on the family or groups of families

who once trapped in the bush, to 'a system of broader daily social

contacts, roles and responsibilities. This adjustment has not been

without some difficulties. Yet the pattern of extended family asso-

ciation and allegiance remains pervasive. This has given rise to the

observation that leadership and social organization in many northern

Metis communities has a "gang-like" structure (Clinard, 1957). A high

degree of intermarriage is very common. One respondent compared the

inter-family relationships in Beauval to a stew.

Buckley, Kew and Hawley (1962) have observed that

the northern Metis and Indian socio-cultural systems are not

becoming, nor may they reasonably be expected to become, like
southern white systems, for the simple reason that the
conditions and forces affecting them are all different.

(p. 10)

Northern society today has almost "caste-like" class-ethnic divisions

(Buckley, et aI, 1962). This revelation generally produces disbelief

among most whites in Canada. However, other non-white and immigrant

groups in Canada would not be surprised to learn that in Northern

Saskatchewan whites continue to occupy the roles with the most social,

economic and political power and status. In addition, this researcher
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learned of several attempts by Beauval residents to "knock down" the

more economically successful in their community or social group. This

characteristic has been noted.among other rural groups (Lewycky,

1977; Hurly, unpublished; Abramson, interview).

The concept of okimaw, which translates from the Cree to mean

either boss, chief or bourgeois, pervades life in most northern

settlements. There is a tendancy, several Beauval residents confirmed,

for people to defer to others rather than to be responsible for making

a decision. This apparant lack of assertion, coupled with the

usually quiet behavior of Metis and Indians when in the presence of

moniyaw, creates a situation which most whites are quick to exploit.

This was observed in Beauval at the meetings of several clubs and was

reported to the researcher by several residents. Only some of the

members of the LCA seemed comfortable in the presence of visiting

white officials and would go so far as to talk back to them. Quite

naturally, then, it is to these people on the LCA that most people

in Beauval look to for leadership which entails dealing with outsiders.

Interpersonal communication in most northern communities

remains an essential part of social life and an important part of

entertainment. No study of northern society would be complete without

a detailed examination of the exchange relationships between people

and families. Along these lines of communication both' goods and

services, as well as information, move with frequent regularity.

The art of piskitchiew, Cree for sharing, is central to Metis com

munity life. The "mocassin telegraph", the much used and often in

accurate interpersonal communication network remains the main source

of news and information in the north. In the days before Beauval had

telephones and when bootlegging was a major source of income in an
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otherwise depressed local economy, the "mocassin telegraph" was an

important feature. Within minutes of the arrival of a blue and white

van the message "semagunsac:k ta gosinok" ("the police have arrived")

would spread from one end of the community to another--an effective

early warning system.

The colonization of Northern Saskatchewan has had a profound

effect on the Indian and Metis people. Numerous studies of the social-

psychological impact of colonization on a suppressed people provide

a comprehensive framework for such a discussion (Memmi, 1957; Fanon,

1959, 1963; Adams, 1972, 1975; Wouters, 1972).

Early Hudson's Bay Company officials repeatedly exhibited

examples of classic colonial racism in their efforts to pacify and to

make downwardly mobile the Metis and Indian people. They justified

their discriminatory policies after attaining the 1821 monopoly in

terms of the "relative cultural and psychological inferiorities and

inadequacies" of the Metis and Indians (Elias, 1975, p. 5). Their

preoccupation by the mid-1800s with settlement administration was a

step to placate the most nagging grievances of the indigeneous people

and to ensure the proper:: maintenance of the economic structure which

enriched the Company. Their concerns can most accurately be labelled

"paternalistic" or "charitable racism" (Memmi, 1957, p. 76). The

present practices of DNS might also be examined from this perspective.

Among the colonized the most prevalent manifestation of

colonial pathology is the loss of self-esteem. Maria Campbell provides

this compelling image in HaZjbreed (1973, pp. 13-14).

That generation of my people was completely beaten. Their
fathers had failed during the Rebellion to make a dream come

true; they failed as farmers; now there was nothing left.
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Their way of life was a part of Canada's past and they saw no

place in the world around them, for they believed they had

nothing to offer. They felt shame, and with the shame the loss
of pride and the strength to live each day •••• My parents and
I never shared any aspirations for a future. I never saw my
father talk back to a white man unless he was drunk. I never

saw him or any of our men walk with their heads held high
before white people.

Howard Adams has identified various manifestations of the

colonized psychology. One characteristic he has termed "the white-

ideal". This psychological stance, based on stereotype images of white

superiority, prope11s many Metis, Adams argues, "towards acceptance

and success in white society" (Adams, 1975, p. 167; 1972, pp. 16-22).

Competititon between Metis for'white favouratism thus becomes

another source of differentiation and of exclusion-inclusion strati-

fication. It also results in a desire to have white officials to lead

Metis people in mainstream society. While it is not clear if their

statements were based on a conscious subjective value-judgement or

not, several respondents in Beauval informed this researcher that

whites were a welcome addition in their community's activities and

jobs because of their experience and competence. Ironically, the

presence of the whites would also act as a barrier to deny Metis

access to the opportunities from which experience and competence are

obtained. The counteracting force to this tendency to defer to whites

is the realization by Metis of the causes of racism and poverty which

they experience daily.

Adams also points to the tremendous social malaise which

occurs when Metis internalize the racial stereotype of themselves

which white society projects. "Under racism," Adams states, "natives

have internalized the distorted image of themselves and in this way

have become inferiorized" (Adams, 1972, p. 14). The segregation of
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of power in a community as small as Beauval is a constant reminder of

the neo-colonial social order� A love-hate relationship, especially

with regards. to the RCMP, has emerged toward white society. The police

have the power to mediate in major disputes, and they represent to

the few upwardly mobile Metis a line of defense against the economically

"excluded" who might try to br�ng them down. Yet at the same time the

police, as well as the conservation officers, are hated as the most

Qvert symbols of interference and repression by the dominant society.

It WQuld not be an overstatement to describe many northern

communities as highly suspicious,· approaching paranoia, of the

presence of white outsiders. This has become a conditioned response.

The almost omnipotent posLt.Lon. of Europeans in the north and the

vulnerability of both the employed· and the unemployed-welfare sectors

of Metis society in the face of white domination, has taught many

people to be wary.

There are, of course, many more subtle and complex manifes

tations of Metis socio-cultural behavior. These would require a

separate study to discuss fully. This discussion'has introduced some

of the socio-cultural, historical and socio-economic background

useful for a better understanding of the context of Beauval as a

northern community. As well it has illustrated some of the problems

which the Regional Communication Centre and the staff of Natotawin

were confronted with.
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Appendix B

DATA GATHERING INSTRUMENTS

Intrbductiort t6 Inte�views

Name and Sponsorship. '

I'm Paul Hur1y. I'm a student at the University of Saskatchewan.

I'm working on research for a degree from the university. I have been

given permission to work in Beauva1 by the Local Community Authority

and by the Board of the Regional Communication Centre.

Purpose·

I am trying to find out how the newspaper Natotcaoin contributes

to life in BeauvaL To do this I' am asking a group of people in Beauva1

who I am calling community leaders. What I learn from this study will

be useful to the newspaper's Board.

Nature of the Study

I want to talk with you because I feel your opinions about

how the newspaper contributes to Beauva1 will be very helpful. I was

given your name by several people in Beauva1 who think of you as a

community leader. I would like to ask you some questions now and come

back in several weeks to ask you some more.

Confidential Nature

Because I believe your opinion is important I want you to

answer the questions as truthfully as you can. Anything you tell

me will never be told to someone else by me as coming from you. I

am not interested in telling people how each person answered these

234
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questions. I only want to know what a large group of people in Beauval

think. It is important to me that you feel relaxed and free to tell

me your honest feelings.



Col. No. Code

1-2 Interview No. 01

3-4 Card No. 01

5-7 Respondent No.

8-9 Leadership No.

LEADERSHIP IDENTIFICATION INTERVIEW SCHEDULE A

Date of Interview
-------

Time: Star,t Finish
---

236
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Col. Code

0 10,11,12

From this list

of leader-

ship

posts

piease
name the

posts you

presently

hold. Col. Code

13,14

15,16

17,18

1. How long have you lived in Beauval?

All your life
__9....9_ Years

2. What clubs or organizations Nhich club or

do you belong to? I have a organization

list of different types to have you

help you remember all of . attended a

them. meeting of

in the past

12 months?

o Total:
___0_ Total: oTotal:

3. How many months during the past year have you travelled

outside of Beauval to attend a meeting of a club or

organization, or for business purposes?

Not at all (!) Six to 10 times ----(2)
Five times or less � More than 10 times (i)

Col. Code

19

4. Do you presently hold any elected office?

Yes ----(2) No �
o

Col. Code

5. (If yes) Which one?

20

21,22

I am going to ask you some questions about leadership

in Beauval. I want to know who these people are so I

can find out more about Beauval. I will not tell anyone

who named them as a leader in Beauval. By using the word

leader I mean a person ..
who has a position of influence,

authority or power in a group of people or a community.



6. When a community problem is being discussed in Beauval

which people do you think most strongly influence the

final decision about what to do? By a community problem

I'm referring to things like deciding if new sewers

should be installed or how to stop juvenile delinquency.

238
Col. Code

23,24

25,26

27,28

o
Reason 29,30

o
Name

o
o

_________-'0,..... 31,32

_________.....0_ 33,34

__________________________<=)� 35,36

_________________________<:)_, 37,38

o

o

7. "Can you think of" -ariy others?

8. For each of the people you have just named please tell

me why you chose them.

9. When a community problem is being discussed in Beauval

which people do you think are most often asked by others

to give their opinion concerning the problem?

Name Reason

o
o
o
o
o

10. Can you think of any others?

11. For each of the people you have just named please tell

me why you chose them.

12. When action is needed to solve a community problem in

Beauva1, such as stopping juvenile delinquency, which

people do you think are most likely to organize others

in the community to take action.

J.

o
o
o
o
o

39,40

41,42

43,44

45,46

47,48

49,50

51,52

53,54

55,56

57,58

59,60

61,62

Stop

1-2 Interview 01

3-4 Card No. 02

5-7 Respondent



Name Reasons

o
o
o
o
o

13� Can you name any others?

14. For each of the people you have �ust named please tell

me why you chose them.

15. When economic problems are being discussed in Beauval

which people do you think are most often asked to give

their opinion concerning the problem? By an economic

problem I mean topics such as the lack of local jobs,

whether a local business will succeed or go bankrupt,

or the prices being paid for furs and fish. There are

many things which people discuss concerning how they

make their living.

Name Reasons

o
o
o
o
o

16. Can you name any others?

17. For each of the people you have just named please tell

me why you chose them.

18. Have you heard about the newspaper Natotawin?

Yes <!) No �
19. Have you read Natotawin in the last 12 months? By read

I mean to open the newspaper and to look at the informa

tion in one or part of one article or advertisement.

Yes � No �

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

239
Col. Code

10,11

12,13

14,15

16,17

18,19

20,21

22,,23

24,25

26,27

28,29

Col.

30,31

32,33

34,35

36,37

38,39

40,41

42,43

44,45

46,47

48,49

Col.

50

51

Code

Code
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Col. Code

20. !If yesl. How often have you read Natotawin during the

last 12 months?

Every issue <!) More than 12 issues
__

,

__� 52

Between 6 and 11 issues
__0 Five or less G)

21. (If five or less) Please tell me the reasons why you did

not read Natotawin more often.

22. Can you think of any other reason?

23. (If 'no' from #19) Please tell me the reasons why you

do not read Natotawin .•

24. How do you get a copy of Natotawin?

From a pile at the Post Office

From my Post Office box

-0
-0
-0
-0

Delivered to my home or office

From a friend or relative

Other (please describe)

53,54

55,56

Col. Code

57,58

59,60

61,62

63,64

25. How do you read an issue of Natotawin? Do you read

All of each issue -(0
Most of each issue _O
Only a little _0 65

Different each issue -CD
Not really sure -@



26. How many other people read your copy of Natotawin?

More than five � Two to four
__

'

__�
One other person ([) None �

27. What parts of Natotawin are you most interested in

reading? On these cards I have listed the types of

articles and other features printed in Natotawin. Please

place the cards in an order so that the top card

represents the type of thing you are most interested in

reading in Natotawin. The bottom card will show the

thing you are least interested in reading in Natotawin.

When you are finished arranging your cards in order

please pass them back to me.

241
Col. Code

66

Stop

1-2 Interview 01

3-4 Card No. 03

5-7 Respondent

10,11

12,13

14,15

16,17

18,19

20,21

22,23

Culture (!) News About Beauval � Area #3 � 24,25

___

N. sask.0 s. Sask. G) __ Canada 0 26,27

___

Outside Canada (2) Stories About People � 28,29

t:\ 30,31
___

School News \2J

Advertisements: goods, entertainment �
Advertisements: jobs, courses @ __

Editorials @
Sports @ Cartoons @

28. vlliat other newspapers do you read regularly? None
__�

Total: 0
29. vfuat magazines do you read every month? None �

Total: __o
To complete this interview I am going to ask you some

questions about yourself.

32,33

34,35

36,37

Col. Code

38,39

40,41



37. I would like to know what you have done for a living for

each month during the past 12 months.

(Enter code from survey sheet)

38. If the government stopped paying fishermen money to

harvest ice every winter would the way you now make a

living be affected? Yes
__@ No --0 Don't I·' 55

Know _·_0
39. Will the government's decision to start mining uranium

in northern Saskatchewan affect the way you now make a

living? Yes (!) No � Don't Know
__� 56

40. Do you own your own vehicle? Yes (!) No
__� 57

41. Is your vehicle broken at this time? Yes �NO � 58

42. Do you have a telephone in your home? Yes
__(!)NO __� 59

30. How old are you? o (Sex) M F
----'-

@ 0)
31. Are you a Metis \'llii te Indian Non-Status Indian

@ CD CD CD
32. Are you Single Married Separated Divorced Widowed

CD 0 -0 0 ®
33. How many children do you have, if any? None (0)

Number o
34. How many grandchildren do you have, if any? None

__C£)
35. What level of formal education have you received?

No school _® Grade 11 grad. _0
Some elementary _@ Grade 12 grad. _@
Grade 8 graduate _� Some university -0
Some secondary

_O
University

_G)school graduate

Grade 10 grad. -0
36. What employment training have you received? None (£)

Some trade school
or apprenticeship

Trade school grad.
or journeymen

.

certificate

Training on the

job -0
G)

-0

-0 Adult upgrading

Business school

graduate -0)

---- •

Code

242
Col.

42,43

44

45

46

47,48

49,50

51

52

53,54



43. Is your telephone connected for service? Yes
__(!)No __� 60

44. What provincial political party do you belong to, if any?
NDP ---C!) PC � Liberal � Other <:)
None (2)

This is the last question I want to ask you today. Thank you for

your help. I would like to come in one or two weeks and a�k you a

few more questions. Would you be willing to answer some more

questions for me? Yes/No. Is there anything you would like to ask

me about what I am doing before I leave.

J

Col. 243 Code

61

Stop



Col. No.

1-2

3-4
5-7

Interview No.

Card No.

Respondent No.

Code

02
04

Schedule B

LEADER OPINIONS CONCERNING ISSUES, CONCERNS,

ATTITUDES AND THE PERFORMANCE OF NATOTA�VIN

\

Date of Interview
--------

Time: Start

244

\

Finish



1. In your opinion what are the five main problems in

Beauva1 of concern to people who live here?

2. Why did you choose these problems?

Problems Reasons

o
b. o

o
d. 0'

,·,·0-·
_

e.

3. In your opinion what are the five most important things

which need to be done to make Beauval a better place to

live?

4. Why did you choose these things?

Tasks Reasons

a. o
b. o
c. o
d. o
e. o
5. Would you please give a general rating for Beauval for

the following conditions and services which I will name.

The card I am giving you has the list of possible ratings.

If you are familiar with the condition or service I name

please give the item either an excellent, good, fair,

poor or-very poor rating. If you cannot decide please

say you 'do-not know.

a. How the Local Community Authority

runs the town.

b. Decisions made by the LCA about

local matters.

543 1 02

543 2 1 0

c. Cooperation between the LCA and 543 2 1 0

the NMC.

l

Col. Code
245

10,11

12,13

14,15

16,17

18,19

20,21

22,23

24,25

26,27

28,29

30

31

32



d. Cooperation between the LCA and

DNS.

e. Cooperation between the Valley

View School Board and the

Northern School Board.

f. Cooperation among people to solve 5 4 3. 2

543

543

problems in Beauva1.

g. Assistance provided by DNS Planning 5 4 3 2

staff.

h. Assistance provided by DNS Fisheries 5 4 3

staff.

i. Assistance provided by DNS

Economic Development staff.

j. Opportunities for people to

participate in community decision-

making.

k. Feeling of freedom in Beauva1 to 5 4 3

pub1ica11y take a stand on an issue

543

543

without making enemies.

1. Opportunity to make known pub1ica11y 5 4 3

your opinion about a local issue.

m. Coverage of news in Beauva1 by

Natotawin.

n. Accuracy of reporting in Natotawin. 5 4 3

543

o. Relations between Metis�_and Whites 5 4 3

in Beauva1.

p. Relations between Metis and Treaty

Indians in Beauva1.

543

2 1 0

I am now going to ask you some questions concerning your

attitude toward two issues. On the card I am showing you

there are the five possible answers I would like you to

use. I will tell you which questions I would like you to

to use these possible answers for. For the first question

I would like to know •••

2 1 0

1 0

1 0

2 1 0

2 1 0

2 1 0

2 1 0

2 1 0

2 1 0

2

2

1 0

1 0

2 1 0

Col. 246 Code

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45



6. What is your attitude toward the ice harvest subsidy?

Are you in favour of it _(0
Are you not in favour of it _0)
Are you undecided ----(2)

7. Why do you feel this way?

SA A U D SD

8. The ice harvest is a good way of

employing people in the north.

9. Working is better than receiving

welfare.

*10. The government made a mistake by

starting to pay fishermen to harvest

5 432 1

5 4 3 2 1

1

ice.

*11. Fresh water commercial fishing no

longer provides a good income for

northern families.

2 3 4 51

12. Government doesn't care about northern 5 4 3 2 1

fishermen and their families.

*13. The ice harvest could be run easily

without government funding.

14. Fishermen should be paid for working on 5

1 2 3 4 5

432 1

the ice harvest.

*15. The ice harvest subsidy wastes 1 2 345

government money.

16. What is your attitude toward the present development of

uranium mining in northern Saskatchewan?

Are you in favour of it (1)
Are you not in favour of it �
Are you undecided -0

Col. 247 Code

46

47,48

49,50

51,52

53

.54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61



17. Why do you feel this way?

Col.
248

Code

62,63

64,65

66,67

18. Uranium mining is an important 1 2 3 4 5 68

development.

19. Uranium mining will provide permanent 1 2 3 4 5 69

jobs for Indians and Metis in northern

Saskatchewan.

*20. The government would have gone ahead 5 4 3 2 1 70

with the development of the mines even

if the people had strongly opposed

uranium development in the north.

*2l. Most of the jobs at the uranium mines 5 4 3 2 1 71

will be given to people from the south.

22. Indians and Metis will get permanent 1 2 3 4 5 72

jobs at the mines if job training is

provided.

*23. UraniUm mining in northern Saskatchewan 5 4 3 2 1 73

should be stopped immediately.

*24. Uranium mining will provide very few 5 4 3 2 1 74

permanent jobs for people living in

Beauval.

*25. Foreign-owned companies should not be 5 4 3 2 1 75

allowed to mine uranium in northern

Saskatchewan.

26. The government is interested in helping 1 2 3 4 5 76

the people of the north to improve

their standard of living.

27. More uranium mines should be started 1 2 3 4 5 77

in northern Saskatchewan to speed up

development in northern communities.

*28. Uranium mining destroys the land from 5 4 3 2 1 78

which northern people can hunt, trap

and fish.



Col. Code
249

29. The Dene at Carswell Lake did not 1 2 3 4 5 79

properly sign the Treaty with the

Canadian government. Though they are Stop

presently trying to settle their land

claim they should not interfere with
Col.

the starting of the Cluff Lake 1-2 Interview 02

uranium mine.
3-4 Card No. 05

5-7 Respondent

30. Are you aware of any problems associated with uranium
Code

development? Yes --0 No --0 Don't Know
__® 10

31. (If yes) Please tell me the ones you know of.

32. Where did you learn or hear about these problems?

* These items are negative and their weights are reversed .

for scoring.

11,12

13,14

15,16

17,18

19,20

21,22

23,24

Continue key punch
for Card No. 05

on Interview 03



Col. No.

30-31
32-33
34-36

Interview No. 03

Card No. 05

Respondent No.

Schedule C

LEADE� O�INIONS CONCERNING THE

?E�ORMANCE O� NATOTAWIN

Date of Interview'

Time: Start'

Finish

250
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This is the last set of questions I would like to ask you. These

questions are about the newspaper Natotawin.

1. What do you think of Natotawin?

(What do you like about it? What do you dislike about it? What

do you find the most useful about the newspaper? Are there any

things printed in the newspaper which you'd like to see expanded?

Are there any things which the newspaper doesn't report which

you would like to see included in it?)

2. Do people ever talk to you about the newspaper?

Yes --'CD No --0 Can '·t recall
__®

(If yes, please tell me some of the things they have said about

it. What do they find the most useful in Natotawin to read?)

3. If I were living in Beauval would'you encourage me to read

Natotawin? (If yes, why?) (If no, why not; what newspaper

should I read?)

4. Do you feel Natotawin is easy to read?

All the time
__(!) Some of the time �

None of the time ---(2) Don't Know (9)
(If either 2 or 3 above, why? Is the size of the print, the length

of the articles, the difficulty of the words, etc. the reason?)

(What, if anything, do you like about the way the newspaper is

designed?)

5. Do you feel Natotawin explains things clearly?

All the time --(1) Some of the time �
None of the time � Don't Know ----(3)

(Has Natotawin helped you to understand how a ,problem would

affect Beauval? Yes (!) No � Don't Know (£)
If yes, give me an example?)

6. How would change Natotawin if you wanted to increase its ability

to help you to understand the affects of problems in the news

on life in Beauval?
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7. As far as you are concerned, are there any news events or

community problems in Beauval which you feel Natotawin has

failed to bring to people's attention?

Yes <!> No ([) Don't Know (£)
(If yes, please give some examples.)

8. Do you feel Natotawin has helped people in Beauval to become

more involved in Community activities?

Yes � No � Don't Know (£)
(If yes, what kinds of activities seem to have benefited most;

would you say a lot of people or a few have become more active

than before; what do you think the newspaper has done specifically

to help?)

(If no, why hasn't it?)

9. Do you think Natotawin encourages people to publically express

their opinions about community problems?

Yes � No � Don't Know �
(If yes, how: letters to the editor, etc.?)

(If no, why not: people afraid of criticism by others or the

newspaper staff; don't think it will be printed, etc.?)

10. What do you feel ,should be the mixture of news stories printed

in Natotawin? More news about Beauval
__<V

More news from 'outside Beauval
___0

About half of each -0
Doesn't matter -0
Don't know -@

11. By reading Natotawin have you been able to learn what groups

or individuals inBeauval are concerned about a specific

problem? Yes ---<D No 0 Don't Know @
12. Has Natotawin ever suggested,'that you can remember, action

which could be taken on a problem?

Yes <!) No ---C[) Don't Know (£)
lIf yes, describe to me what happened as you remember it.)
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13. Does Natotawin help to build a sense of pride in the community?

Yes --0 No
__0 Don't Know

__0
(If yes, how does it do this?)

(If no, should it do this; why; how?)

14. Does Natotawin help to build a sense of pride in the cullture

of the Indian and Metis people?

Yes --C!) No � Don't Know
__®

(If yes, how does it do this?)

(If no, should it do this; why; how?)

15. What kind of relationship do you feel exists between most

community leaders in Beauval and the newspaper staff?

(Does the staff consult the community leaders before writing

about issues? Does it encourage people to support local leaders?

Should it? Does Natotawin support the LCA? How? Does it

avoid criticising leaders publically?)

I want to summarize your feelings about Natotawin. For each of

the following six questions I will show you a card. Please tell

me where you would put your answer on the line between the two

words for each question.

16. Do you think the newspaper is active or passive, or somewhere

in between? o
17. Do you think Natotawin is valuable, worthless, or somewhere in

between? o
18. Do you think Natotawin is interesting, boring, or somewhere in

between? o
19. Do you think Natotawin is honest, dishonest or somewhere in

between? o
2 20. Do you think Natotawin is $E�ang" weak or somewhere -in

between? o
21. What do you think about the staff of Natotawin?

(Is there anything else? Do you think they do their job well?

What do you think they are trying to do in Beauval with the

newspaper? What would you do differently?)

22. Should the staff be Cree speaking? Yes (1)NO __0
Don't Know (0)

(If yes, why?)

l
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23. Should the staff be from Area #3? Yes � No , ([)
Don't Know (Q)

(If yes, why?)

In order to answer the following questions I'm going to ask you

to remember back over the past year.

24. How many articles do you remember reading in Natotawin about

the ice harvest subsidy?

A lot ---(2) A few (3) None __!Q) Can't remember (2)
25. When was the last time you remeber reading an article in

Natotawin concerning the ice harvest subsidy?

____________

month(sI. ago Can't remember (2)
26. How would describe the editorial stand of the newspaper concerning

the ice harvest subsidy?,

In favour (1) Opposed � Neutral � Can't say (2)
27. As a result of reading articles in Natotawin on the ice harvest

subsidy issue, has you opinion concerning this issue changed in

any way? (How? Has ,the newspaper supported your opinion concerning

this issue? In what way?)

28. How many articles do you remember reading in Natotawin about

the uranium mining issue?

A lot ---(1) A few � None (2) Can't remember �
29. When was the last time you remember reading an article in

Natotawin concerning the uranium mining issue?

_________

morrth.Ia) ago - Can't reme:rnber
__(2)

30. How would you describe the editorial' stand of Natotawin

concerning the development of uranium mining in the north?

In favour (1) Opposed '� Neutral ---(1) Can't say�
31. As a result of reading articles in Natotawin on the uranium

mining issue has your opinion concerning this issue changed in

any way? (How? Has the newspaper supported your opinion?

In what way?)

Thank you very much for the time you have given me. As soon as

I have organized all the answers to the questions I have asked

people in Beauval, I will share the information with the Advisory

Board of the Regional Communication Centre.
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Interview Questions for the Former Project
Director and Editor

*1. I'd like you to start by telling me what you were doing before

Frontier College (the Board of Directors) hired you.

2. What plan of action did you set out for. yourself for starting the

Regional Communication Centre?

3. Did anyone, such as Jack Pearpoint, give you any special instruc-

tions?

*4. What was the local communications pattern like when you arrived

in Beauval?

5. Can you tell me what happened during the period of organizing the

Communications Centre? How was Beauval chosen as the location?

What was the reception to the idea in the various communities?

6. What leaders in Area #3 supported the idea of the RCC? Who seemed

less enthusiastic? What people have changed their opinions since

then?

*7. Why did Natotawin become such a major part of the RCC's activity?

*8. What are some of the other communication's projects that. the

Centre has undertaken?

*9. What do you understand the term community development to mean?

What should the newspaper do to achieve the community development

objective given to it in the DNS contract?

*10. At the time that DNS stated it wanted Natotawin and the RCC to

engage in community development did you agree or disagree with

this role? Do you feel any different about it now?

*11. DNS has stated that it wanted the Centre and Natotawin to gather

peoples' questions and concerns, and provide information to the
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people to answer these. What do you feel about this proposed role

for the Centre and Natotawin? Has Natotawin carried out this role

in any way?

*12. How has Natotawin increased community involvement in development

activities in Beauval?

*13. What are some examples of Natotawin contributing to community

discussion of and participation in an issue?

14. What was your relationship as Project Director with the rest of

the staff?

15. The direction of the newspaper seems to have changed significantly

with the change of editor. Why is that?

16. Training of staff has been a major issue from DNS's perspective.

What kinds of training have the present staff received? Has there

been any trouble mounting courses? Has DNS offered assistance?

17. What has been the reaction to Natotawin in Beauval? What has been

the reaction throughout Area #3? Would each community like its own

newspaper?

18. In 1977 DNS wanted to terminate the· relationship between the

Centre and Frontier College. Why was this? As far as you know,

what changed their mind?

19. Has the arrival of television since Natotawin started changed the

way the newspaper operates in the community? Has the Centre made

any decision to initiate local broadcasting?

20. If you had the entire project to start over again, what if anything

would you do differently?

*Questions also asked of the former editor of Natotawin.
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Interview Questions for Regional Communication
Centre Board Members

1. How do you make your living?

2. When did you first sit on the RCC Board?

3. Why was the RCC located in Beauval?

4. Was any support given by your community to the RCC when it started?

5. What is the role of the Board in running the Centre?

6. What is the purpose of Natotawin?

7. One objective of the newspaper and the Centre is to carry out

community development functions (read these aloud). What should

the newspaper do to carry out these functions?

8. Has the newspaper started any community discussions about an

issue or increased participation in a development issue?

9. How has the Board carried out its editorial and review function as

given to it at the March 24, 1976 meeting. Did you agree with

the editorial policy and content of most of Natotawin during

1978?

10. How would you describe the,·relationship between the Board and the

editor?

11. How would you describe the relationship between the Board and DNS?

12. Do people in your community ever talk about Natotawin?

13. What are some things you like about Natotawin?

14. What are some things you dislike about Natotawim?

15. If you had to start the newspaper again what, if anything, would

you do differently?
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Interview Questions for the Head of Extension
Services, DNS, La Ronge

1. Who initiated the Regional Communication Centre project?

2. Why was Beauval chosen as the site for the project?

3. Why was Frontier College asked to participate in the project?

4. What did DNS hope to accomplish by starting the project?

5. What roles or functions did DNS hope Natotawin would perform?

6. Why did DNS want to terminate the Frontier College contract in

1977? Why did DNS change its mind?

7. What did DNS specifically intend by the wording of the third

project objective (read it aloud)?

8. How was Natotawin to have performed to satisfy this objective?

9. Does DNS feel that Natotawin has achieved the third objective?

Could you explain your answer with some specific examples?

10. It has been suggested by Brian Cousins, the former Director of

this department, that Natotawin became an embarrassment to the

government in 1977 and 1978 due to its strong anti-uranium and

other stands. Would DNS agree?

11. Do you think it is possible for a newspaper directly funded by

the government to promote public participation in community

and northern development without becoming involved in the issue

directly?

12. Whose interests do you feel Natotawin represents?

13. Does Natotawin in any way represent the community interests

of Beauval?
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Interview Questions for the President
of Frontier College, Toronto

1., Why was Frontier College interested in the RCC project when it

first heard of the project?

2. Staff expressed some concern about the project? What was their

feeling back in 1975-76?

3. Why did Frontier College decide to go ahead with the project?

4. Back in 1976 how did you think the project was going to develop?

5. Training of staff has been identified as a problem the project

has had. What were problems Frontier College had mounting training

activities?

6. Are you aware there has been some criticism of Frontier College's

handling of the project? How have you responded to this? Has the

College's reputation been damaged in any way?

7. There has been some criticism of the way Frontier College has

become involved in projects like the RCC by working through

government. What has been Frontier College's response?
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Appendix C

RESULTS OF THE LIKERT SCALE PRETEST

1. Ice Harvest Subsidy
Question

Odd-even correlation was -0.14

The correlation coefficients for each question were:

1. -.22 9. .59
2. .64 10. .46
3. .83 11. -.64
4. .14 12. .81
5. .52 13. -.03
6. .88 14. .76
7. .27 15. -.39
8. .21 . 16. .53

2. Uranium Development
Questions

Odd-even correlation was 0.86

The correlation coefficients for each question were:

1. .87 15. .72
2. .09 16. .42
3. -.24 17. -.14
4. .92 18. .92

5. -.36 19. .92
6. .80 20. -.73.
7. .91 21- .73
8. .89 22. .92

9. .90 23. -.68
10. .68 24. .09
11. . 77 25 • .94
12. .87 26. .91
13. • 73 27 • .98
14. -.06 28. .73

29. .76
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Pre�est Attitude Questions-
The Ice Harvest

1. Government support for the ice harvest is an

important source of income for many families

in Beauval.

2. The ice harvest is a good way of employing

people.

3. Working is better than receiving welfare.

4. People living in Northern Saskatchewan do

not have the same opportunity to use govern

ment assistance programs as do people

living in the south.

5. The ice harvest subsidy is a way of helping

unemployed people in the north.

*6. The government made a mistake by starting to

pay the fishermen to harvest ice.

7. Fishing is an important source of money for

many families in the north.

8. Fishing cannot be done in summer unless a

successful ice harvest is conducted.

*9. Fresh water fishing no longer provides a good

income for northern families.

10. The ice harvest money from the government

should be guaranteed every year.

11. Government doesn't care about northern fisher

men and their families.

*12. The ice harvest could easily be run without

government funding.

13. The policy for the ice harvest subsidy should

be the same for inland fishermen in all

provinces.
14. Fishermen should be paid for working on the

ice harvest.
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1 2 3 4 5

5 432 1

5 432 1
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15. The ice harvest subsidy wouldn't be needed if 5 4 3 2 1

the Fresh Water Fish Marketing Corporation

paid fair prices for fish.

*16. The ice harvest .subsidy wastes government money. 1 2 3 4 5

*These are negative items and their weights should be reversed for

scoring •

......_�,..�.:.., _. .z::M.



Pretest Attitude Questions-
Uranium Mining

1. Uranium mining is an important development.

2. Uranium development will make life better in

Beauval.

*3. Development of uranium mining should go ahead

only after land entitlement issues are

settled in the north.

4. Uranium mining will provide work for Indians

and Metis in Northern Saskatchewan.

5. The resources of Northern Saskatchewan

should be used to benefit all people in

Canada.

6. Uranium mining will not poison the land or

people if safety rules are correctly enforced.

*7. The government would have gone ahead with the

development of the mines even if the people

has strongly opposed uranium development in

the north.

*8. Most of the jobs at the uranium mines will be

given to people from the south.

9. Indians and Metis will get jobs at the mines

if job training is provided.

10. Many families will be helped if jobs for

Indians and Metis are provided at the

uranium mines.

*11. Uranium mining produces a substance very

dangerous to human life.

*12. Uranium mining should be stopped immediately.

13. More tourists will come to Northern Saskat-

chewan on the mining roads.

14. Tourists will spend a lot of money in

northern communities.
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2 3 4 5
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1 2 345
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1 2 3 4 5
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5 432 1
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1 2 3 4 5

5 432 1

5: 432 1

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5



15. The increased number of tourists will be a

great help to communities like Beauval.

16. The development of uranium mining will

improve services in the north.

17. Improved services in the north will make

living in Beauval better.

*18. Uranium mining will provide very few jobs

for people living in Beauval.

*19. Foreign-owned companies should not be

allowed to mine uranium in Northern

Saskatchewan.

*20. The profits from the sale of uranium should

be invested in the north.

21. Northern people should be thankful that the

government and these mining companies are

interested in developing the north.

22. The government is interested in helping the

people of the north to improve their standard

of living.

*23. The government should use the uranium mine

profits to create permanent jobs for northern

people.

*24. The mining companies do not care what happens

to northern people.

25. More uranium mines should be started in

Northern Saskatchewan to speed up development
in the communities.

*26. Uranium mining destroys the land from which

northern people can hunt, trap and fish.

27. The Dene at Carswell Lake did not properly

sign the Treaty with the Canadian government.

Though they are presently trying to settle

their land claim, they should not interfere

with the starting of the Cluff Lake mine.

28. Uranium mining has givene Beauval residents

an excellent opportunity to improve their

standard of living.

-� �

1
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1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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29. It would be terrible if Beauval residents

missed the opportunity to improve their

standard of living.

1

266

2 3 4 5

*These items are negative and their weights must be reversed for

scoring.



Appendix D

CONTENT CATEGORY DEFINITIONS

Instructions to Judges:

You will find enclosed several copies of the newspaper Natotawin.

I would like you to read each issue and categorize the content material

indicated on the enclosed analysis sheets.

The categories identified are listed across the top of each

analysis sheet. The material for each issue is listed on the right
hand side. Read as much of each piece of material as you feel is

necessary to make a judgement.
Please familiarize yourself with the categories before starting

to designate the content. "Copy" refers to any printed material. Pages

listed for analysis are usually photo collages and are to be considered

as a single item.

Culture - any "copy" of a literary artistic, historical or

ethnic nature intended to draw attention to present or past events,

the heritage or accomplishments of a group of people or photographs

which accomplish the same.

News About People - any "copy" or photograph specifically

referring to community, economic, social or political events in

Beauval.

News About Area #3 - any "copy" or photograph referring to

events of a community, economic, social or political nature in Ile

a-la-Crosse, Cole Bay, Jans Bay, Canoe Lake (Narrows), Patuanak,

Green Lake, Dore Lake or Sled Lake.

News About Northern Saskatchewan - any "copy" or photo

graph on community, economic, social or political events which

apply to the entire north and are given a broad focus in the story,

or any "copy" originating outside of Area #3 but in the Northern

Administration District.
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News About Southern Saskatchewan - any "copy", or photograph
on community, economic, social or political events pertaining to

southern Saskatchewan or the entire province.

News About Canada - any "copy" or photograph on economic,

social or political events which do not specifically apply to

Saskatchewan.

News From Outside Canada - any "copy" or photograph on

social, political, economic or community events which originate from

outside Canada.

Stories About People - any "copy" or photographs which focus

specifically on the life or accomplishments of a person or persons.

This might also be termed "Human Interest".

School News - any "copy" or photograph reporting on the

activities of any kind within a primary or secondary school.

Advertisements for Goods, Entertainment and Public Meetings -

any "copy" either listing private goods for sale or soliciting goods

for puchase, as well as any ad with information about a public

meeting or an upcoming event, whether free or requiring an admission

price, which is intended to entertain the participant or viewer.

Advertisements for Jobs or Training"- any "copy" informing

readers of employment opportunities for which applications are being

solicited, or informing readers of credit or non-credit courses for

either job-related or social demand purposes.

Editorials - any "copy" whether designated an editorial or

letter to the editor, whether with or without a byline or signature,

which expresses the subjective opinion of the writer or writers

concerning the topic.

Sports - any "copy" or photograph reporting athletic events.

Cartoons - drawings inserted in the newspaper to provide

either a humorous, satirical or political viewpoint.

When you have completed designating all the articles please return

the sheets to me. I will want to discuss your results at a later date

with you.



Appendix E

STEPS TAKEN TO OBTAIN PERMISSION FOR THE
BEAUVAL STUDY

Letter, dated Dec. 6, 1977 to Robin Hill, Program Developer, reques-

ting permission to visit Beauval and discuss my proposal.

Letter, dated Feb. 1, 1978 to Robin Hill again asking to visit

Beauval; no reply received to either letters.

Phone call, March 30, 1978 to Robin Hill; informed that present

time not suitable for a visit.

Letter, dated March 30, 1978 to Robin Hill confirming phone call.

Phone call, June 1978 to Simon Paul, Editor; invited to come to

Beauval.

Trip to Beauval June 14-17, 1978.

Letter, dated June 19, 1978 to Florence Hansen, Secratary-Treasurer

LCA asking for LCA's permission to conduct study.

Letter, dated June 22, 1978 to Peter Buffin, Chairman of RCC Board,

asking permission from Advisory Board to conduct study.

Phone call, Sept, 1978 to Florence Hansen asking if the LCA had

discussed my letter; informed it had not but would be on next

agenda.

Met Simon Paul in Regina, Sept. 15, 1978 when he informed me that he

and Peter Buffin had discussed my proposal and had agreed I

could come.

Attended Nov. 10, 1978 Board meeting; was asked to explain what I

wanted to do.

269
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Discussion with Rod Bishop, Board member at his home in Green Lake

on Nov. 13, 1978 about the possible effects of the study.

Discussion in early Dec. 1978 with Peter Buffin; Mike Blackmon,

LCA Trainer; Joe Diagneult, Recreation Worker; Robin Hill;

and INS staff to ensure my work did not conflict with

Beauval Community Planning Study.
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#1103 101 Cumberland Ave. S.,
Saskatoon, Sask. S7N 1L5
June 22, 1978

Peter Buffin,
Chairman,
The Advisory Board,
Regional Communication Centre,
Beauval, Sask. SOM OGO

Dear Mr, Buffin,

I am writing to request the Advisory Board to place the following
item on their agenda of the full Board.

I am requesting the Advisory Board's permission to come to Beauval
and study the newspaper Natotawin as part of the requirement for my
Master of Continuing Education degree. I have also written to the
Local Community Authority, as I was advised by Mr. J. Lafleur, to ask
their permission to conduct a study in the community.

The purpose of my research would be to identify the role of a

community newspaper which is locally-controlled in a process of

community development. My study would focus primarily on the role
of Natotawin in helping the Centre to achieve its third stated

objective: "Encourage public participation in community and northern

development through awareness, understanding, confidence, self
expression and action."

Though we were unable to meet and discuss. my proposal when I was in
Beauval during the week of June 12, I did have the opportunity of

discussing this matter with Simon Paul, editor; Rod Bishop, Board

member; Robin Hill, former project director (sic). Rod stated an

interest in learning more about Area #3 communities in terms of
socio-economic profiles. Simon said he was interested in learning
what effect, if any, the paper may have been having. Robin suggested
the Centre and the newspaper could benefit from knowing what issues
Area #3 residents see as significant or important to them, whether
these are properly covered to their liking in Natotawin, and whether
the content is sufficiently understood by them.

I strongly feel that research in communities should be of
benefit to all who participate. It would be my intention that my
proposed research should provide the Advisory Board and the staff at

the Centre with information which can help them judge their work
and continually try to improve it in keeping with their objectives.
I therefore definitely hope that I will be able to provide useful
answers to the concerns of Simon Paul and Robin Hill. As I explained
to Rod Bishop, I do not feel I have the skills necessary to provide
information to answer his concern.

• •• 2
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(2)

I would welcome further ideas from the Board concerning questions which
I might try to find answers to which deal with the role of the news

paper in carrying out the aims and the objectives of the Centre.

I am sure we are all aware of times when outside researchers come to

communities, gather information, and leave without ever sharing their

findings with people in the community. I feel this is very wrong having
seen this happen several times. While I must take responsibility for

my thesis within the _:University of Saskatchewan I want to make the

following commitment to the Advisory Board of the Centre. If my
request to conduct the research meets with your approval I will:

1) Try to incorporate questions in my research which will seek to

answer your need for further information.

2) Before publically publishing my data in any form I will meet with
the Board at a meeting called by you to present and discuss the
the information I have and its accuracy.

3) After completing my thesis, when my information has been accepted
by the university, I would write a shorter and separate report
to the Board for their record and to distribute as you see fit.

These three points I hope will meet with your approval.

Perhaps I should state why I would just look at Beauval. I have
limited financial resources and think that trying to cover all Area

#3 would be very costly and time consuming. By concentrating on one

community I would hope to fLnd' out more detailed information, get
to know the people much better, and see if the process can be suc

cessful in at least one specific community in Area #3.

I would hope, if you approve my study, to return to Beauval in

September to start my work. I would hope we could meet as a group
to examine my data in February. I am aiming to finish my thesis

by May 1979.

I would be glad to answer any questions which the Board members

might wish to ask about what I intend to do. I'm still trying to

think out this myself so my ideas are fairly tentative when discus

sing specifics.
.,

I look forward to your reply and hope it will grant me permission.

�l�Paul Hurly �
cc. Lillianne Corrigal

Mr. J. Lafleur, Overseer, LCA



Appendix F

CREATING THE CODING CATEGORIES

For the. purpose of analysing the data a set of coding categories

was created for a number of the questions in Schedule A. Other categor

ies for replies to the open-ended questions in Schedule C were developed

on the basis of patterns which emerged. This was discussed in Chapter

3. The following will pertain only to those categories developed for

Schedule A data.

Question 1 Schedule A placed any person not living all their

life in Beauval into category 1 and people living all their life in

Beauval in category 2. The rationale for this division was based on

Merton's analysis of cosmopolitan leaders (1949).

Question 2B Schedule A divided active social participation

(gregariousness) into category 1 comprised of people with membership

in less than three organizations, and category 2 for those with member

ship in three or more. The rationale for this division was based upon

the frequency and range of the replies which seemed to indicate a

possible hierarchy similar to that discovered by Merton, and Lazars

feld and Katz (1955).

Question 2C divided leadership in social organizations into

category 1 consisting of those with either one or no position, and

category 2 of leaders with two or more leadership positions in organ

izations. The rationale was based upon the frequency of the replies.

Merton (1949) suggested that the amount of outside contact
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that the amount of outside contact which an individual has may affect

their perception of issues. Question 3 divided the replies into two

categories to determine whether travel had been important in deter

mining the hierarchy of leaders in Beauval. Category 1 consisted of

people who travelled outside of Beauval five times or less during the

month. Category 2 was comprised of individuals travelling outside of

Beauval six times or more per month.

Question 28 divided newspaper readership into two categories.

Category 1 consisted of any leader reading either one or no other

newspaper while category 2 was for those reading more than one. The

rationale for this division was based upon factors suggested by

Merton, and Katz and Lazarsfeld, as well as the frequency and range

of the distribution.

Question 29 divided magazine readership into two categories.

Category 1 was comprised of those reading no magazines and category 2

consisted of those reading one or more. The rationale was identical to

that for question 28.

Question 35 based its division upon the work of Gary Dickinson

(1978a, 1978b) on undereducated adults in Canada. Category 1 can be

can be described as similar but not identical to Dickinson's illiterate

and undereducated categories. For this study category 1 was assigned

to anyone with no formal or less than a completed primary education,

or to a grade eight graduate. Anyone with more than a primary edu

cation was placed into category 2.

Question 36 assumed that anyone without ajob training would

be less advantaged than those who had received some form of training.

The division for the categories reflected'this with people receiving
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no employment training going into category 1.

The division for Question 37 has been described in Chapter 3.



Appendix G

RESULTS OF QUESTION 5, SCHEDULE B

Statements Responses

4-1 1-1
s:: 0
OJ 0
.-I Il-I � �.-I
OJ '1j 1-1 1-1 >. s:: s::
C) 0 -r-! 0 1-1 ,..\I'.
� 0 til 0 OJ 0
� C.!) � Il-I :> A

a. How the Local Community Authority runs 0 6 5 2 1 2
the town.

b. Decisions made the LCA about local matters. 0 5 9 1 0 1

c. Cooperation between the LCA and the NMC. 0 2 1 1 1 11

d. Cooperation between the LCA and DNS. 0 3 6 0 1 6

e. Cooperation between the Valley View 3 6 2 0 0 5
School Board and the Northern School
Board.

£. Cooperation among people to solve problems 0 0 8 5 2 1
in Beauval.

g. Assistance provided by DNS Planning staff. 0 11 2 1 0 2

h. Assistance provided by DNS Fisheries 0 1 4 2 2 7
staf£.

l. Assistance provided by DNS Economic 2 7 3 2 0 2

Deveopment staff •

j. Opportunities for people to participate 1 3 4 4 1 3
in community decision-making.

k. Feeling of freedom in Beauval to publically 0 0 9 3 0 4
take a stand on an 1ssue without making
enemies.

l. Opportunity to make known publically your 2 5 4 1 1 3

opinion about a local issue.
."

m. Coverage of news in Beauval by Natotawin. 0 4 7 3 1 1

n. Accuracy of reporting in N�totawin. 0 6 5 2 1 2

o. Relations between Metis and Whites in 2 7 5 0 0 2

Beauval.

p. Relations between Metis and Indians in 3 6 3 1 1 2

Beauval.
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Appendix H

SUMMARY OF EVALUATIONS

January, 1976 Evaluation

The following is a summary of the replies to some of the questions as

obtained from the files of the Regional Communication Centre.

Yes No

Don't
know

3. Do people in your community receive Natotawin

every month? 10 0 1

4. Do you think Natotawin is interesting and useful
for people in Area 3? 10 0 1

5. Please check the following kinds of things which

you think should be printed in Natotawin.

a. News of MLAs, LACs, LCAs and Band Councils

b. Sports reports and recreation news

c. Church reports

d. Wedding, anniversary

e. Accidents and deaths

f. Pictures of the towns and people of Area 3

g. Government news

h. F.S.I. and Metis Society news

i. Legends and stories about oldtimers

j. People's opinions about northern issues

k. Reports from southern newspapers on northern

topics

1. Legends and stories from oldtimers

m. Cartoons, jokes

n. Puzzles and games

o. Northern recipes

p. Interviews with local people about own ideas
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11

10

8

10

10

10

6

7

6

11

o

1

3

1

1

1

5

4

5

o

10

11

10

3

4

11

1

o

1

8

7

o



q. Explanations of government programs

r. News about community projects

6. Should Natotawin be distributed through the
Post Office.

8. Do you think it would be useful if the Regional
Communication Centre could help do the following
kinds of things to provide more information to

northern residents.

a. Arrange public meetings

b. Help people get answers to problems and

questions about government programs

c. Provide reports about events in Area 3
for radio broadcasting (CBC)

d. Provide video tapes on Area projects

e. Help local councils prepare reports, etc.

f. Assist schools and adult education classes

prepare communications materials

g. Prepare materials on local history

10. Do you have any other ideas or comments about
the Regional Communication Centre?

a. more local news

b. higher budget for travel

c. news about court cases

d. report progress on rehabilitation centre

e. video tape officials at meetings

f. less government propaganda

g. establish community contacts in Area 3

h. advertise more upcoming events

11. Do you think the Centre should continue

operating?

12. Who should operate the Centre?

a. DNS Extension Services

b. Community College

c. Independent Board

d. NMC

e. Frontier College

Yes

6

10

11

9

11

8

9

8

6

8

8

.5

2

8.5
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No

Don't
know

a 2

3

a 2

3 a

3

1

a

2

2

3

3

a

2

1

a a



Summary of Taylor Report
Evaluation

Pages

ii. "Our approach to evaluating the proje�t was to concentrate
on the effectiveness and operation of the centre rather
than its efficiency."

In the covering letter received with the report, Vic Taylor
notes that it would have been beneficial to have more time to
discuss the centre with board members and to undertake
some cost-benefit analysis (a study to determine if something
is worth the money it is costing).

2. "What we have learned is that the exchange or the flow of
communication is not as simple as it appears on the surface.
Knowledg� we have witnessed, is the key to power and in a

period of time where governments and economic developments
are having a major influence over the lives of northerners,
the communication of knowledge is a major concern."

4. "The face of the north is becoming economically uplifted
but a continuing question raised by northerners as well as

outside supporters is to what extent do nqrtherners
participate in and benefit from that development. Traditionally,

Source: Saskatchewan, 1977b.
N
.....
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nor�herners have had little say on whether qevelopment is to Occur,where or to what extent. Many efforts on the part of the government have been undertaken to change that situation around.
8.9. ·Amount of money provided for the project is $98,460 plus$82,300. .

q. ,0. Objectives and expectations included in the DNS contractwith Frontier College included:
-

- initiate information and communication activities.
respond to information requirements identified byindividuals, organizations and government (local,provincial, federal)

- encourage public awareness, understanding, and
self-expression

- provide a referral service on government and non
government program� and services which resident
might use

- foster harmonious communications among residents
and organizations to help with northern progress- strengthen northern culture
reflect the people and activities of the area to
help balance southern domination of media servtce

- involve local government representatives'
- keep in touch with government agencies but maintainthe centre's independence .

- train local staff to develop communication skills

N
00
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14.

Some of the centre's goals are quite vague and generalbut the funding agencies (DNS & DREE) expect some
spe�ific achievements of the centre to me�sure itsvalue. The goals may be too general and should
be reconsidered.

15.

Training provided may not be as comprehensive as
required.' •

A more direct and specific. approach should be taken
to meeting the centre's goals.

16.

The centre has operated on the basis that is should
assist people it considers disadvantaged to make
demands on those with power to change their policies.This can be difficult in deciding what issues and
demands should be raised.
Instead of concentrating on a negative approach thatnortherners are ·always the "victims" or "loser�",there may be a need to provide greater recognition ofthe IIpositivell aspects of northern people and northerncommunities. This would make the centre's operationless "political" in nature.

15.

18. "NATOTAWIW' has facilitated communication within families,communities and between communities and has been
beneficial.

Older people in the area particularly appreciate picturesand use of syllabics.
I'-J
00
.....



19.
Though people may be shy about having their picture taken,
they enjoy seeing pictures of friends, relatives and themselves.

Historical and cultural articles are of more interest to
readers than other features.

Demand for more articles for children.

Strongest demand is· for more local news.

Some �eople feel the editorial policies· are too �one sided"

20� The editor's opinions should not be a priority of .the paper
as the paper should be more of.a voice of the people in
Area #3.

21.

"without doubt the most consistent response to our interviewing
was a desire of the area residents to read more local news. They
want to know who is doing what at home and not necessarily the
political developments."
"One of the continuing concerns critics have of the media
is its· role distinction between reflecting the views of
the audience and creating those views:"
There is some concern that NATOTAWIN must more ably reflect

the interests and ideas of the people in the area by seeking
greater input for the newspaper.

22. Possible ways to improve NATOTAWIN include:

- establish a reporter or contact person in each community
(a small payment may be appropriate, students may be of assistance).
staff should publicize "�egular" visits to communities for the

purpose of gathering news items. . N
00
N



23.

-, more effort to encourage people to contribute either verbally or
in written form, government branches and other agencies should be
asked to submit information of local interest.

- restructure format around communities so that each town would
have a page or section featuring news from that area

publishing more of the kind of articles people want and expect
- focus on one particuiar issue at a time providing in-depth
information about the topic

- extend time between issues if staff need more time to prepare info.'keep the newspaper primarily for local news and consider special'
publications which detail major issues or topics' ,

- determine if students cou l.d be used to help with production of
tJ:le paper.

24. The Centrels'identity is based on NATOTAWIN and residents are not
generally aware of the Centre, its staff or its function
- communication needs is a difficult concept for p�ople to understand

At times, ,when the Centre has tried to act as a meeting organizer or
resource person, other bodies have performed the role attempted.

Centre does not have room to adequately display and use information
it is gathering. Info. is not accessible for residents in communities
outside of Beauval.

€he �entre has assisted in such projects as the Green Lake study,
lIe a la Crosse history, etc.

May be potential in p�oducing more audio tapes for use by CBC.

25.

N
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26•.

-28.

Greatest potential for additional centre activity is in the
individual or small group communication process
- assist community college in courses for developing communication
skills such as public speaking, letter writing, preparation of
reports or articles, use of cameras, taperecorders, etc.

28. If the Centre concentrates on issues which are hard to understand
and hard to make a decision about and difficult to influence,the Centre may make people feel even more helpless which is
opposite of the Centre's goals.

29. "The staff, we sensed, were feeling isol�ted from others in
communication work and frustrated at not being provided specificlearning situations or feedback on their achievements.1I

30.

Frontier College should develop a specific training package for
the remaining months of the contract.

Cons Lde ratLon of improved accomodation both 'for staff residence
and office space requires attention.

liThe limited number of meetings and the infrequency of attendance
makes it impossible for the bo�rd to develop into a viable
dec_::ision making body.1I
board meetings should be on a regular basis, once a month •.
meetings should rotate among Area #3 conunurifties.

- DNS and DREE reps should be associate members without voting rights.title should be changed to Board of Directors.
. .

- continuity should be improved at meetings by providing concise
written reports. and a record of the Centre's activities.

31.

N
00
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32.I( "Based on our observation we would suggest that a great deal
more could be done by the Centre in informing.the residents
of Area #3 about on-going agency activity in the area •••
could facilitate positive social development more than at present.

II
•

N
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Advisory Board Discussions about the Evaluation
Report, Monday, December 19, 1977

- Request more ads especially from the Northern local communities.

- Reports such as the government news releases should be condensed

into "Grassroots" language.

- Request minutes of the local communities' meetings and see if they

want it in the paper.

- More community notices in the paper, such as bingos, sports events.

- Pat Campbell suggested Natotawin put U.I.C. helpful hints and

procedures in applying for social aid "because a lot of people don't

understand that you can't receive social assistance while drawing

U. I. C. at the same time."

- Various funding agencies from the two governments should be in the

paper, so as to give people an opportunity where and to whom to

apply for funding e.g. Canada Works.

- More old time pictures and stories because the elders take parti-

cular interest in them.

- Trappers marketing prices if furs, fur forecasts.
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Stabner's Evaluation

G-3-9

On July 25, 1978 at the request of Tim Meyers of Extension

Services, I flew to Beauval to assist them in setting up financial

records for their Newsletter which according to their contract is to

be published twice monthly.

I formed a very poor impression of the entire set up and will

try to communicate to you my reasons.

1) The editor Simon Paul had promised Tim Meyers that he would meet

me at the airport. Instead of doing this he took off to Meadow Lake

and arranged no way for me to reach their office. There is no taxi in

the town.

2) I walked to Burnouf's Gulf Station and tried to phone the

office (10.30 A.M.). There was no one at the office. I finally

found the secretary and she borrowed a car and picked me up.

3) I tried to explain to Lillianne (secretary) how to set up a

simple accounting system, but she was not very interested as she

said the L.e.A. has offered her a job and she thought she would take

it. The only record of the bills paid was the cheque stubs and Peter

Buffin. a board member, always kept this book at his home. The

follwing morning he sent the cheque book over via his wife.

4) I thne proceeded to show Lillianne how to set up her ledger.
,

There was one cheque to Simon Paul for $300.00 which had been issued

to him as an advance on expenses for a trip to Saskatoon. On re-

turning he had produced bills for $750.00 which they had paid without

deducting the $300.00 advance. He therefore owes them $300.00 in this

instance.
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5) They had also received a cheque for Canada Works (students) for

the summer payroll and Simon had deposited it to an account set up

in his own name and had spent $800.00 of this before the board

realized he had received this cheque. Peter Buffin put a freeze on

the account and to date Simon has paid back $300.00. He therefore

owes $500.00 in this instance •. A total of $800.00.

6) According to the contract a Natotawin is to be printed twice

monthly. One has been printed since June!!

7) According to Lillianne another should be ready for printing

Thursday but as yet the editor has given her nothing to type.

8) Up�n talking to Lillianne she disclosed they have a car and a

truck. They do not know where the car is but stated Simon said it was

by his tepee and would not start. The truck Simon takes and uses as

his own. He disappeared for a week and it turned out he had gone to

a Rock Concert in Winnipeg. He was not charged for use of the truck.

He is seldom in the office but according to Lillianne the only news

put into the Newsletter is news flashes sent to them by the C.B.C. or

quotes from other newspapers. According to her, Simon has not brought

back any news from any of his journeys.

9) Lillianne informed me that Simon has resigned as of August 15,

1978. She also stated Peter Buffin is resigning (who I think is

trying to do a good job, but is hampered by the fact the board

members live so far apart, Green Lake, Jan Bay (sic), Canoe Narrows,

Ile a la Crosse, - so he has a hard time getting them together. He

also has a job and therefore finds it difficult to keep an eye on
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the office). Lillianne herself is thinking of taking a job at the

L.e.A. office.

10) Unless they get an editor who has mature ideas and is ready to

take on responsibility, I am sure as the saying goes--"The paper will

go BELLY up".

M. STABNER

MS:tjr
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Board of Directors Meeting October 6/78

The Board of Directors held their monthly meeting at the Empire
Motel in Meadow Lake on Priday, October 6/78.

Present were: Ralph Lariviere, Rod Bishop, Leon Belanger, Lawrence
Yew, Peter Buffin, Ernestine Laliberte, Mike Blackmon, Robin Hill,
Simon Paul, Lillianne Corrigal, zroe OPj;<O�6W,

The meeting was called to order by Peter Buffin.

Budget Report'- $28,699.25 was the balance reported for June 15/78.
_ $14,450.29 was the Balance forward for August.
_ $5,285.95 was underspent as of October 2/78.

Lawrence Yew motions that the Budget report be adopted and approved.
Seconded by Leon Belanger.
Peter Buffin apologized on behalf of Mr. Tim Myers, acting director
of the D.N.S. Extension Services, who was unable to attend the last
meeting in Beauval (Sept. 28/78).
Area of Discussion - Content of Natotawin

It was felt by Leon Belanger that there should be more wlocal
stuff.w

Rod Bishop said sometimes it could be a vicious consequence in
reporting Was it isn'and cited an example where a freelance reporter
(Ken Arnault) was harassed with "odd" correspondence from people who
did not like his articles submitted to the Meadow Lake Progress.

,

Rod Bishop also felt that if a community leader voiced his/her
concern on certain issues then, the public might feel tha� he/she,
is manipulating the paper.

Lawrence Yew mentioned the board should consider the total
communications system for the north. Special ARDA would consider
funding the centre and an application would have to be submitted as

soon as possible. Mr. Rod Brooks, La Ronge "Northerner" had previously
submitted an application for a grant to fund his newspaper but he was

turned down because it was felt the communications in the North should
be priorized for native people.

Lawrence Yew felt there was no real support from the D.N.S.
(for example: The Centre's requested budget was turned down and instead
$60,000 as proposed by D.N.S. had to be accepted to continue the Centre's
operation).

Because the budget monies was delayed by negotiations last spring,
the staff morale went down and the board appeared laxed (indicated by
dismal attendances at Board meetingsl Consequently, it was felt that
the board did not give any real directions. This meeting was to lay
down the policies and guidelines to ensure that the Regional, Communication
Centre operates efficiently.
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Again, the content of the paper was mentioned. It was felt that
there was too much broader issues in the paper. (e.g. uranium mining
in Australia) •

The editor felt thi$ was necessary as it was intended to create
an awareness which is greatly needed in the north.

Peter Buffin said we should draw up some guidelines.
- Natotawin advertize for local news to "spark" local input from
norhtern people.

- more old pictures and stories from the elders.

Ernes.tine :Lp_liberte .motions .
that we pay .. $5.00 per. article from" residents

living in the north. Seconded by Rod Bishop. Carried.

A story should be written by the editor about the plight of a

fisherman in Dore Lake. The councillors of the L.A.C. who comprise
of mainly "non-native northerners" had indicated to a "Native
northerner" and fisherman that they would not renew his commercial
license. The reason they gave was that he had not fished for a period
of one year. The" fisherman had been unable to fish due to illness.

The editor was requested to do a story on the Green Lake proposed
nyouth Hostel" and the new Dore Lake town hall.

The board said the Centre's staff keep regular hours. (8 hours a

day, five days a week). All travels on weekdays should be related
to the paper and a report should be made to the board on these travels.

Mike Blackmon, Beauval Community Development Worker said he will
work closely with the paper.

Guidelines :.

Any trips made by the Editor to southern points has to be reported
to the board prior to the trip being made. The board said the expenses
will be paid if it is in relation to the paper, however, the weekends
were deemed the editor's responsibility.

Future trips by the editor were listed and reported as such:
October 13 -. Prince Albert Penetentary - Indian Cultural and

Spiritual Awareness Session.
October 18 & 19 - Saskatoon, All Chief's Conference.
November 16 - Regina, Human Right� Conference in Racism.

The paper .�Natotawin) must be printed twice monthly. Expenses
incurred by travels must be approved by the member(s) of the board.
The editor must submit a weekly report on his office hours ·to the
board.

Robin Hill has agreed to take a position as "program conSUltant"
with the Centre. It was intended that he spearhead a "memorandum
towards paper's independence" through a submission of an application
to Special AReA. Natotawin must incorporate in Area #3 as an ongoing
newspaper «.
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The fallowing motions were made:

Motion made by Lawrence Yew - Seconded by Ernestine Laliberte.

1. That the R.C.C. newspaper (Natotawin) must distribute twice
monthly. Garried.
2. The nNatotawin" newspaper must reflect the people, communities and
culture of Area #3 by presenting through words and pictures, the
activitiesy personalities, problems and achievements of the area while
providing a forum for self-expression by Area #3 residents. Carried.

3. The staff and editor must maintain a reqular work schedule e.g.
8 hours per day and a 40-hour week. Carried.

4. Thatthe board . (Natotawin) submit to Special AReA a program proposal
for a communications' program via Robin Hill, program consultant for
the R.C.C. in Area 13. Carried.

S. Each Board member should consider the possibility of gaining
community awareness, support and provide input into newsletter
Natotawin. Carried.

Motion made by Leon Belanger - Seconded by Rod Bishop.
1. That upon justification by all. employees to the board tht expenses
incurred on any trips out of the N.A.D. were of necessary importance
to Natotawin, such expenses will be paid. Carried.

2. That a tentative date for board meeting be scheduled for November 4,
1978 at Meadow Lake.

Ralph Lariviere motioned tha·t travel,' hotel and meals expenses be for
today's meeting be paid. Seconded by Joe Opikokew. Carried.

Motion made by Ralph Lariviere - Seconded by Lawrence Yew.

Role of Program Consultant:

1. To provide continuity of the Regional Communications Centre. Carried.

2. To spearhead a "Northern Saskatchewan Communic�tions" concept and
formulate a proposal for Area #3 to be presented for Special ARDA
consideration. Carried.

Rod Bishop motioned that Robin Hill be employed by the Regional
Communications Centre at a salary of SlOOO./month plus expenses.
November 1/78 bo and including March 31/78. Seconded by RAlph
Lariviere. Carried.

Lawrence Yew motioned that Linda Roy, part-time worker, be retained
until October 31/78. Seconded by Joe Opikokew. Carried.

Rod Bishop motioned that the N.M.C. buy all delegates supper this

evening. Seconded by Ernestine Laliberte. Carried.



Appendix I

Table 47

Summary of Selected Data for 'Opinion Leaders

Opinion
Leaders Raw Data

Social
Years Gregar- Leader- Elected
Resi- ious- ship Offices

Age Sex dence ness Held Held

*1 30 ,M 10 2 0 0
*2 27 F ALa 2 1 0
*3 35 M 8 2 2 0
*4 22 M: 2 2 0 0
*5 31 M 3 5 0 0
*6' 33 M 2 1 1 1
*7 40 M AL 3 1 2
*8 36 F AL 3 1 0
*9 46 M 9 3 1 0

*10 44 F AL 1 0 0
11 M

*12 39 F AL 4 4 0
*13 35 M AL 6 2 1
*14 24 M AL 2 1 1
15 M

16 M

17 M

*18 47 M AL 1 0 0

19 M

20 M

21 M
*22 42 M 35 4 0 0
*23 28 M AL 2 2 2
24 M

*25 35 M AL 2 0 0
26 M

27 M

*Indicates op1n10n leaders included in the sample. Those who

did not participate generally declined on personal grounds. There was

no evidence of selected exclusion among those respondents not surveyed.

a tAL t is the symbol for "All my life".

293
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Table 48

Leaders Designated by Others as Influential

Regarding Public Affairs Issues

Frequency each

.. Per.son was. Cumulative
Men tioned by Frequency

Respondent Others (Percentage)

11 32 16.4
*12 32 32.8
* 7 27 46.6
*13 16 54.8
* 5 9 59.4
* 3 8 63.5
* 4 8 67.6
* 6 8�_ 71. 7
*14 6 74.8
15 6 77.9
16 6 81.0

*23 5 83.6
.

17 4 85.7
*25 4 87.8
* 8 3 89.3
19 3 90.8
20 3 92.3
27 2 93.3
26 2 94.3
24 2 95.3
21 2 96.3
*18 2 97.3
*10 2 98.3
* 1 1 98.8
* 9 1 99.3
*22 1 99.8
* 2 0 100.0

*Indicates opinion leaders included in the sample.

I
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Table 49

Reasons Why Respondents Designated People
As Public Affairs Opinion Leaders

Gregarious-
Respondent ness Job Personality Knowledge

11 10 16 4 2
*12 7 19 4 2
* 7 24 1 2 0
*13 4 0 6 6
* 5 0 8 1 0
* 3 8 0 0 0
* 4 0 8 0 0
* 6 7 1 0 0
*14 6 0 0 0
15 6 0 0 0
16 2 2 2 0

*23 1 1 3 0
17 2 1 1 0

*25 0 2 2 0
* 8 1 2 0 0
19 3 0 0 0
20 0 3 0 0
27 0 0 0 2-
26 0 0 0 2
24 0 2 0 0
21 0 1 1 0
*18 2 0 0 0
*10 0 0 1 1
* 1 0 1 0 0
* 9 0 0 1 0
*22 0 0 1 0
* 2 0 0 0 0

-Totals -83 68 29 15

Percentages 42.6 34.9 14.9 7.7

*Indicates opinion leaders included in the sample.

!l!1M.



Table 50

Distribution of Opinion Leader Sample by
Sex and Ethnicity

Ethnicity
of Opinion
Leader Sex of Opinion: Leader _. -

Male Female Total

Metis 9 4 13

White 3 0 3

Indian 1 0 1

Non-Status
Indian 0 0 0

Total 13 4 17

Table 51

Distribution of Opinion Leader Sample
by Marital Status and Number of

Offspring

Marital
S.tatus Number of Children

-.Number:.ofGrand
.Children

o 1 2 3 456 7 8 9 10 11 12 ToteD 1 2.3 4 12 Total

,'Single 1 1 2

Married 1 2 3 3 121 1 14 3 1 1 5

Separated 1 1

Divorced

Widowed

Total 2 3 1 0 3 3 0 121 0 0 1 17 300 1 1 5

Total
Children o 3 2 0 1215 0 7 16 9 0 o 12 76 3 0 0 4 12 19
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Table 52

Age Distribution of Opinion
Leader Sample

Absolute

Age Frequency

22 1

24 1

27 1

28 1

30 1

31 1

33 2

35 2

36 1

39 1

40 1

42 1

44 1

46 1

47 1

Total 17
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Table 53

Formal Education Background of Opinion
Leader Sample by Ethnicity

Level of
Formal

Education
Attained Ethnicity Categories

White Metis Indian Total

Some

elementary 6 1 7

Grade 8 2 2

Some

secondary 3 3

Gr. 10

graduate 1 1

Gr. 12

graduate 1 1

University
graduate 3 3

Total 3 13 1 17
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Table 54

Employment Training Background of the

Opinion Leader Sample

Training Categories
Frequency of Opinion
Leader Distribution

None 7

Some trade school or

aaprenticeship

Training of the job

Adult upgrading

1

5

4

Total 17

Table 55

Distribution of Opinion Leader Sample
on Blishen's Socio-Economic

Scale
a

Blishen
Index

Frequency of

Opinion Leader
Distribution

70.00 +

60.00 - 69.99

50.00 - 59.99

40.00 - 49�99

30.00 - 39.99

Less than 30.00

2

1

2

3

6

3

Total 17

aBlishen, 1968, pp. 745-750.
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Table 56

Participation of Opinion Leader Sample
in Traditonal Economic Activity

in 1978

Months
Involved Traditional Economic Activity of Opinion Leaders

Male Female

Fishing Trapping Fishing Trapping

0 11 6 2 3

1 1

2 1

3 1

4 2

5 4

6

7 2

Total 13 13 4 4

Table 57

Gregariousness: of <Op inion�::
Leaders

Number of Organiza
tions Involved in

Frequency of Opinion
Leader Responses

1
2
3
4
5
6

3
7
3
2
1

1

Total 17
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Table 58

Leadership Position Held by
Opinion Leaders

Number of

Leadership
R-bles-Held

Frequency of Opinion
Leader Responses

o

1

2

4

7

6

3

1

Total 17

Table 59

The Relationship Between Years Residence
and Public Affairs Opinion

Leadership

Influence
Group Years Residence in Beauval

Less than all All their
their life life

High status 7 7

Low status 0 3

Note: The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.18.
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Table 60

The Relationship Between Formal Group
Leadership and Public Affairs

Opinion Leadership

Influence

Group Formal Group Leadership

None

One or more

positions

High status

Low status

7

o

7

3

Note: The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.18.

Table 61

Relationship Between Travel Outside of

Beauval and Public Affairs

Opinion Leadership

Influence

Group
Amount of Travel Outside of

Beauval per Month

Five times
or less

Six times
or more

High status

Low status

10

1

4

2

Note: The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.27.
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Table 62

Relationship Between Newspaper Readership
and Public Affairs Opinion Leadership

Influence

Group Number of Newspapers Read Regularly

One or less Two or more

High status

Low status

8

1

6

2

Note: The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.45.

Table 63

Relationship Between Magazine Readership
and Public Affairs Opinion Leadership

Influence

Group Number of Magazines Read .Regularly

None One or more

High status 8 6
..

Low status 1 2

Note: The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.45.
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Table 64

Relationship Between Formal Education
and Public Affairs Opinion

Leadership

Influence

Group Amount of Formal Education

Grade 8 Some secondary
or. less or more

High status 8 6

Low status 1 2

Note: The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.45.

Table 65

Relationship Between Amount of Employment
Training and Public Affairs

Opinion Leadership

Influence

Group Amount of Employment Training

None Some

High status 7 7

Low status 0 3

Note: The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.18.

r
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Table 66

Relationship Between Socio-Economic

Status and Public Affairs

Opinion Leadership

Influence
Group

a
Socio-Economic Status

39.99 or

less
40.00 or

higher

High status

Low status

8

1

6

2

Note: The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.45.

aBlishen, 1968, pp. 745-750.

,J "II.



Appendix J

Table 67

Reasons Opinion Leaders Gave for Their
Attitude Toward the Ice

Harvest Subsidy

./.: Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the ViewReasons Cited

Program costs little

Provides local employment

Subsidy aids cooperation

Ice is necessary

Didn't pay a good wage

Fishermen should be

independent

6

5

3

2

2

1

Total

aMore than one answer per respondent was permitted.

306
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Table 68

Reasons Opinion Leaders Gave for
Their Attitude Toward
Uranium Development

Reasons Cited·
Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

Employment opportunity

Dangerous

Aid northern development

Indians and Metis will
never get jobs

Needed for energy

Other moral reservations

Training of northern
labour will occur

Development was inevitable

10

6

5

3

2

2

1

1

Total

'�bre than one answer per respondent was permitted.
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Correlation of Attitude Scores from
the Likert Scales and the Two

Closed-Ended Attitude

Questions

Closed-Ended

Questions from
Schedu.Ie B Schedule B Likert Scale Questions

Nos. 8-15 Nos. 18-29

Number 6 0.62

(p=0.04)
Number 16 0.74

(p=0.003)

Note: The probability (p) of a relationship occurring was

deemed significant at the 0.05 level.



Appendix K

EDITORIAL SAMPLES

GREEN LIGHT FOR YELLOW CAKE

Radio-active news - another uranium mine was opened and given the

green light by the Cluff Lake Board of Inquiry. The same inquiry that
gave us a speedy, "hurry-up and Wait" Quacky look into the future of
uranium and nuclear industry. Cluff Lake uranium mine will resume opera
tions and many were not fooled by the Board's decision to go ahead - with
extreme caution. From that day on, the North could iiterally hear Mr.
Tabouret, Mr. Mike Stoner, Mr. Norman McCallum (Metis turned Frenchman)
poppin' open some french champagne wine to celebrate the occassion
(Doomsday). Meanwhile, the "northerners" were heard to mutter "E=M2"
to themselves. The Board of Inquiry did a tremendous job of educating
the "Northerners" about the future "atoms for peace" industry. They said
"Let them eat yellowcake". d

. ticate
Mr. Bayda's report contain twovolumes of hard-core,soP:?l:;;.. -

-

jargons
of the nuclear industry. No layman in the north could sit down and
decipher its contents, so a public education campaign would be necessary
to help some understand what the north is getting itself into. For some
of us, it is qui.te a trans'i tion from hammering DNS houses to the coming
of a new space (out) age. We are continually "zapped" by uranium
explorations and its sudden progress under the guise of "new found wealth".
After the' dust has settled down from the bulldozers and gravel trucks, we

will find ourselves in an era we were never prepared for - the urano
vacuum cleaner, nuclear powered snow toboggan etc.

Again, Mr. Bayda's report touched on a vulnerable area of the north.
We were referred to as "northerners "

- irregardless of whether we were

treaty, status, Indian, Non-Status or Metis.

The recognition of our treaty and aboriginal rights could possibly
wane in the minds of the elected government people, if we carry the term

"Northerners" too loosely. By now, we are stereotyped as "Northerners",
for example, I am a treaty Indian ( and my name is Registered in the Books
of Ottawa) but all of a sudden, I am called a "Northerner". So, I fear
too soon, Mr. Bayda will not recognize (or identify) my' people as having
distinct roots and culture, Thereby undermining future considerations for
"self-determination" for Indian people. Indian ancestry and aboriginal
rights go hand in hand. Mr. Bayda could in fact be denying us these

rights as a distinct race of people by his treatment of aboriginal rights.

309
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As we go to print, the future of the centre is dangling on a string.
The contract has been signed and mailed to the extension services (DNS)
and we are still awaiting some "soonias". Therefore, we hope you'd bear

with us. We have cancelled the June 15th issue due to "hangin' in thar",
trying to make do with whatever comes· along. �romises do not necessarily
keep our enthusiasm alive, let alone our cravin' bullies •••.

(Natotawin, Vol. 3, No. 11,
July 1, 1978, p. 3)

t"JHISKEY ON THE ROCKS FOR CULLEN BUT NO ICE
FOR OUR FISH

For years some northerners made their
living from fishing the fresh waters of
the north. It was part of their culture
-their way of life. The gains from net

fishing provided their food, shelter,
to name of the few. They share the same

ideas and a common bond to survive and
stay in the North. Noboby, but nobody
takes away their pride.

Then on Monday evening; Feb. 14, at
the Prince Albert Coronet Motel the con

cerned fishermen saw that their way of
life was being threatened by the Manpower
Services of the Federal Government. The
immediate crisis at hand they felt, was

that the government would not budge an

inch to allocate $180,000 needed to harvest
ice and thus preserve fish during the
summer commercial fishing months.

In a statement released to the.press
prior to the fishermp.n's emergency meeting,
Mr. Ted Bowerman, D.N.S. Minister, bluntly
said, "The province already provides trans

portation and floor price assistance for
northern fishermen and doesn't intend to

�t into ice harvesting business.-"
Who benefits from this assistance but the

middlemen; however, that's part of the

political ballgame. The fishermen are

still st��ggling for a price stabilization
for their yeild and the high cost of trans

portation out of the North still persists.
The Treasury Board of the province of
Sask. overturnt the D.N.S. cart when the
N.M.C. found out there was $160,000 still
floatinq in treasury funds.
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nr , Bud Cullen, Manpower Minister,
fail.d to grant the sum of $180,000 in
L.I.�. funds for ice harvesting this year
tor the Meadow Lake (Bert Cadieu- P.C.)
and' '�ac��zie constituency (Stan Korchinski
P.C�) Consquently, telegrams urging assistance
for:ice harvesting were sent to Mr. Cullen for

re6onsider�tion.

The L.I.P. applications had seemingly
received low priority thereby causing
the northern fi�'�armen to take "action".

The meetinq held at the Coronet Motel
took on an air �f agitation and concern

fo� the welfare of the fishermen. They
identified the need in which they had to
maintain the traditional way of life. The
fishing industry was being threatened.

Mr. Lawrence Yew, N.M.C. chairman'of
the meeting said that "this industry 'is of
vital importance to us--- it has to be pre
served." He expressed hi� satisfaction
that in such a short notice "we've gathered
qllite a few fishermen tonight." He took in
account the essence of time in which ice must
be harvested before the spring thaw and the
delay in obtaining federal funds could cause

a serious state of affairs for the government
and not only the fishermen. .

Mr. Rod Durocher, A.M.N.I.S. vice
president, told the 150 fishermen and supp
orters that "you aren't going to get any
thing without fighting for it." If Trudeau
can frolic with $600,000 to have a government
gala party at the official opening of the
Montreal porval Airport, is asking for
$180,000 too much? It is a trivial amount
and the audience could hear for miles, a

faint whisper by Trudeau-- "Let them eat

cake (bannock?)"

Then,
to speak.
a mite too

position.
to do with

supporters of the issue came forth
Mr. Stan Korchinski haranged for
long attempting to justify his
He said he "had no way had anything
stopping the grant." However, the

J
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applications had gone through his office for

"my comment." His 'concern' was so great he

vigilantly stayed with the fishermen to -the
end. The fishermen claimed the support of a

number of individuals and groups as well,
including: Noel StarblanKet and the National
Indian Brotherhood; the Federation of Sask
atchewan Indians; the Northern Sask. Trappers
Assoc. under Mr. Jim Carrier; the Northern
Employment Association; the P.A. District
�abor Council; and Mr. Jerry Hammersmith, P.
A. Duck Lake, N.D.P. candidate.

Several Questions were put to test by the
fishermen for the "king-pin supporters" to
answer:

"We're still the same way we were

in 1940, is the government trying to keep us

down?"
"Is money spent on tourism actu

ally taking priority over our fishing indus
try?"

"Why-is the government trying to

stop us from making a living?"
. -- "Why don't we,

-

con tact Mr. Cullen
and explain our situation?" -- Mr. Korchinski
answers "all I can say is good luck!"

Out of the recess of the meeting hall,
came a voice to end all debate ••• "t-lhy don't
we sh_t or get off the pot!"

Hence, a committee consisting of North
ern fishermen in the 5 N.M.C. areas was

formed. Elected were Leon Hanson of Beauval,
Napoleon Gardiner of Ile-a-la-Crosse, Philip
Tinker of Pinehouse, John Montgrand of Turner

Lake, Jim Carriere of Cumberland House, and

George Bird of La Ronge. This group promised
to look into this matter of government in
consistency towards the fishermen in future
years -- "We don't want this problem year
after year."

The steering committee recommended
immediate action -- "Put the pressure from
here and lots of it." A demonstration at the
Prince Albert Manpower office was slated for
the morning's activities -- "Let's put it
across to the government that we're serious!"
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The next day, the determined fishermen
m&rched to and occupied the Manpower office
in an orderly and peaceful manner. Placard

waving demonstrators walked around the main
office as the employees looked on with wary
smiles. Mr. Mike Barber, local Manpower
manager then declared a holiday for his
civil servants as they eventually filed out
of the office. About 85 people attended the
peaceful demonstration.

The event received C.B.C. National News

coverage 'and by the local CKBI radio station.
When asked what will happen to the fishermen
if the money for ice harvesting did not go
through, Mr. Philip Tinker of Pinehouse
stated "un�mployrnent or go on welfare." Mr.
Jim Carriere, himself a fisherman, also ,said
"We don't want that (welfare). We're working
people. II Mr. Carriere said if the fishermen
received a fair price for their fish, gov
ernment grants would not be necessary.

The demonstrators remained until 4 p.m.
When news of the $88,000 grant carne at 3:30
p.m. part of the battle had been won. Ottawa
had approved it with their blessings, but only
for the Meadow Lake constituency (commonly
referred to as liThe West-Side"). This caused
an outcry by the fishermen -- "We can't ig
norethe· issue that the East Side needs ice
too. They're trying to split us up."

By the third day, the delegates', fish
ermen and supporters' monetary expense were

running low to upkeep their demands and stay
in town. Many had already went horne to their
families but few remained and "stood by their

posts". Fishermen are a hard breed to break.

Before noon, the core committee recom

mended that:
1. They share the $88,000 between

the East and West Side communities.

2. They will demand the additional
funds (about 92,000).
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3. If and when the demands were not
met -- "We will be back better organized with
no turning back."

A feeling of general satisfaction pre
vailed and as Mr. Rod Bishop stated "I am

glad it ended this way; right from the
fishermen themselves." This proved once and
for all that if you want something real bad,
you have to fight for it. This was the first
time fishermen of the North had come together
and pressed the government and made known that
"they mean business."

(Natotawin, Vol. 2, No.3,
Feb. 15, 1977, pp. 2-3)

COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN HIT "BRICK t�ALL" TRYING TO GET FUNDS FOR ICE HARVEST

Northern·Saskatchewan's commercial fishermen have hit a "brick wall" while

trying to obtain funds for the·annual ice harvest, Gordon Carle councillor for

the Northern Municipial Council (NMC) said Friday.
He said they have contacted federal Manpower as well as the province but no

dates have been set for meetings and no funds have been offered.
In Manitoba fishermen recieved money from Manpower's winter works program

to cut up ice, but in Saskatchewan they have been told this money is not available
he said.

All we·want "is the same treatment as everybody else", he added.

Although the fishermen have not found a method of funding, they will continue
to try, because if they don't get the money 1,000 families will be on welfare this

summer, the councillor explained.
He suggested the money that would be provided by one's month welfare would be

enough to cover the harvest and would also provide work for people who will be on

welfare for five or six months if they don't get the ice harvested.
The fishermen want $239,000 for the 1978 harvest and Carle explained that

costs have increased from $4 - $5 per ton of ice eight years ago, to $12 - $13 per
ton today.

This increased cost, plus the low price of fish has made it impossible for
individual fishermen to have the cost of the ice harvest deducted from his earnings
by the fish marketing agencies, as in the past, he said.

It is important to realize there is 50-60 per cent unemployment in northern

Saskatchewan, he said. If it was an area like Regina or Ottawa something would be

done, he added.
Carle said "we're a vast area and of no interest" and added northern votes

don't account for much.
"If worse comes to worse" fishermen will investigate the possibility of a

loan fron the economical development branch of the Department of Northern Saskat
chewan (DNS) the councillor said.

Carle had said Friday morning he might have a method of funding the 1978
ice harvest.

Last week after a meeting of northern fishermen and the NMC in Prince Albert
it was decided a deiegation would travel to Ottawa to speak to the federal gover
ment, while another would travel to Regina to talk to the provincial government.
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So far nothing has been heard from the politicians who have asked to schedule
these meet.Jngs ,

In the fishermen have received funding for the annual ice harvest from both
these governments, but there is no set channel of funding.

Last year a sit-in was held in Prince Albert's Manpower office before money
was received.

Dr. Cliff McIsaac (MP The Battlefords - Kindersley) has told the northern

delegation he will try to set up a meeting with federal ministers although he
said it was a provincial problem.

Meanwhile DNS minister Ted Bowerman has offered assistance in the form of

equipment or co-ordination but not cash.
After last week's meeting Carle said the harvest would have to start early

next month before the ice started to melt.

(Natotawin, Vol. 3, No.4,
March 1, 1978, p. 3)

\.
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Appendix L

Table 70

Results of the Card Sort,
Question 27, Schedule A

Content
Code ' .. Onddna.l, Ranking Scale

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Total Rank

1 2 1 2 5 1 3 2 1 17 5.5

2 9 1 5 1 1 17 1

3 2 6 1 2 2 2 2 17 2

4 2 1 3 3 3 1 2 1 1 17 3.5

5 1 1 2 3 5 2 3 17 12

6 1 4 4 5 3 17 11

7 2 4 9 2 17 14

8 4 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 17 3.5

9 2 3 4 2 2 2 2 17 5.5

10 1 1 3 2 4 2 1 1 2 17 10

11 1 1 3 2 2 2 2 3 1 17 7

12 2 1 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 17 8

13 1 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 17 9

14 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 7 17 12
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Appendix M

READERSHIP CHARACTERISTICS OF BEAUVAL INFLUENTIALS
AND THEIR USE OF NATOTAWIN

':.Table 71

Readersliip of Natotawin

by Opinion Leadership
Sample

Estimated Number of
Natotawin Copies Read

Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

Five issues or less

13

2

2

o

Every issue

More than 12 issues

Between 6 and 11 issues

Total 17

Table 72

How Opinion Leaders.Receive Their Copy of

Natotawin

Method Natotawin Received
Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

From a pile in the Post
Office

From own post box

From either of the above

From the newspaper office

2

13

1

1

Total 17

317
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Table 73

How Opinion Leaders Read Each
Issue of Natotawin

Amount of Each Issue

Opinion Leaders
Said They Read

Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

All of each issue

Only a little

Different each issue

4

2

6

5

o

Most of each issue

Not sure

Total 17

Table 74

..

Number of Other People Reading
an Opinion Leader's
Issue of Natotawin

Number of Other People
Reading Own Copy

Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

Five or more 4

2

6

5

Two to four

One other person

No one

Total 17
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Table 75

Readership of Other Publications by
Beauval Opinion Leaders

Number of
Other Pub-
lications Opinion.Leader Responses for Each

Read Type of Publication

Newspapers Magazines

0 2 9

1 7 1

2 6 2

3 2 1

4 0 0

5 0 3

6 0 1

Total 17 17
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Table 76

Coding Guide to 1978 Issues of Natotawin

Code Issue

A January, 1978 Vol. 3 No. 1

B February 1, 1978

C Feb. 15, 1978 Vol. 3 No. 3

D March 1, 1978 Vol. 3 No. 4

E March 15, 1978 Vol. 3 No. 5

F April 1, 1978 Vol. 2 No. 6 (sic)
G April 15, 1978 Vol. 2 No. 7 (sic)
H May, 1, 1978 Vol. 3 No. 8

I May 15, 1978 Vol. 3 No. 9

J June 1, 1978 Vol. 3 No. 10

K June 15, 1978 Vol. 3 No. 11

L Vol. 3 No. 12

M August 15, 1978 Vol. 3 No. 13

N Sept. 15, 1978 Vol. 3 No. 13 (sic)
0 Oct. 31, 1978 Vol. 3 No. 16 (sic)

p Vol. 3 No. 17

Q Oct. 31, 1978 Vol. 3 No. 17 (sic)
R Nov. 30, 1978 Vol. 3 No. 18

S Dec. 15, 1978 Vol. 3 No. 19

T Dec. 31, 1978 Vol. 3 No. 20
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Table 77

Percentage of Space Devoted to Each Type of
Content in Natotawin in 1978

I
Issues of
Natotawin Type of Content (per Schedule A, Question 27)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

T % T % T % T % T % T % T % T % T % T % T % T % T % T %

A 53 8 0 0 78 12 146 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 7211 o 0 120 18 36 6 48 8 68 10 30 5

B 42 5 0 o 131 15 273 32 0 o 264 31 0 0 44 5 o 0 29 3 29 3 28 3 14 2 0 0

C 25 6 22 5 50 11 51 11 0 0 38 8 0 0 22 5 32 7 62 14 10122 38 8 0 0 12 3

D 9 2 0 0 78 17 63 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 47 10 40 9 77 17 82 19 10 2 0 0 27 6

E 0 0 0 0 85 11 165 21 0 0 43 6 0 o 145 19 o 0 22 3 122 16 117 15 0 0 73 9

F 135 26 12 2 0 o 140 27 35 7 0 0 7 1 84 16 o 0 0 o 12 2 33 6 10 2 43 8

G 44 8 0 0 66 12 152 27 45 8 5 1 38 7 53 9 o 0 0 o 43 8 66 12 7 1 48 3

H 76 20 0 0 0 0 47 12 38 10 72 19 0 0 35 9 o 0 43 11 40 10 17 4 0 0 13 3

I 24 4 22 3 23 4 97 15 37 6 64 10 0 0 29 5 21 3 192 30 36 6 49 8 0 0 41 6

J 44 10 0 0 22 5 26 6 20 4 27 6 0 0 66 15 69 15 64 14 74 16 0 0 11 2 31 7

K 58 10 44 7 87 14 98 16 29 5 0 0 9 1 0 0 39 6 48 8 94 15 48 8 23 4 31 5

L 12 2 0 0 0 0 83 14 5 1 56 10 12 19 66 11 o 0 80 14 52 9 64 11 22 4 33 6

M- 50 8 0 0 0 0 73 12 0 0 18 3 0 0 44 7 o 0 102 17 16526 118 19 0 0 50 8

N 42 6 12 : 2 11 2 192 26 21 3 89 12 0 0 19 3 o 0 0 o 30 4 229 31 0 0 84 12

0 22 4 69 12 90 16 115 21 0 0 95 17 0 0 40 7 o 0 22 4 0 0 40 7 8 1 53 10

P 27 8 61 18 11 3 24 7 64 19 16 5 0 0 33 10 o 0 18 5 33 10 33 10 0 0 11 3

Q 0 0 77 16 45 9 42 9 16 3 46 10 0 0 23 15 19 4 0 0 0 o 196 41 0 0 13 3

R 0 o 149 33 3 1 20 4 0 0 17 4 0 0 74 17 9 2 13 3 44 10 96 21 0 0 22 5

S 13 3 79 17 104 22 28 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 44 9 o 0 24 513830 0 0 17 4 17 4

T 0 o 103 16 125 19 118 18 47 7 25 4 0 0 63 9 20 3 27 4 16 2 115 17 0 0 5 1

Total % of
overall

space 7 7 9 16 4 7 1 9 2 9 11 12 2 6

W
N
I-'
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Table 78

Articles Dealing with Community Problems
Which Leaders Felt Were of Concern

to People in Beauval

Community Problems
Identified Newspaper Issue

A B C D E F G H I J. K L M N 0 P Q R S T To Rank

Law enforcement 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 14 1

ICommunity services 1 1 9

Housing 1 1 9

Recreation 1 1 2 6.5

Education 1 1 3 3 8 3.5

Communication 2 1 1 1 1 2 8 3.5

Commercial services 0 11

Alcoholism 2 1 2 1 6 5

Health services 1 1 2 6.5

Job opportunities 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 10 2

Participation 1 1 9

Tot_"ls 8 3 2 3 5 0 2 2 1 0 1 2 3 1 6 0 5 3 3 3 53

Total articles per
issuea 17 12 14 16 26 19 18 12 16 12 20 19 14 25 20 11 18 18 15 28 350

Community problem
articles as percentage
of all articles 47 25 14 19 19 0 11 17 6 0 5 11 21 4 30 0 28 17 20 11 15

Note: 'To' symbol stands for Total.

aContent categories 10, 11 and 14 were omitted from this calculation (see Schedule A. Question 27).
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Appendix 0

EVALUATION OF READING CHARACTERISTICS
OF NATOTAWIN

Table 79

Opinion Leader Assessment of How Often

Natotawin is Easy to Read

Opinion Leader Judgement
Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

All of the time

Some of the time

6

9

2Not sure

Total 17

Table 80

Reasons Opinion Leaders Stated Natotawin
Was Difficult to Read

Opinion Leader Judgement
Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

Language difficult

Reprinted stories

Spelling mistakes

Disorganized content

Not sure

8

3

2

1

8

Total

�ore than one reply per respondent permitted
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Table 81

Opinion Leader Assessment of How Often

Natotawin Explains Subjects
Clearly

Opinion Leader Judgement
Number of Opinion Leaders

Expressing the View

All of the time 4

11

2

Some of the time

Not sure

Total 17



Appendix P

EFFECT OF EDUCATION ON LEADER PERCEPTIONS
OF READING CHARACTERISTICS

Table 82

The Effect of Formal Education on Opinion
Leader Ease in Reading Natotawin

Opinion Leader Judgement
Formal Education Level

of the Leaders

Gr. 8 or

less
Some secon

dary I more

All of the time

Some of the time

4

3

2

6

Note: The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.20. Two

'Dont't Know' responses were omitted.

Table 83

The Effect of Formal Education on Opinion
Leader Comprehension of Natotawin

Reported Comprehension
of Natotawin Articles

Formal Education Level
of the Leaders

Some of the time

Gr. 8 or Some secon-

less dary /more

2 2

5 6

All of the time

Note: The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.43. Two

'Don't Know' responses were omitted.
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Effect of Comprehension and Readability
on Opinion Leader Evaluations

of Natotawin

Table 84

Effect of Readability on Opinion Leader

Ability to Learn Information

Opinion Leader Judgement Comp'rehension,-.Categories

All the
time

Some of
the time

Natotawin provided infor
mation 3 8

Natotawin did not provide
information 3 1

Note: The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.13. Two

'Don't Know' responses were omitted.

Table 85

Effect of Comprehension on Opinion Leader

Ability to Learn Information

Opinion Leader Judgement Readability Categories

All the Some of
time the time

Natotawin provided infor-

mation 3 8

Natotawin did not provide
information 1 3

Note: The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.48. Two

'Don't Know' responses were omitted.
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Table 86

Effect of Readability on Opinion Leader
Recall of Suggested Action

by Natotawin

Opinion Leader Judgement Readability Categories

All the Some of

time the time

Natotawin suggested social

action 3 0

Natotawin did not suggest
social action 3 8

Note: The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.05. Three
'Don't Know' responses were omitted.

Table 87

Effect of Comprehension on Opinion Leader
Recall. of Suggested Action

by Natotawin

Opinion Leader Judgement Comprehension Categories

All the Some of
time the time

Natotawin suggested social
action 1 2

Natotawin did not suggest
social action 3 8

Note: The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.49. Three
'Don't Know' responses were omitted.
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Table 88

Effect of Comprehension on Opinion Leader

Ability to Recall If Natotawin

Encouraged Participation

Opinion Leader Judgement Comprehension Categories

All the Some of
time the, time

Natotawin encouraged
participation 4 2

Natotawin did not

encourage participation 0 6

Note: The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.03. F.ive
'Don't Know' responses were omitted.

Table 89

Effect of Readability on Opinion Leader
Evaluation of Self-Expression

Created by Natotawin

Opinion Leader Judgement Readability Categories

All the Some of
time the time

Natotawin promotes self-
expression 3 5

Natotawin did not promote
self-expression 2 4

Note: The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.42. Three
'Don't Know' responses were omitted.

"
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Table 90

Effect of Comprehension on Opinion Leader
Evaluation of Self-Expression

Created by Natotawin

Opinion Leader Judgement Comprehension Categories

All the Some of

time the time

Natotawin promoted self-

expression 2 6

Natotawin did not promote
self-expression 1 5

Note: The Fisher Exact Probability test is 0.46. Three

'Don't Know' responses were omitted.
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